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INTRODUCTION

" '•"N;-- •.Ykshop on Women and Development was the first
.1 : • -: ::r-i of four workshops conducted by the American
/.^oc union for the Advancement of Science as requested
by the U.S. Department of State as part of the U.S. prepara-
tions for UNCSTD. The 2-da.y workshop, held March 26-27,
1979 at the Brookings Institution, Washington, DC, involved
thirty-eight participants, both men and women, with a variety
of expertise in the field of women and development. Partici-
pants came from federal agencies (U.S.AID, DOC, OTA, NASA),
universities, public sector organizations (League of j
Women Voters, Overseas Development Council, National •
Council of Negro Women), professional associations and !
The World Bank. ;

i-
After an initial general session, participants broke i

'.ip into three working groups to address the following j
.-..•.;r \ . national policy for development, education e.pJ ;
.,:.•.••• ng for development, and technology for development. j
u-'ich yroup proposed recommendations which were then j
presented and discussed by the workshop as a whole. The i
following report, critiqued by participants, is a compila- I
tion of those recommendations, background information [
and supporting statements, and the eleven background j
papers commissioned for this workshop.

••n

. * • - ~ . * W * • - '—ri-rir-*•-!* • - . • < • - - • ' ' -• * ~ • ' - ••• •*' •*•-*"' ^ • • • • " • -
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The dominant theme throughout the workshop and in the
background papers was the centrality of "women and develop-
ment" Issues to all development planning. As even remote
villages move into the monetary economy, there 1s need to
Improve traditional economic activities of women in the food
chain and in the making of household goods through the in-
troduction of new technologies. It is equally important to
recognize the economic c.s well as social and psychological
contributions which women make in feeding and caring for
their families. As new technologies are introduced to re-
duce the drudgery of collecting fuel and water, it is imper-
ative to understand the implications of moving the cost for
water and fuel from human time to money. This shift requires
even greater attention to income-producing activities for
women, whether of small scale or through modern industry.

The modernization of the economy is requiring women to
buy food and fuel and even water in order to meet tradition-
al responsibilities a^d obligations, but few jobs in the
modern sector are available to women where they can earn
the money needed. Given the clearly defined sex roles and
responsibilities in most traditional cultures, money earned
by the male head of household will not necessarily be used
to meet the responsibilities of females. Poor women con-
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tinue to feed their families by their own efforts, whether
a man 1s present 1n the family or not. The workshop there-
fore feciiiSad U s recommendations first on technology to as-
sist women 1n providing basic needs for her family: energy,
food, water; and secondly en technologies to provide new In-
come.

The discussion of these Interlocking activities of wo-
men was marked throughout by the real ization that national
and International development and trade policies reach Into
every home. Price supports, Import subsidies, cash crops
for export, currency control, all affect the v/ay 1n which
International trade Impinges on local agriculture and manu-
facturing. National planners tend to overlook the economic
activity of women when setting national policies precisely
because of the Insufficiencies and Inaccuracies of statis-
tics and other data on the informal sector, where the bulk
of women work. Thus a government monopoly on peanut pro-
cessing designed to raise the export price of the commodity
also destroyed the local processing and sale of peanuts by
women while at the same time depriving the poor of needed
oil 1n their diets. Planning agencies 1n all countries
need to collect better information about the actual economic
roles of women and children, and to consider the costs of
adding these workers to the list of unemployed, whenever
they weigh the merits of a particular development strategy.

Similarly, development projects for women, whether na-
tionally or internationally funded, should be considered in
light of national development goals. Too often women's pro-
jects are considered peripheral to mainstream development
or art perceived of as welfare programs rather than as eco-
nomic activities. A recent laudable effort by an African
government to improve the quality and quantity of millet
being produced by a woman's cooperative was jeopardized by

[71;7:7:Z".ITZZ'z.ZZZZZIZ'.'.",:ZZ:,. .• T~ZT'. j
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the granting of Import and tax credits to enable Heineken's

to manufacture and sell its beer at competitive prices. It

1s Imperative that development planners unde-stand the im-

plications to women end their children, as well as to men,

of Import policies which undercut local minufacturing.

It was recognized that Income-generating projects for
women cannot be developed independent or" programs to link
up women with the banking and financing institutions of
their countries and localities and thus with the local and
national economy. Women represent an important market for
banking services which has largely been ignored. It was un-
derscored that development planners should clearly under-
stand that credit is a means to an end; 1t should no* be
taken as the starting point for Income-generating projects,
but rather as a supplement to an enterprise which has a
sound base of operations and marketing strategy. \

Recommendations:

The United Nations Conference on Science and Technology
1s the last major International conference in the Second De-
velopment Decade series. As SMCh it is the culmination of
international effort to focus all UN "activities toward de-
velopment. Because the subject of the workshop was "women
and development", many of our recommendations are as equal-
ly appropriate to otrer fora as to UNCSTD. We call upon the
Department of State to carry to all appropriate internation-
al conferences the message that throughout the development
process the contributions of women to the national economy
must be sustained and encouraged.

Our recommendations specifically for the UNCSTD give
priority to two vital areas where technology can contribute
immediate solutions. The first recommendation responds
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specifically to the call by the Secretary-General of the
Conference for worldwide projects. In terms of the Prelimi-
nary Draft Programme of Action, these recommendations are
directed toward national action to Improve the planning and
use of science and technology (Target area A); B (11) also
underscores the Importance of ensuring that technological
transfer benefits the workers as well as the owners of new
Industry (Target Area B).

Us urge that the US delegation go to the UNCSTD prepared

to support International efforts:

A. to develop a worldwide pilot project to assess
present and changing uses and supplies of house-
hold energy, (Recommendations 1, 2, 3, 9, 10);

B. to Increase Income-producing activities for wo-
men:
(1) - in the traditional and Informal sectors

through projects designed to improve tech-
nologies

(11)- in the modern sector through efforts to
reduce the exploitative tendencies of in-
dustrialization, (Recommendations 4, 5,
6, 7, I P .

Underlying this theme of viewing women's needs as an
Integral pert of all development is the recognition of wo-
men as a development resource. Women have always contri-
buted greatly to the economic activ!., of evory country. As
development proceeds, it is essential that women be given
access to formal and informal education at all levels,
through all forms of media, so that they will have the
scientific and technical skills to participate fully in more
modern economic activity. Further, women must be included
1n policy and decision-making bodies at all levels from the
national planning or research institute to village meetings.
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Our recommendations focus in two priority areas: scien-

tific and technical education for women professionals, and

skill training for poor, illiterate women. Within the Draft

Programme of Action these recommendations fall within Target

area A because t1' enhance endogenous capabilities of half

the population #• increasing the capability and effective-

ness of polic1- -nia .ing by adding the dimension of women to

national planr.i .. We ask the US delegation:

C. to initiate or support resolutions to increase
the number of professional women in agricultural
research institutes, agricultural extension ser-
vices and training centers, and community devel-
opment agencies

(i) - to ensure utilization of professional wo-
men

(ii)- and to enhance communication with the wo-
men these services are meant to serve,
(Recommendations 15, 17, 18);

D. to support and target money for vastly increased
training by UN regional commissions of women to
act as local trainers to ensure that technology
is explained to the users and that the users are
trained in its use, (Recommendations 10. 11, 14,
19);

E. to support a series of suggestions to UNESCO,
IDCA, and professional associations for in-
creasing the visibility and effectiveness of
women scientists by granting prizes, issuing
conference invitations, and awarding fellow- h
ships (Recommendations 13, 16, 10, 21). V

. W? further ask the US delegation:

F. to support improved data collection on women's [•:
development activities and on women scientists
and engineers around the world today, (Recom-
mendations 8, 12).
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We have asked that reports on these activities and on

the development of standards for water supply and employment

guidelines be presented to the International Women's Mid-

Decade Conference to be held in Copenhagen 1n July 1980.

(Recommendations 4, fi)

.. ; cct.;.-- ' -•-••alue women as major human resources, we ask

r v. I-.-:- • .^"t of State:

to Include at least four women on the UNCSTD de-
legation in order to ensure representation by wo-
men from each of the concerned groups: the scien-
tific community, the non-governmental organization,
scholars versed in women and development Issues,
and professionals in the Department of State;

to appoint immediately a woman at ambassadorial
level to coordinate US activities for the Inter-
national Women's Mid-Decade Conference, and de-
legate to her on-going oversight of the recom-
mendations made by this workshop.

! •

I.

\ j

u
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Thirty-five scientists, men as well as women, met in
Washington, D.C. March 26 and 27, 1979 to discuss issues of
vital importance to women that should become part of the de-
liberations of the UN Conference on Science and Technology
for Development scheduled for Vienna in August 1979. During
the opening session Mildred Robbins Leet discussed the acti-
vities of the NGO Task Force on Roles of Women for UNCTSD,
which she chairs, and reiterated the need for concerted ef-
fort if issues concerning women are to come before the
UNCSTD.(j_) Her remarks made clear the major tactical pro- .
blem when proi.iotinc development projects designed to reach
women: should such projects involve only women and women's
groups, or should projects be integrated from inception? If
women run their own projects, their issues will be paramount,
but they may also be regarded as irrelevant to national pri-
orities. If women's issues are combined with those of men,
then men and their concerns are likely to dominate. As the
recommendations show, the group felt that development pro-
jects must be planned within a national context but that
special efforts must be made to see that development efforts
reach and involve women. Such efforts include working with
v.-omen's groups r.nd networks both at the village level and at j

the professional level . j.
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The dominant theme throughout the workshop was the cri-
tical need to consider the issue of "women and development"
as an integral part of all recommendations and projects
flowing from the UN Conference Science and Technology for De-
velopment.

Women are, after all, half of the human resource capital
available, more than half in many rural areas. Yet in the
area of Science and Technology for Development, women have
often been treated by development planners as a marginal
group, to be placated with peripheral activities unrelated
to overall national plans. Alternatively, they have been
viewed as part of a family unit that would automatically ben-
efit from opportunities for the male head of household. Such
assumptions not only ignored the fact that one out of three
households is headed by a woman, but also failed to take in-
to account the fact that in all poor families—and increas-
ingly in middle-class families—every adult must contribute
to the family's survival. Thus all development projects,
particularly those encompassing income-producing activities,
should carefully analyze the differential impact the project
might have on women as well as men, and include in both the
planning and the implementation stages whatever special pro-
vision:, may be necessary to ensure an equitable distribution
of benefits.

The papers prepared for this workshop clearly illustrate
this broad involvement of women in all aspects of scientific
and technological concerns. Multinationals are setting up
factories in areas where cheap female labor is available and
are encouraged to do so by the national governments con-
cerned. (2)

National governments encourage rccdern food-processing
and manufacturing factories which reduce opportunities in
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the informal sector thus denying income to women. (3_) Women

farmers seldom benefit from internationally funded extension

programs, and are increasingly deprived of access to land

upon which to grow their traditional subsistence and market

crops as cash crops become paramount.(4j The Green Revolu-

tion, early supported by host governments, has tended to in-

crease unemployment, particularly among women. (5>)

The introduction of a pilot solar power unit is designed

to bring electricity to a remote village in the Sahel for

grinding millet and pumping water, but where will wnmen get

money to pay for the grinding?(6) It may depend on who con-

trols the technology.(]_) Access of women to credit so that

they can, individually or as a group, afford new technology

is a world-wide problem.(8) 8ut women of different classes

are affected differently by modernization. (9j Poor women need

access to information; the radio in Iran played a key role in

social transformation of women.(KO Women's organizations

are pivotal in the introduction of and training in new tech-

nologies, especially for the poor. (XL) Finally, these micro

studies need to be analyzed and policies developed, if women

are ever to become equal partners in the development process.

(12)

RECOMMENDATIONS

The twenty-one recommendations made by the AAAS Workshop

on Women and Development have been grouped below into two

categories:

I. Recommendations Concerning Integrated
Planning, and

II. Recommendations concerning the inclusion
of '•Jomen in the Making of Technology
Policy
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With each section the recommendations are listed according

to the body which is designated to implement the recommenda-

tion: international or multi-lateral agencies; national

governments of developing countries; the U.S. government:/

professional associations.

I. Recommendations Concerning Integrated Planning

Recognizing the all-encompassing nature of women's in-
volvement in development, the workshop participants agreed
upon 6 series of recommendations aimed at fostering the in-
clusion of women's concerns in integrated development plan-
ning rather than encouraging exclusive emphasis on separate
women's projects. Such planning must include an analysis of
the impact on women of all development policies in order to
formulate ways of avoiding harm and maximizing benefits. It
is important to emphasize the role of women in families,
whether or not a man is present, and to see the family unit
as a key element in designing and evaluating policies. A
specific focus on women needs to be included in the planning
process, taking into account the similarities and differences
among women in different economic classes, between urban and
rural women, and between agricultural and industrial sectors.
The ultimate aim of all these recommendations is to develop
policy that makes research on women's concerns and activities
integral to all program sectors.

A. Recommendations to International Bodies

We support the suggestions of the Secretary General of
UNCSTD that a number of pilot projects demonstrating the ef-
fective use of science and technology for development be de-
signated at. the Conference to be cooperatively developed and
implemented by agencies of the UN system.
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I. Woncn should liavc equal access to and parti-
cipate in •-.II these projects at every stage,
including identification, formulation, ap-
praisal, planning, design, implementation,
und evaluation. In eoery case the impact
of these projects on uonen and family life
should be considered.

To illustrate the kinds of questions that sho^d be

considered in order to make the concerns of and impacts on

women operative, we have prepared a checklist of the types

of questions that should be asked when considering the intro-

duction of technologies intended to benefit poor woemn.

(Annex A) We have also identified five major project are^s

that dddress problems of high priority for the welfare of

women and families. Two of these lend themselves to UNCSTQ

pilot projects, two support activities relating to other UN

Conferences, and one addresses the need for income-producing

projects for women across the entire span of assistance ac-

tivities.

Household Energy

2. We reconvvend that one of the international
pilot projects sponsored by U'lCSTD focus on
present rxrd changing uses and supplies of
household energy.

Each of the regions of the developing world should un-

dertake at least one pilot project, encompassing both urban

and rural areas, to improve available household energy by

introducing new technologies for meeting the energy needs

of households. Both improved traditional and modern methods

of providing erergy should be offered for choice by the co-

operating households. The role of science and technology in

improving the efficiency of energy use shoulH be emphasized.

It is recognized that the continuing heavy use of certain

traditional technologies 2nd sources (e.g., firewood) in-

volves increasing social and economic costs. Technologies
• \

I
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should therefore focus not only on improving existing tech-

nologies and supplies, but also on devising new, especially

renewable, energy sources and processes Existing technolo-

gies to be considered include a variety of stoves (mud, pres-

sure, oil-wick, kerosene), of energy sources (biomass, bio-

gas, electrcity, firewood), and of processes (e.g., hot water

pans, grain driers, etc.) A sample project is included in

Annex B.

3. The UN Conference on Renewable Energy Resources
scheduled for 1981 should call upon member na-
tiona to provide information on present and pro-
jected iiousekold energy use and supplyj both ur-
ban ar.d rural.

It has been customary to account for national energy
needs only in terms of the commercial energy resources—oil,
coal, natural gas, hydroelectric!ty and nuclear fuels. This
conventional energy-accounting procedure, however, fails to
account for most of rural energy uses in the developing
countries. Fuelwood (firewood, charcoal and crop residues)
accounts for two-thirds of all energy (other than human and
animal energy) used in Africa and for one-fifth in Latin
America. In India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, where noncom-
mercial fuels account for about 90 percent of total domestic
consumption, nearly half is supplied by dung.(XV)

Because the majority of the population in most devel-
oping countries lives in the rural areas, which in general
are not served by an electrical power distribution system,
they do not realize any of the direct energy benefits of the
commercial power generating system. Instead the vast major-
ity of the rural population--and the urban poor as well, who
cannot afford electricity either--rely on these non-commer-
cial energy resources. Improved information sources on pre-
sent usage and changing supplies must become part of world
planning on energy.
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Modern Industry

4. We recormend that one pilot project examine
the socio-economic implications of vhe drive
for techtiologioal transfer and rapid indue-
tvialization worldwide. The relationship
between modern industry eriplnuers of womsn
in developing countrn.es and the impact of
that employment upon the status of women
should be more carefully aao.cnaed.

The employment of women in labor-intensive export in-

dustries in some developing countries is a highly contentious

area of concern. Trade unions in the developed countries

fear the export of jobs; women and men concerned with fair

labor standards worry about depressed wages and rapid labor

turn-over.(J4J Therefore, a project should be initiated in

a selected number of countries for which interested United

Nations agencies, such as UNIDO, UNCTAD, and ILO, would

be called upon to participate as would industrial companies,

indigenous voluntary groups, and the Women's Voluntary Fund.

A first output would be a set of work guidelines specifically

concerning women. Progress on these guidelines should be

reported to the International Women's Mid-Decade Conference

in 1930.

Giving attention to women's concerns within major UN

agencies should lead to the integration of these issues in

the international codes of conduct being formulated with re-

ference tc multinational corporations. In addition, the ap-

propriate UN agency could evolve a set of criteria for for-

eign private investnitnt in developing countries which would

constitute a development impact statement analogous to the ' jj

environmental impact statements now required for certain

kinds of projects. In this way, the focus on women's pro-

blems could have a much broader development effect.
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Agriculture

5. We recommend that programs* both at FAO and
at the established, international agricul-
tural research institutes link research en
women in agriculture to broad theoretical
concerns with techtwlogical development.
Extension assistance should be directed to-
wards irnrivoviriii the productivity, of subsis-
tence crops, small animal raising, and gar-
den farming.

Because these activities are primarily vhe
responsibility of women, assistance should
also be directed towards women. Post-har-
vest food handling should be considered as
important to increased productivity as re-
search in r.ew strains. Specific projects
introducing new technologies for farm arid
food-related activities of women should be
jointly developed by the agricultural and
technological agencies at regional levels.

New technologies for the agricultural activities carried

out primarily by women, e.g., transplanting, breeding, pro-

cessing and preserving, should receive greater emphasis. It

is preferable that the technology not displace female labor,

but instead, make their labor mo*-e efficient and productive.

Many current income producing activities of women could be

made more profitable with improved technology and consequent-

ly increased production. If the technology replaces human

energy, then the control of that technology should be granted

to those replaced. Too often technology has released womer>

from drudgery but at the cost of reduced income, lowered sta-

tus, and increased dependency.(15)

Water Supply

The rights of women farmers should be considered when

providing water for irrigation. Particularly when providing

Irrigation to areas inhabited by pastoral societies, women's

economic activities should be recognized and supported, or J
\r

-CH
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aiternative productive activities should be provided. Wo-

men's rights to land for agricultural use, which will be on

the agenda at the World Conference on Agrarian Reform and

Rural Development later this year (1979), 1s an important

consideration in any project encouraging increased invest-

ment in agriculture.

6. We support the resolutions of the UN Conference
on HABITAT and the Water Conference which set
a goal of clean water for everyone by 1990. In
thia connection, we recommend that an interna-
tional working group be set up to establish
minimum standards for water supply by amount of
water and by cost in time or money. We further
recommend that this group report its findings
to the International Women's Mid-Decade Confer-
ence in 1980.

Sanitary water supplies have been long considered a major

goal of developnent, yet women and children still spend many

hours fetching water for household use. Simple technologies

such as tin roofs or plastic pipe can give women the gift

of time—two to four hours more every day—to improve the

quality of life of themselves and their families. Selling

clean water can provide income and pay for installation.

Safer wells and improved storage of water, can increase the

supply, but improperly designed or poorly placed wells can

endanger the water supply and degrade the land. Further,

the provision of water must be coupled with water and waste

management. A hierarchy of water systems should be devel-

oped which respond to the needs and resources of the com-

munity. Women should be trained in all aspects of water arid

water management in order to provide additional income pro-

ducing activities to unskilled women and greater overall

health benefits to the community.(25)
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Income Producing Activities

7. We urge thit multi-lateral- assistance agencica
as well aa USAJD designate at Iea3t ten percent
of tlici.r budget to projects designed to provide
productive employment for women, both urban and
rural. Such projects should balance technologi-
cal development with training for the users.

Women's economic activities are vital to the survival of

poor families whether there is a man present or not. The

lack of new income-generating employment combined with the

diminution of traditional employment for women in agricultu-

ral handicraft and trading sectors is causing female unem-

ployment of alarming proportions.(17)

Because of the lack and diminution of income generating

employment for the least educated, it is necessary to explore

options and alternatives. For example, the use and produc-

tion of foreign technology entails the introduction of capi-

tal-intensive modern technology heavily subsidized by local

government and populations when an intermediate indigenous

technology might at least equally increase production, pre-

serve foreign exchange and provide income-generating employ-

ment for those with little access to modern sector employ-

ment. (1_8)

Therefore, we suggest a program which will :

(a) identify goods and services responding to
local needs which have traditionally been
produced by women using indigenous tech-
nology, and

(b) identify technologies which will Improve
productivity and retain employment for
these least educated women.

We recommend wider use of time allocation studies to

identify women's tasks that can be mdde more efficient

throuyh now technologies. These technologies should satisfy

local needs for products and services and be susceptible to
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indigenous financial, managerial and technical direction.

Priority should be given to products and services which

meet basic needs as defineo by the u:ers. It is likely that

the product so identified will accommodate the processing

of locally available raw materials and the manufacturing of

items for daily use, e.g., foods, especially weaning foods,

partially prepared foods, preserved foods, easier-to-coo1'.

foods; household items, such as soap, medicinals, utensils,

matches, fuel for cooking, furniture, implements for home

and field, devices to store food and water; cloth and cloth-

ing, and means of transporting materials and people.

We emphasize the need to establish projects among the
most disadvantaged in both rural and urban areas. Ongoing
monitoring and evaluation, both by users and by Indigenous
groups, including redesign and dissemination, should be a
feature of such projects.

While recognizing traditional occupational differentia-
tion by sex, such projects should also open "p new activities
for women. Far example, new activities such as fish ponds,
business enterprises, or water management could be introduced
to women as easily as to men; indeed they fall within the
traditional service activities of women. The tendency has
been to Introduce new technologies only to men and then to
interpret cultural traditions in such a way as to bar women
from that activity.

Data Banks

A major problem in the designing of integrated develop-
ment plans is the lack of statistics on women's economic ac-
tivities, including the fetching of water and fuel, which
beg for technological or scientific solutions. As the pro-
iects recofnmericJtu a'wve develop information and as research
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institutes disaggregate the poor by sex, it is important that

such information become part of the information contained in

the international network of computerized data banks. There

it- a great resource of information on science and technology

for development now a/ailable in data banks. It exists in

many countries, but the greater part is in the United States ,

where over SB billion has been invested in the generation of

such data. New developments in computer tele-communications

and in search technology can now make data bar.!; information

readily available as an important resource for development. 4

8. We recommend that UNESCO sponsor a working group
to review catcjuries for information retrieval
to ensure that wortcn's special concerrts are both
separately coded ar.d adequately cross-referenced,
and that the group report its progress to the
International- Women's Mid-Decade Conference in
1980. In thiB manner, data will he available for
integrated planning is well as for women's pro-
jects. We further urge developed countries to
support this effort by utilising the categories
in their own data banks and by giving financial
support to assist developing countries in es-
tablishing and maintaining compatible systems.

B. Recommendations to National Governments_

Each of the five major project areas noted above, house-
hold energy, modern industry, agricultural, water supply, and
income-producing activities, also calls for priority action
at the national level. These projects should be designed to
demonstrate the contribution to local and national develop-
ment that can be achieved when the great energies and talents
of women as well as men are fully involved.

Household Energy

9. hcurchcld ensrny ?<~p-ds should hi mad? r;*< intc-
gral purt of each nation's energy oolicu. It \
is recognised that over 90 per cent of the ru- I
?a~i. energy suprlu ar.d nearly 50% of the total |

i
i
I

fi'iiliiri-V..
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ene.rgy aonnumed comes largely from non-com-
mercial iiourcrn in the developing countries.
Further, such energy in inefficiently used. (19)

Improved data need to be generated to measure both use

and efficiency of non muscular energy used for the processing,

preservation, and preparation of food, for heatinc, water, or

for lighting. However, the increasing scarcity of noncom-

mercial fuels, their rising prices, and the widespread land

degredation occuring as more and more trees are cut, require

immediate attention to improved or alternative energy sources

for poor households. Participation

Emphasis was given throughout the seminar to the irnpor- I

tance of consulting the user when introducing any technology. [

Too often new technologies have harmed those they were in- |

tended to benefit. The way that technologies are Introduced-

by whom, when, how; the social as well as economic costs, and

the control wer.2 seen as equally critical to its utility as

the technology itself. Particular attention should be paid

to technologies which reduce the muscular energy required of

women to ensure that release from drudgery does not place an

even greater economic burden on them.

JO. A national monitoring system needs to be devel-
oped to ensure that at evey level new technolo-
gies introduced into developing countries va<e
into account the needs of the users. Provision
of and funding for such a monitoring system
should be included in all internationally funded
technology projects. Users should be part of
any evaluation.

The socio-economic impacts of new techno'iogies should be eval-

uated to see who in tact benefits. When the intended users

of technology are primarily women, or wlitn the human energy

beinu replaced uss been provided primarily by wcr.'en, the op- ;

propricte monitoring mechanism :-dy be the National Women's '

Bureau or a local women's research center. I
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The \,X)fknht>j> further i'.mfihmiixe<l that while, national \ilan-

ninrj muiU- integrate women':) nnd men'n nowtnrna, thv delivery

r,y:\temr. my luu>e to be najxiriitc in order1 to reach women di-

rectly.

An important resource in the identification, development

and delivery of new technologies are existing networks and

organizations that involve women. While individual women

face restrictions in access to channels of Information, tech-

nology, and opportunity in some societies, local women's and

community groups are at various implementing stages suitable

vehicles for disseminating technological information and sup-

porting risk along locally defined lines.(20) Once aware of

technological options, women users themselves decide their

needs and priorities and spread information through existing

communication networks. Simultaneously, peer support is

available for the risk and experimentation sometimes associ-

ated with technological change.

11. Women's group*, and informal or cormunity groups
which include women as well as men should be in-
volved in the selection, evaluation, and promo-
tion of new technologic;,

11. Recotnnendations Concerning the Inclusion of Women in
the Making of Technology Policy

The complex and demanding needs of all countries, and of

the world, require the wise utilization of all national re-

sources, and especially of all human resources. Women should

have the opportunity both to select from the full range of

professional and occupational roles and to be trained to fill

those roles. When women are better equipped to participate

in their society's economic development, national productivi-

ty and equity of economic distribution will be enhanced.

Education and training in science and technology &ra par-

ticularly crucial, yet throughout the world the percentage of
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women in these fields is low. One reason may be the fre-

quent exclusion of women from research and administrative

jobs in the scientific and technical area because of cultur-

al constraints or occupational segregation.

The workshop recommendations therefore stress not only

education but access as well so that women may participate

fully in the making of technology policy.

The critical need to involve women fully in the plan-

ning, selection, and use of science and technology to ad-

dress problems of social and economic development, requires

that development agencies undertake specific commitments in

two priority areas: advanced training in both natural and

social sciences and in technology; training of local women

who are the end users of technology.

A. Recommendations to Internatinal Bodies

Despite discrimination throughout the educational pro-

cess and despite societal pressures away from technical sub-

jects, women scientists and engineers exist in nearly every

country throughout the world. Prejudice and institutional

conservatism frequently prevents these women from attaining

jobs for which they were trained. We argue further that

these women will be better qualified than men to provide the

bridge to poor women.

Recognizing and Utilizing Women Professionals

12. Data collected by the United Nations for the
International Women's Mid-Decade Conference
in 1980 should include information on the
nwnbers of women in all scientific and tech-
noloaical occupations.
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This information should include descriptions of ths

variety of occupations open to women and a discussion of the

factors which inhibit or encourage women professionals 1n

the various fields.

13. Annual prizes? should be established for women
scientists from A3ta, Africa, and Latin Ameri-
ca who have made important new contributions
to social and economic needs.

Such prizes should be offered by the United Nations

through UNESCO or ECAST they should be coordinated with

Similar prizes recommended by participants in the Singapore

International Symposium in Science and Technology for De-

velopment sponsored by the International Council of Scienti-

fic Unions in January 1979.

14. The regional co'ivrrissions should concentrate
on programs which provide training for pro-
ject managers and educators in methods of
involving the ucerc of technology in deci-
sions about its selection, use, and control.

The workshop participants stressed the importance of ensur-

ing that local women and men be given sufficient Information

about technological alternatives so thst they can make mean-

ingful choices. Demonstration models trucked to local fairs

or weekly markets provide hands-on experience; tape cassette:

provide easy reference for illiterates; local dance and dra-

ma forms can be adapted to convey information about alterna-

tive technologies. All such media techniques should be

widely and frequently used.

Most governmental bureaucrats tend to give orders ra-

ther than ask local citizens to define their needs. Cadres

of personnel trained in community organization will be

needed to facilitate opportunities for users to participate

in decision-making. UN regional commissions could provide
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technological information as well as design training manuals

for national project managers. Special emphasis should be

given to training in the use of new communications techno-

logy.

15. The international agricultural research insti-
tutes should add utompn professionals to their
staff to facilitate both research and exten-
sion services to women farmers and in agricul-
tural-re la ted activities.

While these institutes do not make national policy,

their research findings influence international agricultural

policy. Currently their staffs are predominantly male. (21)

We are convinced that the perspectives of women are neces-

sary to ensure that women's roles in agriculture are recog-

nized and that technological innovations are extended to wo-

men as well as men. We wish to stress the simultaneous need

for improved service to women farmers along with additional

research in crops more likely to be within the woman's do-

main.

16. Ui\'K.~'CO should sponsor periodic small inter-
natirnal conferences, bringing together both
•:.::ndinnic end r.onacadcmic professionals en-
gaged in work on women and development.

There is no professional association at the present time

representing the interests of scientists concerned with the

impact of development on women, yet there is a need for wo-

men from different countries in different disciplines to

compare research priorities and findings. Such contact

should be more frequent than the occasional world conference,

and more scientific than the program meetings visualized

under the plan for the International Women's Institute.

Only through international exchange and visibility will

sufficient attention be paid to developing the scientific

capacity to understand the complex problems of women's

fc_V~.. , .
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integration in development. Pioneering work has been done

by individual scholars, usually isolated in universities and

research institutes. Important information has been col-

lected in many action projects and through the efforts of

some national and international agencies. But an integrated

approach to woiren and development issues requires that seri-

ous investments be made in (1) building the scientific capa-

city of individuals and (2) increasing the participation of

such trained individuals in those institutions that conduct

policy-relevant research in the field of women and develop-

ment.

Emphasizing the need for integrated development plan-

ning, in addition to professional growth, scholars studying

women and development should be included in all relevant

conferences sponsored by UNESCO.

B. Recommendations to National Governments

The improvement of existing agricultural extension and

community development services are imperative in order to mi-

tigate the impact of deteriorating rural conditions in much

of the world. Services to rural women, largely ignored in

their farmer and entrepreneurial capacities, need substantial

redirection.(22)

Utilizing Women Professionals

17. Agricultural extension cervices should reflect
the sex composition of the actual agricultural
L'ork force. Tear.s should include both male and
ferrule numbrvs in order to provide better con-
•T.miaation with both rale and female agricul-
tural workers without disrupting cultural and
social practices.

in order to ensure a pool of qualified female extension

agents, governments may need to reserve places in training
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centers or universities so that women can receive education

not only for home economics and food processing, but also

for other types of agricultural sciences, e.g., crop propo-

gation and improvements, fertilizing and pesticides, breeding,

etc.(22) It is essential that women extension workers re-

ceive equal pay and the same prerequisites available to their

male colleagues.

The international pilot projects involving the impact
of technology on women which this AAAS Workshop has proposed
relate either to women's responsibilities in the household,
providing fuel and water, or to income-producing activities
from homecrafts to industry. Women are best able to communi-
cate with other women, both in eliciting and transmitting
information. Professional women can also make a significant
contribution to these projects as planners, creators, imple-
mentors, and evaluators. Without their participation, such |

projects will not succeed. '

18. Women should be included in rural and urban I
community development agencies which seek to \
introduce new technologies for household use
or for income-producing activities, no tJiat
such technologies m l I be appropriate to wo- \
men as well as men. !

Training Local Women

In the development process, women have been denied edu-
cation and training which would lead to Income earning op-
portunities. Although this process is changing for the pre-
sent generation, in many less developed countries at least
f.-'S of adult women still lack access to education and market-
able skill training. Adult education classes in the past
have tended to focus almost exclusively on literacy training.
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19. On site or informal training geared to up-
grading existing akills or- providing neu
marketable skills should be made available
widely to women who have been denied access
in the past.

The types of training we are proposins should include:

i) small scale entrepreneurial activities;

ii) food processing techniques and production of cops
for commercial purposes;

H i ) maintenance and repair of agricultural machines;

iv) practical technical training with which they can
earn a living and which should not necessarily
depend on literacy;

v) training to organize credit unions and cooperatives

Such training generally reinforces group cooperation and con-

tributes to a more positive self-image. As their horizons

enlarge, women tend to increase their use of community re-

sources already available to them thus improving the level of

health, nutrition, and education of their families and their

communities.

C. Recommendations to the United States Government

As the centerpiece of the U.S. Proposals for UNCSTO,

the Institute for Scientific Technological Cooperation should

become a model for the inclusion of women into the develop-

ment process.

20. We recommend (i) that women have a minimum
of two fellowship?, designed for specific
women's concerns in each of the five icsue
areas;

ii) that there be created a staff position
at the Devuty Assistant level devoted to pro-
moting the participation of women in research
and demonstration projects throughout the
agency and in each regional office;
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iii) that at least one nritlion dollars an-
nual Uj for the first three years be used
specifically for cxcliange and travel activi-
ties involving women scientists and techno-
logists.

D. Recommendations to the AAAS and other professional
associations

For development to succeed, the resources of women must

be integrated into research project design. To provide in-

formation to make their inclusion meaningful, greater at-

tention needs to be given to development oriented research

concerning women in a social, political, and economic con-

text. Women's special needs should be discussed and explored

within the framework of general development theory.

21. We call upon scientific associations and de-
velopmmt agencies to include scholars fami-
liar' uith women and develootnenb issues in all
their nr-etinns and deliberations. Vc further
urge these associations and agencies to assure
the continuing development of scientific capa-
city adequate, to analyze the complex problems
of women's integration in the development pro-
cess tiirough both basic and applied research.

Existing methods of data collection and analysis pose

special difficulties in the scientific study of women's par-

ticipation in economic processes. The creation of an ade-

quate infra-structure for basic and applied research on wo-

men and development issues is necessary to overcome existing

institutional and attitudinal barriers to an integrated ap-

proach to research and planning in these areas. Particular

attention must be paid to overcoming these barriers through

the creation of an adequate body of information, methods of

data collection and analysis, and means of communicating

findinqs to an international and interdisciplinary group of

researchers and policy-makers. Scholars isolated in univer-

sities and research institutes must receive greater support
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for their work end should be integrated more fully into

existing institutions concerned with these issues.

CONCLUSION

Modernization is essentially the process of substituting

scientific findings and technological systems for traditional

methods of providing human needs. Because the dominant de-

velopment theories have ignored or downplayed women's contri-

butions to the sustenance of family ar«rt community, women's

roles have been increasingly limited and women's status fre-

quently eroded. Specific focus on ensuring that new techno-

logies reach women and address their needs will go a long

way to redressing the balance.

The participants in the AAAS Workshop on Women and De-

velopment commend the Department of Status for recognizing

the importance of including woxon in the development process

by sponsoring this workshop. We urge the Secretary of State

to instruct the U.S. delegation to the United Nations Con-

ference on Science and Technology for Development to support

wholeheartedly the recommendations submitted in this report.

* * * * * *
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METHODOLOGY FQ-{ EVALUATING IMPACT TECHNOLOGY ON PASTORAL
SOCIETIES

Impact of Irrigated Agricultural Development Projects
"on Pastoral Societies

1. Pastoralists

a. animals
b. grass and water
c. people

2. Division of Labor between men and women

Women's work is complementary to that of men
although the nature of that work might differ
from one society to another (i.e., Fulan:
women in charge of milking; Subriya: women
are not.) Almost invariably women own animals
although they might not participate directly
in herding.

Development Intervention

1. shift from pastoral ism to agriculture

2. from subsistence to cash crops

3. new project oriented toward males

4. msies adopt new types of work

5. new work evaluated in cash terms

6. women deprived of traditional mode of production
- only left with mundane type of work - power
over production is lost

7. women not involved directly in new mode of
production - assumption that benefits reaching
men will by definition reach women as well

8. man becomes the only generation of cash income

9. women becoming economically dependent on men

10. econcrric dependence generating social dependence

11. loss of self-esteem among women
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Solution

1. '..'hat are the roles of wome1.-. or of men in a
pastoral society?

2. How will the new project a'feet these roles?

3. How could women be involved in the new activi-
ties?

I1. METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY IN
RURAL COMMUNITIES

1. What is the named community?

2. What other groups must be considered below the
level of the villacje level?

3. What is the nature of the household?

4. How are households formed and dissolved?

5. What happens when that person dies or marries?

6. What is the model for the technology?

7. Who buys? Individual or group?

8. Will everyone be able to buy?

9. Who owns the new devices?

10. Who controls its usage?

III. METHOpOLp^FOR EVALUATING PROJECTS IN THE MODERN
INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

Such projects may be located in rural areas, e.g.
unde^ regional dispersal of industry programs.
Many labor-intensive manufacturing industries employ
rural women in rural areas directly or as piece
workers.

Important Questions which should be asked (and
answered j

1. What are the national policy objectives of
the particular project/techoiogy tc be intro-
duced, e.g. growth, employment, income
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distr ibut ion? Are women included at the macro
level , e.g. as planners, as "targets" of the
project?

2. Is the project going to be viable in a long-
run economic sense, given anti t ipated market
and technological conditions and changes?

3. What is the product produced, and why is i t
desirable to produce i t? Does i t f u l f i l l
community needs as art iculated by the
community, including women?

4. Are women going to be beneficiaries or losers
from the project in an economic or social
sense (either intended or unintended); how,
direct ly or indirectly?

5. I f women are adversely affected by the project,
what can be done about i t? Can the project
or technology be modified or adapted to benefit
women? Perhaps a simpler technology involving
more labor-intensive processes requiring less
formal education and s k i l l s (which women do
not have), an be substituted; or, project
approval may require a component of on-the-job
training for women. Can the same technological
and market opportunities benefit women more
i f they are organized d i f fe ren t l y , e.g. in
indigenous enterprises, local co-operatives,
joint-ventures, multinational corporations?
Are women better off under d i f ferent i n s t i -
tutional arrangements of technology use and
control?

6. I f women are employed, why? Is i t a sex--
segregated industry? I f so, is the employment
of women part ly the result of their in fer ior
labor-market status and discrimination because
they are cheaper, easier to lay o f f , more
easily exploitable, etc.? Will the removal of
discrimination by legis lat ion or negotiation
reduce the employment of women? Is this bad
i f i t equalises women's labor market posi t ion,
by removing sex segregation in both male- and
female-intensive industries?
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7. Does social and cultural disruption arise from
the wage employment of women? Is it positive
for women (e.g. the breakdown of feudal tradi-
tions and roles which oppress women) or nega-
tive for women, and for their national
societies (e.g. an improvement in the position
of women may be seen to be a negative cultural
disruption by males whose traditionally dominant
position is underlined by it.)

8. What is the role of women within the industrial
enterprise? Are they represented at all levels
of the labor force, e.g. production operators,
technicians, engineers, managers? Since most
women dre production writers, what input/control
do they have in the production process -- in
management, marketing, technology choice and
innovation, hours and conditions of work, etc.?

Water: Distribution and Control

!• Thorough knowledge of water resources: seasonal
variations, sites, geography, climate varia-
tions.

What are resource constraints?

Are they always the same?

What are the periods of greatest stress?

Is any increase possible?

Are water resources managed so that scarce
resources are adequately distributed?

How is water transported or used?

Can time to get water be reduced?
: m

What effects will this have on consumption
of water?

Choice of water sites?

Distribution of water resources?

What effects will this have on degree of
consumption of water for various activities?
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I
Can the community sustain the effects of
increased consumption?

2. Health problems connected with water:

To what degree have these plagued the
population?

At what ages?

Has the population adapted biologically, by
building up immunities tn available water?

3. Dependency and development:

To what degree can the society change its
water use patterns in such a way as not to
become increasingly dependent on Outside
Structures?

Will ease of obtention of water generate
unemployment for herders? For women?

Are technologies ends in therrselves or means
of further development?

Will they use as much as possible of village
resources with their people and raw materials?

To what degree are there useful constraints
by nature?

Availability of clean water by whose defini-
tion? }••

I
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Energy for use in household and for rural agriculture
and homecrafts goes largely uncounted in national energy i
statistics. This is due to the custom of measuring only '-.
"modern" or "commercial" energy oil, coal, natural gas, [
hydroelectricity, and nuclear fuels. Yet such an energy- ;
accounting procedure ignores what in many cases amounts
to more than one-ha If the total energy used in many develop-
ing countries,"exclusive of animal and human power.

Rural areas, where a majori+y of population in the
developing countries still live, are seldom served by
electrical power grids. Diesel motors power pumps for
irrigation, provide energy for small industries, and run
small lighting systems for wealthy enclaves. But most
rural people as well as the urban poor cannot afford commer-
cial energy in any form even where kerosene is subsidized.

Some two billion people continue to rely on non-commer-
cial energy resources to cook, smoke food, heat water and
space, or provide light and safety. These resources are
primarily firewood, twigs and brush, agriculture residues,
and animal dung. Resources for the Future has just com- !
pleted a study en "Household Energy for Use and Supply by •
the Urban and Rural Toor in Developing Countries" which f
underscores the laclv of data on these non-commercial fuels. )
They conclude on the Lasis of available data that the lowest !
energy consumption is omong rural areas of South Asia; due 1
to heavy deforestation, animal dung provides as much as j
fifty percent of the total rural energy consumed. As the |
amount of dung burned increases, food production will fall
unless artificial - and .energy intensive - fertilizers
are substituted. (1) (Joy Dunkerley, et ai, A Report to
the World Bank, October 1973, Chapter III.)

It would seem that m.iny countries are following
India's path toward deforestation. Experts estimate that
Senegal will be bare of trees in 30 years, Ethiopia in
20, Burundi in seven. (2) (D. French.) 90% of wood
consumed annually in developing countries is used as
fuel. (3) (World Bank 1973, Forestry Sector Policy Paper.)
Reasons for this alarming increase in the use of forest
reserves are largely related to the population increase
both directly in increased cutting and indirectly as more
land is cleared for agricultural crops to feed the growing
populations. Improved health measures have opened up
river valleys in Africa and the Terai in Nepal to settlers,
also reducing forests and exacerbating erosion.
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As available resources drop, the ti.--? consumed in
gathering fuel increases, in India it (VK t°en stated
that one person in a family of five must soend full-time
gathering dung, firewood, and refuse. (3) (Mahajni.)
Even higher estimates apply to Tan2ania. (5) (USAID.)
Such time requirements encourage larger family size, for
children help the family more than they cost.

When one examines the use to which this energy is put,
it appears that some -10 to 50" of the total energy consumed
in rural areas is used in cooking alone.(h) In the
case of India, for example, this leads to ti.j cone 1 -AJion
that approximately one-fourth of the country's total energy
budget is used in rural areas just for cooking, while
rural Bangladesh uses about 40« of that country's total
national energy budget just to cook food. (7)

The urban poor must also eat, yet their energy consump-
tion is estimated as lower than that of the rural poor. (8)
As much as one third of the family's budget may go for
fuel in the Sahelian countries. One study states that
"to obtain the same amount of usable energy which can
be purchased in the US for about $1.30, a charcoal burning
family in Addis Ababa may have to spend about $8.00." (9)

Twc things <ire clear from these scattered rcoorts:

1. there is a crisis in household energy

2. little data are available on actual usages
and current adaptations of consumption

It is also obvious that household energy is a problem
for women who do most of the cooking around the world and
are generally responsible for gathering fuel. Any project,
dealing with household energy must incorporate women's views
and needs at every phase of study and implementation.

International pilot projects

Each of the major regions of the world should undertake
at least one pilot project encompassing both urbe.n and
rural areas to improve available household energy by
introducing new technologies for meeting the energy neeJs
of households. Both improved traditional as well as
modern methods of providing energy should be offered
for choice by cooperating households.

„ '^- ;/--r.-~7-
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Each project should consist of four to six sites where
international teams will:

***survey the existing patterns of supply and use of
household energy, utilizing local women as partici-
pants and data-collectors;

•••demonstrate and discuss techological improvements
which with local community and women's organizations,
might be tested. Only presently available technolo-
gies would be described. Each site should test
only one technology. All stages of the discussion,
selection, and introduction of the new technology
should be carefully monitored and recorded.

***preliminary reports of the projects should be made
available to the UN Conference on New and Renewable
Resources of Energy in 1981.

Technologies to be considered

1. Village woodiots: improved or alternative species,
better community control, larger size, better
management

2. More efficient use of traditional fuels: improved
cookstoves, processing of brush and residue for
higher temperatures

3. Development and/or adaptation of more efficient
methods of charcoal production

4. Alternatives for hot water: introduction and/or
improvement of solar ponds or tanks

5. Alternatives for methane converters, small hydro
sys tews

6. Energy For food processing: solar dryers, water
or mechanical grinders, solar water pumps

Formulation of Approach

1. Role of individuals or groups within the community

2. Role of outside experts

3. Relation of project to existing social patterns

4. Relation of project to competing or complementary
development project
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initial Appraisal

1. What are the anticipated benefits of

-- reducing the time consumed in fuel gathering

-- increasing the supply of firev/ood

-- local control of woodlots

. . ' •.•.•• •••;.•• ng food p r e p a r a t i o n t i r e

-- reducing exposure to coirbustion products (e.g.,
smoke from burning dung)

2. What are the anticipated consequences of

-- accustomizing women to the convenience of
charcoal or biogas as compared to wood

-- the impact on income production from traditional
fuel gathering activities

-- establishment of woodlots in relation to
traditional patterns of tree ownership by
women or by RICH

• . . =*terials requirements for new stoves or biogas
plants

-- providing women with more time

Project Design

1. Specific elements identified that will be included
in project

2. Identification of local institutions that will
h;ve local responsibility

. : .nr":*.:.fi cation of best-country organization that
- . ;i.!-! hive national responsibility

4. Specific studies to gather needed data

5. Anticipated costs

6. Projected time schedule

7. Environmental assessment, if needed
1 -t

•.•ii'*.*, -.,„ . i l
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Execution

1. Logistics and managerial aspects of field opera-
tions

?.. Modification resulting from environmental
assessment

3. Participation in studies

4. Participation in construction activities

5. Use of devices, approaches, new institutions
resulting from project

Evaluation

1. Benefits

2. Employment opportunities

3. Income level distribution

4. Health

5. Environmental changes

6. Costs

7. Potential for replication

8. Changes recommended

i

<

i

•

•

'••

i

•

V
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JAVA, INDONESIA:

THE INTRODUCTION OF

RICK PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY

by Melinda L. Cain



Introduction

Mechanized rice hullers were introduced in Java, Indo-
nesia, in an attempt to modernize agriculture on the island
and thus to increase rice production. In addition, the use
of sickles and scales, and the tebasan practice, were employed
towards the sane goal (1). However, the introduction of this
technology also created labor displacement, particularly a-
mong women who traditionally were involved in rice harvesting.

This article will summarize some of the major social and
economic impacts stemming from the Government of Indonesia's
attempt to trodernizc agriculture. It serves to illustrate
the ramifications of introduction of technology without due
consideration to the social context. In particular, the role
of woman and the impact of technology on them is of impor-
tance, because the women were traditional rice harvesters and
processors. (It is acknowledged that hand-pounding is not
easy work, and was not enjoyed by women. However, it did
supply a needed source of income, and therefore, was missed
for that reason)(2). One might suggest that women are some-
times "three times burdened" by the problems of development.
That is, first, there are problems which are not specific to
woner, but characteristic of lower incomes compared to middle
and upper income groups in general, e.g., insufficient access
to resources--land, capital, technology, education, govern-
mental services; longer working hours with lower incomes;
lower social status and relatively little influence in the
process of decision making in society. Second, lower income
women face problems specifically related to their status as
women. Special attention to their, is required in order to
achieve a greater participation. in the process of social
and economic development. These include an even more
restricted access to resources; longer working hour? and even



lower incomes than tlioso of men in tho same social-economic
class; tho special burden of household tasks and child rear-
ing,- and lower status in society than that of males in the
Ksmc social class, resulting in even less or no influence
on community decision making. Finally, the large group of
i...iral women without resident hur.bands are those who might
be called "Vhruc times burdened." That", is, they experience
all the difficulties faced by lower income classes in general
and the additional difficulties faced by poor rural women
without having an adult male to join them in income earning
activity or represent them as household head in the commu-
nity (3).

Thus, thf- increase in rice production in Indonesia must
be weighed against the loss of income for women. Production
goals, ir. this case, triumphed ,-,s they probably should have.
However, an effort should have l-.een made to develop alter-
native sources of income ror the displaced women. Thus, it
is within tii.'s framework, that the situation of women and
processing technology in rural Java will be examined.

Background

Indonesia includes more than 13,000 islands, the largest j
of which is Java, oavn covers only 6 percent of the total
land area (about the size of Hew York State) but contains
two-thirds of tho country's total population of 135 million,
(tl is j moix-stiiv; to note that in lfi70 Tr.donesi a's popula-
tion was l.G milijoi ; by 1905 it had reached 69.2 million.
Now, in a Little over ten yrrus, it has almost doubled.)
More than 80 percent of this population resides in rural
areas. In contrast, oth-sr islands (Kalemantan, Sulawesi,
Sumatra) do not have enough labor for production.

Indonesia is representative of the iron' than one-half
of the world's population that depends on rice for a basic
food supply. Approximately 90 percent of the world's rice
is produced in Asia (4). Sixty percent of the total calories
and G5 percent of the protein in the Indonesian diet come
from rice (5). Domestic consumption of rice in Indonesia is
hiuhcr than the country's capacity to produce it, which means
that rice !,iu.cf he ii.iport ed to meet local demand. In fact,
in 1070 Indonesia was the world's largest importer of rice.

Obviously, ^gric-jlture is crucially important to the
Indonesian economy. For example, in 1968 it contributed
about !i0 percent of the Gross Domestic Product, provided
employment for about 70 percent of the total labor force,
and produced about 50 percent of all exports (6). In the
£;c-:r).-id five-yuvi:- plan of Indonesia, RiirK.VI". A II, -ational
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efforts wore defined as boinq direct to increase productivity I •.•
and achieve ultimate self-sufficiency in rice production,
Lo expand agricultural exports and to reduce rural unemploy-
ment (7). The la roost single program ii; the plan is to
increase the production of rice (p.iddy) , of secondary crops ( '••
(such as corn, norqhura, cassava, soybeans, and peanuts;,
arid of 'Horticulture. The plan outlines increases in rice
production from 14.5 million tons in 1973/1974 to 13.2
million tons in 1070/79, or an average annual increase of
4.6 percent", which is about double the rate of population
growth. The increase in production is primarily due to the
expansion of cultivated land and to increases in pcr-
hectare yields. The governmental program (initially
launched in 1968 and revised on several occasions since
that time) to support the campaign for increased rice
production is called BTMAS, an acronym taken from the
Indonesian expression "Uimbingan Massal" ("mass-guidance").
This program is attempting to mobilize the Indonesian
peasants in an effort that involves a massive infusion of
fertiliser and high-yielding seed varieties (IIYV). Some
reports indicate that the program has been far from suc-
cessful for a variety of political, and administrative
reasons (8). Nonetheless, the national goals of increased
rice production and sol f-suf f ic1-jncy retrain.

Since 1971, when Amir Khan of IRHl wrote that most of
the rice production in Asia was done with traditional,
nonmechnnical methods, a strong effort has been made to
mechanize rice cultivation. This effect has not been
without problems, however, as noted by Khan:

Mechanization of rice production in the tropics has
many problems which still remain unsolved. Attempts
to transfer the hiqhly advanced Western and Japanese
mechanisation technologies have not produced effective
results for the small farm holdings in the tropical
regions. The overwhelming need today is to develop an
intermediate Mechanization technology to suit the
prevailing set of agricultural, sociccconomic, and
industrial conditions of the tropical regions (9) .

Traditional Rice Harvesting

Traditionally, Javanese rice farmers did not restrict
anyone who wished to participate in the rice harvest. The
harvesters were mostly women from within the village and
from neighboring villaqes. The women used an ani-ani
(small finger knife) for harvesting. The ani-ani was
suitable for cutting local varieties that matured at
different times and had varying stalk lonqths. The ha:—

1
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venters carried the rice in sheaves, bound in the field, on
shoulder poles to the owner's house. This method of har-
vesting required large numbers of people, and literally
thousands of lanoi^f.s families were involved. In fact, one
farr iu;.vcv nhowed as many as ri00 persons employed per hec-
tara i.-O). The harvester's pay was a share of the crop,
with a iirio of about seven to ten for the owner and one
for the harvester. The division was made by bundles find
not by veight.

T^o 'Cc'l^'r .-. Hat-venting Syster. and
t)ie U^e of Sickles and Scalp-

Traditional methods of rice harvesting in Java have
changed significant'/ partly because of the increased pop-
ulation pressures on land. Individual farm sizes have
become smaller as farns have been subdivided from genera-
tion to generation, and i *" has become more difficult for
farr.̂ ib to run a profitable business. Tho population
increase also has meant that a larger number of landless
laborers etc look in" Tor harvesting work. As the amornt
receive' by harvesters nas has grown smaller, they have
tried to obta'.n larger shares than custom dictates.
Furthermore, farriers customarily have felt a social obliga-
tion to let all tho harvesters participate. Therefore,
farmers h.we four.d their share of '.he harvest diminishing.

One way of improving the farmers' share is to liir.it
harvesters. This can be done by the adoption of the tobasan
system. Tobasan is a harvesting sytem that enables the
farmer to sell his crop to the penebas (middleman) before
harvest. This limits the number of harvesters and avoids
the problems of supervising the harvest and dividing the
shares. About ens week before the harvest, the farmer
sells his crop to a buyer, who then arranges for the har-
vest and sells tho rice. The penebas may be from the same
village or from outside the village. The farmer usually is
paid within one week after the harvest if not at harvest
time.

The penebas is recognized as a trader, and his right
to a profit is accepted. Individual harvesters may benefit
from this syten, especially when the penebas can control
the number of participants, thereby ensuring larger returns
for c-ach harvester. Based on village surveys, sone rice
always has been purchased by the tebasan method. However,
the system has hecoroe more important with the use of HYV,
because there are now two harvesting seasons, and thus,
more rice to harvest.



A comparison of costc of harvostinq with the penebas were
estimated from a sample of village surveys. Using the ani-ani
rico knife and the traditional system, the estimated harvest-
ing costs wore about S30.00 per hectare. Comparing those
costs with about 515.00 per hectare that it costs the penebas
to harvest, it is evident that the harvest costs can be re-
duced about DO'i, by using the tebasan system (11).

Tebasan and the introduction of HYVs have caused an
important technical change in the method of harvesting rice:
this is the use of the sickle. The ani-ani is more suitable
for cutting traditional varieties of rice; the sickle is
preferable for cutting the HYV. When the sickle is used, the
rice is threshed in the field, then carried in sacks to the
penebas's house, where harvesters are paid in cash according
to the weight, not according to bundles. Thus, when the
penebas began to use sickles, scales became necessary to weigh
the shares for the harvesters. furthermore, harvesters must
provide their own sickles, throshinq mats, and sacks to carry
the rice. With sickles, only about 75 person days are re-
quired to harvest one hectare, while with the ani-ani, 200 or
more person days may be needed.

The Introduction of Rice Hullers

Due to governmental initiative, mechanized rice hullers
wf»re introduced in 19^0 to 1971. The diffusion of hullers
occurred v-ry rapidly offer 1070, ,ir, illustrated by Table I.
By 1978, only about 10 percent was being hand-pounded, mostly
for family consumption (12).

An English model by Engleberg is widely used in the
Philippines. This machine has few moving parts and is very
durable. However, a Japanese model that uses rubber rollers
is no re corr.m.on in Indonesia. Pasawahan, a village in west
Java, has three milling centers that use the Japanese hullers
and polishers.

Rice must be processed through f.ie machine four to eight
times. It is first poured into the top of the huller; the
hulls and (branl excess material then travel through a pipe
and are discarded outside the building. The hulled rice is
then run through the polisher three or four times.

Choice of Technology and Economic Aspects

Tinmer has discussed the choice of the rice hulling
technology in Indonesia by analyzing the four alternative
milling/storage/drying facilities that were considered by
'-'?AID.'735:arta -Tid the Tr.̂ on.-sinn govcrr.r-ont ir. ordciv- to

ktfrO-iiJ



"modernize" the rice ;iiarkoting sector. 1 lo mentions four
efficient alternatives, of which the most capital-intensive
required $05,000 investment per worker and the most labor-
intensive required only $700 (13). Timmer also points out
that beneath the decision to modernize lay a deep-felt bias
on the part of Western and Western-trained technicians that
"identified capital-intensive with modern, and modern with
good (14). " Such value judgments may play an important role
in determining technological choice, as shown by the wide-
spread introduction of the Japanese rice mill.

In part due to Titnmor and other work, the Indonesian
government chose the mechanical but less-high technology
alternative because it was economically preferable. Also,
loans to buy hullers were available at 1 percent per month
interest, whereas regular village credit runs about 5 to 10
percent per monch. Therefore, the machines were well sub-
sidized and available to those who could afford them.

Collier estimates the average investment costs of a
hulling center to be 53,111 for machinery, buildings, and
land. Such a hulling center would have an average capacity
of .00 tons pei hour. This figure is based on ti.e combined
use of old and new equipment. Timmer estimates $0,049 as the
initial cost of a hulling center with a capacity of .42 tons
per hovir (15) .

In Pasawahan, the initial cost of a huller in 1976 was
Bp 2.5 million (or about U.S. $4,000). The owner of the
huiler said that operating costs were low except for repair,
which did not occur very often. Both the huller and polisher
were diecel-powered, using a crude kerosene fuel that cost Rp
30 p^r liter (five cents per liter, or less than twenty cents
per gallon). Ten liters would run the huller for five hours
or about one ton of rice. Repair costs so far had been few.
The owner pointed out a small part thet had recently been
replaced for Rp 40,000 (sixty-six dollars).

At this particular hulling center or mill, about two
tons of rice could be hulled per day. (This compared to the
hand-pounding of forty kilograms per day by one woman.) Two
men who operated the huller and polisher could process about
100 kilograms of rice in twenty minutes and were paid Rp 45
for every 100 kilograms. Labor use as estimated by Collier
was four to five hand laborers to hull 92 tons per month
(average) in contrast to Timmer's estimates of twelve la-
borers to hull 1,000 tons per year.

In order to compare costs of using hullers and hand-
pounding, it was found in one survey that the average cost



of: hand-poundi nq VMS S1.45 per 100 ki lograms. In comparison,
the avemq« cost r.o the farmer of using a l iu l l c r was 3.54 per
k i loqran . In Addit ion, thr: by-products were kept by the
mi l le r while in the t rad i t ior i . i l ha rves t , women were able to
kt'Gp the by-product:--, to use a:-; animal feed (16) .

I.rpact; of '.lie npoi-,qy

During the lant five years, the mi]] !KI<-, taken over work

traditionally done by women. Two examples illustrate these

changes: "A former rice trr.dor, now turned mill owner,

stated that he used to employ eight women to hand pound his

rice. Tour women workirq five; hourn could hand pound 100

ki]oqrams of gabah. Tliis rice trader could buy COO kilograms

per day of gabah. The women's wages were L0 percent of the

rice they provided, which amounted to just under two liters

of mi H o d rice per day. Thus, over the harvest season these

night women earned perhaps sixty liters of milled rico <?ach

or cnouqh to food themselves for four months." "In Kr-ndal,

Central Java, a farrr.er said th.:t MI the past there wore more

than 100 wonrn "hand-pouncer" laborers in liin villain, out

now they hav.» no work (3 7 ) . "

r:r;tinat'.'S of jobr. lost ranqr-d as high as 1.2 million in

Java alone anci as hiqh as 7.7 million in all of Indonesia as

a rosul*- of the introduction <->f the now technology. Collier

estimated that the loss to laborers in earnings due to tho

use of hulloirs was U.S. C50 inil1ion annually in Java, rep-

rcr;c:i t in') 12'J million vniMn ti;.''/-. -,f l̂ .̂ oi:.

Tli« rice farmer pays loss to tho mill for threshing and

tho process is :-'ieh quicker, but the women have lost a highly

remunerative source of ir.ccr-e. They are now forced-to work

longer hours at other jobr., if such can aven be founr1. The

shift fro.n ••. tradit.ioricil tecl'.noloqy >o a more modern c o has

eliminated one of the more important sourcos of income for

landless villagers.

Thus, although the adoption of the use of HYV, tehasan,

sickles, scales, and rice hullers has served to increase rice

proriuction in Indonesia, it has not helped to solve the

problcr.ia of ur.e:r.ployiT!Gn!r. and income distribution in Java.

Rather, it appears these problem:; have beer, exacerbated.

Furthermore, there is little evidence to indicate- that the

rural u.-.'-iTipJoyeci arc being taken up by work opportunities in

tho cit.ies, or have been able to find replacement sources of

ineoir;-? in the rural areas.

.;>. ' J . ' ;'' •.
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Com .-I ml ing i-ipmarkr;

Tii(loncr;i.3, to state the obvious, in a land of contrasts.

Java and Fi.i 1 i are ir.lands with dense populotionr; that create

massive unemployment problems, other is'jnci:; (Kalimantan,

Sulawesi, Siimat-r.i) lack enough labor for production purrxv.;es.

While the observations mau'j in thi.«» ca:;o rofcr specifically

to Java, it i:; important to not-.o the differences within

Indonesia and 10 rofraiti from qoncrolizinq to other islanda.

This implier; tii.it it is possible, if not probable, that

regional varintiona within a country might well dictate the

need for several different policy packages vis a vis tech-

nology choice or uso within a single; country. Tn this case,

the policy for modern} zinq agriculture was applied generally

throughout Indonesia, and as illustrated on Java, thir. caused

some unanticipated, negative impacts.

In addition to illustrating the need for region-specific

technology policies, this car;e also shows that technology,

itself, iu neutral; it is the uso of technology that de-

termines wh'-tfx.-r it has positive or negative effects. Tt is,

therefore, important to consider who will own the technology

and who will benefit from its use. On Java, those with a

Kubstariti.il income were able to afford the new technology-

Those who woro at the subsistence level (mostly women) were

not in a favorable position to purchase the hullers and

thereby lost access to o".<- source of income. Tn contrast, I

was tolci that women in W. Sumatra have used the introduction

of ricr- hulK-r-; to their advantage. Due to the matriarchies 1

system, wom'.'ii th'.'ro own land and m.ikc agricultural decisions.

They were able to form cooperative groups with sufficient

access to financial resources to buy the hullers, and use

them profitably.

Finally, this case describes a common trade-off in

development situations: modernization or mechanization

versus labor utilization. It is difficult to call rice mills

a "mistake" bc-cause the process is more efficient in terms of

input/output, and such officiency is necessary due to na-

tional gialw <~>f increased rice production. Furthermore,

hand-pounding of r i o is an arduous task, and it is unlikely

that t:ho wor^n were sad to see such hard work. I.- eplaced.

However, if technology is to be introduced that -ay have

implications for labor displacement, a prudent policy con-

sideration v/o';ld be co provide alternative sources of income,

employment or;d training for those who night be displaced.

One way to ii:al with these consequences is to promote rural

industry based on local materials. For example, in one

Javanese village- where brick making io a local industry, some

women have turned to pounding grc-.vel. Bricks are of higher
[ • 1
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qunlity when the women are used, because qmvel is a better
oubstjnee for the briefcs than the sand that is used when
women are not involved. Thus, with some creativity, al-
ternative sources; of income can be found.

r-
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""ABLE 1" Number of Sample Farmers Processing Kice with Hullers, and Numbers of Hullcrs in
So nplo Villages, 1970 and 1973 (*)

e;;t Java
Kab. Seraig

Sentul
Waning j a ud

Kab. Cianjur
Jati
Gckbrong

entral Java
Kab. Banyuraas

Kcbanugan
Sukaraja lor

Kab. Kebumer.
Bulus Pesantren
Patonion

ast Java
Kab. Ngawi
Goneng
Gernarang

Kab. Jenber
Sukosari
Tanggulwetan

No. of Farncrs
in Sa:nple

27
24

29
27

30
30

30
30

29
30

30
28

No. of Farmers
Processing Pice

with
1970

0
0

15
0

0
0

0
2

0
n.a.

0
8

Hullers
1973

0
17

29
0

29
22

27
25

26
21

2G
27

Number
in the

1970

. 0
0

3
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
n.a.

of Hullers
Villjqe

1971

0
A

5
0

*

*

1

3
2

8
8

'Farmers from these villages used hullers in neighboring villages.

o
i
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CAN TECHNOLOGY HELP WOKEN FEE1": TITSItf FAMILIESV
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This paper Goto forth Issues related to technology vhich
car. help rural \.'o::.ea in developing countries in their major
task, feeding their families. Ideas have been developed from
field observations with colleagues vhose continued interest
in this problem is acknowledged: Bob Bates, Joan Fiator,
Kenton Karris, Marcot Higgins, Hugh Roberts, Moussa Salleh
and F"ed Vfeber.

V.'or.an is the universal uynbol of sustenance and nourish-
ment. The symbol is base:) on .veality. In the developing
•world especially, ••••'om-in have £. great deal to do viith food.
Not only do vonen do the cooking, they plant the seeds, vec-d
the fields, harvest the crops and carry then home. They are
the ones "-.'ho see to storage and preservation. Any processing
that is done at ho:::e level is done by vorr.en. All of this is
a ijrea'. deal of '•:ork, especially for families "••'ho live at. the
subsistence level in rural areas throughout the vorld. A
grain or starchy tuber is the staple item in the diet: corn,
rice, niilet, sorghon, vheat, potato, cassava, yam, taro,
plaintain, sveet potato. Depending on the place, one of
these is the mainstay of life, to be supplemented in good
ti.r-.ei •••• :th vegetables and soir.e ar.in-al protein, and in times
of scarcity to be substituted for or siraply done without.

The international perception of the problem of hunger
and ralnutrition has shifted since the beginning of the
Second Development Decade from emphasis on lack of food in
general, to lack of protein--specificQlly in the "at risk"
pregnant/lactating mothers and children under five--back to a
lack of calorie.", usually expressed as an insufficiency of [

* - • » • • - - ' * • J . . . Il



have told us chat there was not enough food to eat, csyecial-
ly at certain times of' the year (.just before harvest vhen the
stores run out) and under 'weather condition." which HdverocO.y
affect the crops.

In efforts to assist in the "var on hunger", U.S. dcvcl-
opr.ent assistance agencies, both government and private, hive
tried various strategies ranging from food aid to technical
assistance in proving food, from assisting with capital
infrastructure such as roads and dajr.s to family planning.
One; of the strategies currently receiving attention is that
of appropriate technology. Since women arc responsible for
feeding the family, and thus the nation, can technology help
women with this important task?

The obvious answer is, it depends. It depends no'; so
much on the "vhat" of technology but on the "how". The
conscious change in terminoloiTy from "technology" to
"appropriate technology" is, I believe, the signal of an
avaren'.-cj th'if. t.he "how"1 is much more important than the
"what". Ft h-is CO.T.O about because of the f&ilui'e of technol-
ogy to fulfill its development promises, yet it seems that
the change in thinking has not yet corr.e t.h<= full distance.
Appropriate technology ic failing in its turn to the extent
that it does not concentrate on the how of application.

Why have we cotton into such a bind? It in because we
have excluded noopie in our definition of technology. *e
have concentrated or; the hardware, soneti.-r.es to the total
forget1-inr. of the people for whose use it is intended. Since
such ic indeed the si;.nation, we should not be surprised to
find that the technology is not used. Even as this omission
is redressed, a similar error is committed. People may ho
brought into the picture, but they are rarely the right
people, the women. They are the major potential users of
technology related to food.

The answer to the question, "Can technology help women
feed their families?" can be a positive one, given two
conditions. "Yes", if wenen perceive the technology to work
for them, to deliver vhat they need and want. "Yes", if
vosr.en can pay for it, and be assured the benefit of their
investment. In this regard, women of developing countries
are no different from any other consumer group.

Before taking a closer look at these two conditions, let
us look at women in developing countries, most of whom live
in rural, subsistence farming situations, to aee how they
might find technology of use to then.



V.'orr.cn are very practi:a'i. people. Thi.-y lvxvc- to be,
especially the worsen v« ;u'<; talking about here. There is
evidence of a be-iiof '-hat. \(.::.r-n on joy their roio a- cultiva-
tors, as carriers of water :.m:i wood, as harvesters, preserv-
ers, prppi.-.rerc and servers of 1'ocd. The "traditional vcrc.an"
who spend?; lone, hours each dr-.y in tho arduous vork nreded i.o
no-.irii.-h her fa:::ii;,- is vsJl thought of. Yet if iruth be told,
women are hun.an; they oo not appreciate the hard vork ar.d
lonp, hours any iriore than men, oven though social /alue
attached to performance oi' the<:c casks is important to
vore-n. Indeed, women take the first opportunity to .T.ove into
other occupations, usually snail eorjnerce, so ai to escape to
so:;;e decree the-so tasks. If they are able to tarn ir.oney,
they hire other women to har.d pound or grind their staple
food if mechanized milling is not available. They pay others
to carry vater >ind wood, to prepare meals, to care for child-
ren, and even to nurse them. Therefore, vernier, are prime
candidates for technology v-hich help? lhe:n cut dov.Ti on the
vork involved in the whole process of getting food to the
family, or so it '..ould seem.

What is the problem, then, with the technologies which
are available, and vhich have been introduced in developing
countries? Our firr-t condition, negatively stated, is that
wor.en hr.v? not pc-revived ttu: technology to vork for them, to
deliver -.,'r.̂t t.ĥ y neocl and •••:::T-. '.-.hat IJOO<1 :3 a solar
cooker to the wosin vho :jpoirJs her tire in the field fro.-r;
viun-jp to suijdo'-.'n? If her farr.iiy doesn't like the taste oC
the food iriiie tx-; a result of applyin(;.', a technology (vh5ch xay
rcji{:o from itr-.rroved seeds to various types of processing),
hov; valuable, is the technology to that vor.an? If improved
storage has the effect of takin-j the staple out of the
control of the •..•or.an responsible i'or delivering it to her
fa.T.iiy, can she be expected to embrace the ii-proved technolo-
gy? If the vomun is not aware of the techiioiogy and •.-•hat it |
can do for her as food provider because technologies have |
been, ar.d continue to be, delivered to man, then how can she :.
be expected to respond? Ar.d lastly, no one appreciates dis- j
placement, expeci>iliy -..-omen vho rr.ust support themselves and [
their children--a significant gi'oup in developing co'antries.
They are vulnerable to sudden loss of income-producing
activities caused by improved technology. All voraen agree
that hand p undin.-Vfirinding of staples is onerous, yet hov
will 'he voran vho presently earns her keep by grinding the
grain of others survive with the introduction of a mechanised
mill?

Technology introduced by these outside the
nce it is diffic
..-hich cc".':.' t-i or. ••-c~cr. 's

runs great risks of failure, since it is difficult to know I .,

t x^-^.-m ̂ ±4 ,.r t<i. y -,



perceptior. that ttvj technology will work for them. Thone
elocer to the •-•or.arH.ini ty iviy axso unv/ittinr.iy I'-ind women
"invisible" in their food-related tanks. Tnla i nv ' s ib l l i ' y
was n'irk -j in work on post harvest loss in SenecuX and Ei
Salvador ':n-j or. rural uuv; Lop.̂ fcnt in Peru. In the for::,vr
eases, it wn.-; e/'.r'j.T.ely difficuxt to got 'locurate information
about tilt proco'iire.: in post harvest handling, because the
•..'o:nf.>:i. -ho did the tusks, wnro consistently Ignored and the
r.eri ni.'iiply did not know the answers so they "appropriated"
their.. In Lhe l a t t e r , although vorren coaxd be observed vork-
ing in the I'ioidn, th«- investigator v.ac consistently told
that '..'o::.on do not vork in the fields. V/hcn u j-hoto v:as
produced chowin/j both i;/_-n and v;oir.eri in tht fici-i, with the
vor.en bont over workinfj und th'.- nen Gtr-r.diny upright, i t '.̂ as
n t i l l al.".o.:t J i-.posr.ibie i'or v/or:en to rer.pond •••'iLh tht
j'c-aii?.'itio;i tha.n i t v/at; thc-y v;ho were workir.O

If '..or-.on CxTi: no', party to the developrrr.-nt and applica-
tion of both tools and iriothod~--the hardware (ind .iort'..'r-.re of
tcchroic.\v--hov can th-vy he- «j/.t)«c;i.ed '.o think i t useful to
th-;r:? Tliio !)'jco:;-.c": 'jrwr/'.tlcilLy important v/h'.'n •.:o:r.en r.rod'.:co
iter.3 i'or sa.:.'.1. D»velopcrc could well xsarn from entroprci-
nourn '••ho find a .-.virket before they irakc u product to be
sold. h\ c-:'i'oc:' , r.o'.hir.^; h-̂ r; boen aone to .T.ttch the product
to the ::.arket, the specific technology to the intended ucer.
.l:-:alj. vonder thc-ro .!r. so ILttle de;r.and i'ron buyers and
c )••;:• hoc ho per. frorr. "producer's .

Th-; other condition under vhich technology h-̂ .s not
proved u;;e;'^l in help-in*: voxon :>ed their rairalies is that
.vorr.eri won't :r-:y -.ho pri ?o cf that technology, vhen not
:or.vlr.:-:J o:' • !;e b;n-:-:'i •. of •.h"*'' ir.ve~'--rr.-;n' . P)"oble::.3 '"ith
avaii'-.t._c: t' c:;noxor:y can often be reduced to eccncrr.icc-,. to
the :''-ct that th.o technology is beyond the econcr.ic reach of
thos'.- •..ho need i t . Often this r.ost obvious factor is ignored
by te'.'hnolo^y purveyors fro;.", developed countries "-•ho jr.ake an
unwarranted r.ss'j.-.pt.ion of the economic capacity of potential
users, or fa i l altogether to take i t into account.

Take the example of an Ar.erir.an scient is t vho, travel-
ling in Ep/pt, ot:jervc-i the lc-.corious way in v.hi^h people
v/ere li i ' t ing '..'ater fro:.-, the Uile P.iver, and had an inspira-
tion. ;le thought o:' the- principle of the drinking bird, the
curio '.hat, once set in .".otion, continues to bob i t s head up
and dovn. Surely that r.iir.pie principle could be applied
inexpensively to save the fellahin fro:* such a painful ta^k.
Sci.-.e Tive y a r s and one r,.?Jor study la te r , i t vts sadly
cor.cluued chat the cost to the userc •••'ould be too high, ar.d
the project vas abandoned. Surexy an early estimate or. cost
P-HT e c o ^ T ' T " ! o r <•• cJ" : .2 h?."f? pho ' -Ti ' h e i i r c b l e r r . .



The word "appropriate" currently qualify in.? the vord
"technology" iG often thought of as signifying low cost. It
is tirr.e to cor.s to the point of admitting, both intellect-
ually and 3rr.otionc.ily, that the cost of the currently pro-
posed appropriate technology is not lov enough to roach rural
wcrren in dc-velo'oin̂  countries, vho have even less access to
resources their* io rr.en.

Women are
also managers.
circumstances
between life a
women of the f
status within
acknowledged t
goats which we
have perished.
out the drough
problem.) V:or..
scheduling and
v'nich respond
especially in
limited. V.'or.e

not only practical, and planners, tnfty are
Ayain, they have to be-. In the marginal

of most developing people, the difference
nd death rests on the menacerial talents of the
ardly. Women in Niger achieved increased
he far.ily as a result of the drought, t-fen
hat had the women not done so veil in keeping
re "old to buy food grain, the fa.-r.ily would

(Food v;as ucarce, but was available through-
t; lack of r.oney to purchase it vas the major
on can be observed to ar.ply sophisticated
prioritizing technique,, in their daily vork
to a r:'>;:.bor of complex -md chan^in? conditions,
situations vhere resources rire extremely
n also device tirr.e»and labor-saving tecnr.iques.

Daily planning is required for vor.en to fulfill their
responsibilities for feeding the family, in addition to
child care and maintenance of the ho~3. Providing food can
be broken dovi: to five n-sjor aci.iviuit3--rarif.inG, trading,
Getting "a tor LJ\1 V:OO- , processing, tc\i cooking. A-Li these
tasks are ti::.e !uid ener.Ty-consaT.in^ and must be scheduled so
that they will net results under varying conditions. Weather
affecting the r^ricidturcl cycle- Is a rajor condition, and is
often critical. For exur.ple, activities rr.urt be shifted
suddenly to te_<-i advantage of the rains at planting season;
woman in parts of the Sahel sliarply curtail food proe-essinr;
and cooking during rainy seasons so they car. spend more time
in the fields, writer is more abundant then; thus women do
not travel such long distances to get it. In Upper Volta it
was reported that vcr.en stockpiled wood near their fields in
advance of the rainy season so they co;;lu carry it home at
the end of each day, saving the tir.e and effort usually
spent gathering it, often at considerable distances.

V.'orr.en constantly r.ake decisions based on the relation
between cost and benefit. V.'orr.en's success in seeing that
their families fare well ..ecessitates a hig'.i degree of skill
In applying management technique.". In areas of Senegal where
rr.illet is the staple grain, but cash crop peanuts can also be
Erov.ii, a sensitive mechanism is at work. Investigators work-
ing on a methodology to assess post harvest grain loss were



puni'.lcd to find that aLthou^h the women farmer:; re.il.i:".ed that
Ie> .• ln<7. mi.lie! Jn the field beyond the lirr.e required to dry
i t resulted in the r.rain lorz l.o birds, rodents and Insects
vhicii couici be prevented, they nevertheless persisted in this
practice. Later it. ua; found that, evident.!;/ the ffir.'i.erc ,'r.ade
the ehc jo of deinyinr millet harvesting, in order to h.-irvest
1.112 peanut, crop.

Moreover, joir.en are skilled decicion-ri-'tki-rn when i t
comes to the question of whether or not they benefit from new
technologic".. V.'o:isen are at an even greater disadvantage than
mcci in acquiring roney. Therefore, they n.oke harder
dec In ions ;-bor,'. tlie invoctnient of their r-?.-.ourco:;. It has
i.w:c:: rupees' rJ tlmt womc-n't; eonoir.tent ip.ek of interest in
refoj-er,tai.icn act ivi t ies in Niger (and the Saiiel in general)
is nuu r.o ir.ue!'' due tr t.he trrvdi tionai rv-'ile-i'or.iile division of
labor •.•:; to tne fact i.hnt women do not find i t worthwhile- to
invent line and labor .n the; plant Inc. of tree:-; which they
r.03t lik-. iy './ill not lv uble to util i /c-, civen the- ^yr.tein of
land u.je.

Worr:Ow'i. benefit from Invi.otr.cnt in a i:iat.tei'
of wo.Tjen's Judgment, an'i is r-o:\ot!iin/: tlmt they do decide for
therroelvcr.. 01" a ii,--o';p oi v ::cn ex ten.; ion ar.cnt.s in Car.ero'in
ir.aiiy Vo'ind pc.'ycatr̂ v .aidec.i.rab^c, but none the Ic-^r, L'nvorc-d i t
on the har;ir. of r.harir.,j: \.ork a.-.onp; wives. When it. CL-.O to
the holding cl" coodr. Ln corar.on, the i-.r'roe-ntar;e of Ihoce in
favor dro)<ped siiarply. i<er marchers cc--".erited that v/o.T.cn in
Upuc-r VoJ t'.i -<_-re on .̂afijd ir. ineo' o-r^-r.-.-ratir.;/ ac t iv i t i es , vet
si coined to np-_ud ::,o."t o. tlieir r.or.ey on fes t iv i t ies re. the r
than on r::ore "nei'ious" invention',. Upon closer inspection
i t wao fo-.ir.d t-;at tlie fer.'-iviti :n ve;-c ir.portcnt nociul
events vjhieh tjas'e v/on.on r.t.utuc anJ ctrriec; cecnoir.ic concidcr-
atior:3, that Gocloty'; no an.: of insurance of help in the
future. Ln Cojr.ero'Jin, Joining a credit union varj ceen by
vo:nen to be a drawback, because their hu.ibands could lay
clain to a "loiui" fron the wife eirr.ply by askinr to be
shown the passbook. Some vo.T.en in Senegal where a change in
millet C'"inding frorr. hand to machine rr.etholK is being consid-
ered raise the question of t i t l e to "waste products". It ha~
been tradit ional for the women to -eclair, the anproxirately
10$ of waste and use i t for various things from chicken feed
to hu;-.an food to sco'iring material, '••,'ith the mechanization
of milling, women will lose these materials, or so they fe-ar.

Th°~.e illustration.-., ••"hicli are taken from real canes,
most of them in ".he Sahel, indicate that .̂s currently
practiced, the provision of technolor^,' fro:.": richer to poorer
societies inunt be radically changed if there ir. to be any
hope of success. There must >-c an equality between.

I;, i - ..-3.-... .^^C- t 'ni; i i- i V'<ir'tW^-'*iftin •iVa'a-'-t-->" •* n
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technolcfti .r:t and user, o-"-•<.: ially wi.orc voncn in '.heir
important task oi' feeding fa^ilie:: are concerned. Together
they nur,t;

- identify • : develop rr.cthotl:' and ra/jhineo
vhich neet the noedr. cf the ncerr.,

- bc,';inr.inr '•••'ilh the tet'h::olocy currently
in use,

- operutinp, .•i'.liln the conte/.t of tho resources
available to the user ecirjnunity, and

- relyinp ;/>re ho-vily on the ir.ethedoioey, or
the software, oi' technology.

Many indip,enour. technologies are in U3O to aid votnen in
their tank jf foedijif; '.he fanaly, or have been used in the
irte:,:ovy of :ural ~orr.cn. These r:ur,t be consciously recovered,
ex:tr.lncd by a group rcadc up of technologists, th-: benefltting
villar.e voir.en, :>jvi uny others who net as th= hviÛ ,.- betvetn.
However, bei'ore that •"•<.n happen, a chiui(;» in att.it'ide on the
part of the technology purveyor is required. Our expedience
cii'nals a need foi' r;:or-; hur.ility -̂̂ d respect for \s0:1:2.1 iji
'.heir role az feedcrn of the farsiiy than va have 3how;i to
date.

A'or.Gr., in tui-n, are :-">re likely to pori'T-ive a technology
vorkin,-.; .'or M-c^. if they are dec: jion-bakers in the .I'.velc:)-
r.er.t. process o-l" -ha;, technoiocy. Tr.eir inpv.V further assures
them of a tec'nr.olory th-.t has a greater chance of existing
within the::- •-•,-ono:.' '-• •-••na<*. They are r:.ore likely to t :,.•?•:.•
the rick of using it. Lr.\y j.fter thir point is rc-ached •••un
ye kr.~v if technology can help vo.'nen feed their families.

—a
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As a general rule-, nation:)] agricultural development
policies; s<:"m to proccd from the assumption that either
acjvicult u.al producer.-; .ire all mile or the sex of producers
is not a relevant factor. Occasionally the productive role
of women it; aoknow] edged at the rhetorical level, hut this i.~
raroly reflected in WHI ionol policy. ttathor, planners <>ppear
Lo oper.itu from a worJd view in whicn only ncn are producers.
Women arc seen as reproducorr. and consumers of both goods and
Gccial services. Both their labor and their production
problems are fcr all intents and purposes invisible.

If there were little: or no difference in the rolcj and
rê ourcr:;; of men an.-] womr.-n, this would be of little conse-
quence. i3ut often the difference!; are significant. Hence,
ciqr icultur ill development policy which ignores or misunder-
stands; tho needs oC womon produv-rs niay have adverse effects
on women and/or fail to increase agricultural producticn.

In order to understand the effect of agricultural devel-
opment policy on women, it i:; necessary to identify their
roles in <uiricultural production. In any given country it
may be necessary to make this determination separately for
women by class, ethnic or roliqi.ous .jroup, and marital and
parents] status. Onco the relevant divisions heve been
doterminfM, the following c-uestions can be asked tor each
group:

What do women do? Do they grow cash or subsistence
crops? Are they wane laborers or independent producers?
D-D they caro for livestock or ixiultry?

llo'..1 do thoy do it? 'Jhat techno!ocjy are they using?
What are the: institutional arrangements that govern their
access to Jand, labor, and capital?
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Vlh.it benefits do thoy receive? Do women control what

they produco? What r.hnro of the profit, do they qet?

Once vomon's; role in agriculture has been determined

from the pernpectivc of those three questions, some funda-

mental (luciit ions about policy can be formulated. Aqain, the

policy questions must be ar.ked separately for each qroup of

women, since the qeneral problems of women producers are

often magnified in poorer or ijemale-hruided households.

a) Are there factors constraininq the role of women in aqri-

cultural production which fall into a policy vacuum, or

are women the subject of policy which has net be-on

enforced?

b) Do policies include women in the target population but
fail to reach them because of proqram design?

c) Do policies advorsi ly affect the; position of women?

d) i\rc policies desiqned so that women receive the benefit

from the labor they contribute?

Usir.a this framework, this paper explores ti.e effect of

agricultural policy on womon in Tanzania. Tanzania presents

a particularly interesting case because equality between the

sexes is an avowed qovernment policy. The President lias a

strong person.il commtmont to improving women's status and

has repeatedly stressed the importance of their contribution

to development. Women have boon appointed to the hiqhest

reqional and district political offices. University entrance

requirements were adjusted tc facilitate the education of

women. And women are registered independent of their hus-

bands and fathers as members of their village. The latest

policy initiative was the February Iy79 announcement by the

Vice President that the exclusion of women from mosques was

inconsistent with the national policy of equality. As a

result, some mosques were open to women for Maulid (1).

Women arc central to Tanzanian agricultural production.
Of economically active women, 97.8 percent are involved in
agriculture. Their work is most significant for village and
household production. Some wcraen are also involved as wage
laborers, but they nake up only 5 percent of agricultural
employees (2). Women traditionally have been responsible for
the subsistence- production which foeds the family (3_) . Often
(but not always) :nen will holp with corno of th'j heavier work,
such as clearing and cultivating, f Wooding is almost exclu-
sively -.\ v.or;on'.i tar.v.. Tf t'r.o hou'iHiold has ':nv.i, wo:'v."ii .iro
generally responsible for milking them. V/hile each crops are
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connidorod men's crops and men cor.trol tho r.oney received
from thorn, womyn do a considerable amount of tho work, espe-
cially the tedious tasks such as thinning and weeding. Womon
are also important to aqricultural production because they do
all domestic maintenance work--food storaqo and preparation,
cleaning, collecting firewood, and haulinq water. Thus women
iiul only work more hours per day and more days per year in
aqriculture than men, but their domestic work also frees men
to spend such time as they may choose in aqricultural work.

Given this central role of women in aqricultural produc-
tion and the seriou3 effort to promote the status of women,
it miqht be expected that agricultural po]icy would take
account of thoir needs. This has not, however, been the case
in several respects.

Factors Constraining Women's
flgricultural Production Which Arc
Kxcluded from Agricultural Policy

The most critical factor in agriculture is access to
land. Access to land in their own right has become increas-
ingly important to women because of the monetization of the
economy and ':he breakdown of traditional .support systems.
Monetization of the economy lias placed womon in the position
of needinq cash to meet both subsistence needs and novc-rr.ment
requirements such as school fees. Breakdown of traditional
forms of social security such as the levirate or the riqht of
return to the household of one's father or brother has left
women economically vulnerable in the event of losing (or
never obtaining) a spouso.

M l land belongs to the nation, and in theory every
citizen has the riqht to its use. But commercialization of
aqriculture and land pressure in sor.u areas have made land in
many instances an increasingly valuable and scarce resource.
For the most part, allocation of land to individuals is in
hands of elected village councils. In practice, traditional
land rights have considerable influence over the allocation
p.-ocess. The traditional right of women to hold land varies
significantly from tribe to tribe. Zaramo and Luguru women
havo traditionally had the right to inherit or to apply to
their clan for land. Arusha widows may continue to cultivar.e
their husband's fields, but upon their death their sons and
not their daughters inherit. Haya women do not inherit their
husband's land and may be removed by tho son who does (£).
Village councils have been known to refuse to give land to
women and to deny women's groups land for planting permanent
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For a wurn.in, then, ai;c'::;s to luno of Lori ljc;oni:s <i func-

tion of havinq a liviii'i husband. Or she.- may try to raj'.'.-

money to buy land ((>) . Tn theory the. fy>licy of u_iainaa_ pro-

vides women with independent /ICCJSS to land. Hut it is only

in a very few place-;: that ujamaa production has reached a

level that meet.-; the subs i uttnee needs of the members.

Tho inability to !n->!d land not only reduces the pror]no-

tion potential of women; il kr eps them economically powerless

and forces them into master/servant rclaoiorifihi ps with thoir

huobandr.; or f.itheir:i. liccaust a worn;j n' ;•; need for land is not

perceived as a problem (or i:; perhap:; parceivod a:j a threat),

there are- no procedure:-; by which ::)ifj ran (.nfortrj her theoret-

ical riqht to have- it. The c-stahl i shmoni of :;ue-h pracorlurcs

and clear-cut riqht'i to land for women involves e-xtreme-ly

complex isKucs--rooir-ic>ricc riqht;;, cultivation n q h t s , ar̂ d

resolvinq conflictincj systems of inheritance. But this lack

constitutes the r.irvjle orf.-atc;;r qap in Tanzanian agricultural

Iiolicy in terms of women.

A second difficult policy area is that of leqai riqhtu

over children. Children are economic assotr, in rural Tanza-

nia because they provide a supply of labor (7_) and are- re-lied

upon for support xn their parents' old age. Children are-

trad i tionally tho estate of the husband (and, often, his rr.alo

relatives) , and he may take them after the aqo of s'-ven

(roughly the aqc at which they cease beinq only cc.T:uir,c-rs and

can be useful in herding, weeding, and so on). Thus a

divorced or scoarated woman, evjn if she has land, may be

left without the assistance cf her rhildren in her fields

aiid their support in her old aqe.

A third issue concerns the failure to define the women's

domestic activities as an enabling function for agricultural

production. Women spend a great deal of *;ime in drudgery

which directly or indirectly contributes to production. A

case in point is the provision of water, which has most fre-

quently been defined in terns of social welfare. In fact it

is properly a .matter for agricultural policy. 'lot only is

water directly nccossary for the utilization of many improved

agricultural technologies (water for irrigation, water for

mixing with chemicals, water for livestock ar.d poultry), but

a significant part of n-.ost wonen' s day is spent in carrying

water--for both conestic and agricultural needs--tin\e vhicr.

might otherwise bo applied to nore productive activities.

Tanzania docs, in fact, hav: ar. ambitious village water pro-

gram, but its importance in relieving a constraint on agri-

cultural production, particularly subsistence production,

goes basically1 or.recc::.'i2ed .

••'-" - • i m i
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Agricultural Policies Which Are
Implemented in a Way Which

Excludes Women.

Some agricultural policies arc intended to affect: all
cultivators, but because of women's special problems of
access they are excluded. The extension service is a prime
example. Because the system is designed as if women did not
do most of the work, extension agents and agricultural infor-
mation rarely reach them. Data from a study of the national
Maize Project (MMP), a production project, are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of male and female information contact
scores* (by region and participation in the National Maize

Project)

Arusha

Participants
Nonparticipants
t

Morcgoro

Participants
Nonpartici pants
t

Mai es

4.08
2.16
4.33***

5.18
2.75
4.66***

Females

3.54
1.24
5.73***

2.87
1.51
2.89***

0.68
2.27*

2.52**
2.60**

N = 485

* Significant at .05 level.

** Significant at .01 level.

*** Significant at .001 level.

tThe information contact score consisted of the follow-
ing iterr.s: knows the extension agent's name, visited by
extension agent in the past year, attended a farming demon-
stration in the past year, knows there is a demonstration
plot in the village, listens to the agricultural radio pro-
gram, reads the agricultural magazine, has seen a film on
maize.

Data frcr. (f!) .

r

i...
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On the whole, womon scored .significantly lowor th.ir, men
on the information contact score. This r '.-f) ',-cts the prevail- j
ing norms about appropriate behavior for women and the staff- J
ing pattern of the extension r;ervice. Most of the extension i
staff arc- :ruilc.-. There are social constraints on male/female j
interaction which reduc- the likelihood of a male agent's j
talking directly to a female- farmer. Further, the conven-
tional wisdom that women cannot reason as well as men reduces ' '
any incentive for working with women. The result ib a system j
under which women must rely on a roan to relay the information
second hand from the extension agent. (In Morogoro kegion,
for example, extension agents visited 5a percent of the ner.
participating in ;iMP but only 20 percent of the women [_9j.)
Reliance on indirect communication runs th'.: risk that the
information may not be transmitted accurately. This is par-
ticularly important because womon actually implement the
decisions their husband?-; may make on the basis of th<j exten-
sion agent's advice. Further, female- heads of household
(roughly 21> percent of the population) may have no channel
of information at all. There is a clear nc-ed for female
extension agents or some other means by which women can
obtain equal access to tho technical information they need.

The extension service is primarily r.ale, because woncn
have not been admitted to agricultural training in large num*-
ls-jrs. In 1975 only 2r> percent of the graduates of Agricul-
tural Training Institute.'; (the sourc-i of extension agents)
w-jro women., and 2D percent of these wcr» studying nutrition,
not agriculture (\0) . Very fc-w women were sent to the (now
defunct) farmer training courses. Women's child care respon-
sibilities constrain their ability to attend training cour-
ses. The current Folk Development Colleges do not always? '
have facilities for child care or nursing mothers. f

Access to relevant new technologies also tends to be a ( ;
problem for women. Although Tanzania has a vigorous food j. . *,
crop research piogram, the majority of agricultural research
is directed toward cash crcpr-, which are controlled by men.
Sone of the cash crop technologies could be utilized by 'woman
on their subsistence crops. T\a ultra-low-voiume (ULV)
sprayer, for example, developed for uso on cotton, could as
easily be used on rr.nize. However, most cash crop inputs,
including r.prayers, are distributed through the cash crop
authorities to their growers! hence women tend to be
excluded.

In general., credit and inr.ut supply programs seom not to
reach women producers. Only 8 percent of the participants in
th-- National'M.ii;:-:- Prcr;ram ;:; a s-vpl: of 2? villages voro \''-4

wo:•men (CO percent off the.se being female heads of households; .
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in two villages there were no worn.n participants at all,
reportedly because the men refused to allow thnm to buy
inputs (U_).

It is not altogether clear why women did not participate.
It is, however, clear that the answer is not that they arc
inferior farmers. As the data presented in Table 2 clearly
show, women who participated in the program were a~< progres-
sive au the males, while male nonparticipants were aa tradi-
tional an female nonparticipants. It may be that discrimiiia-
tion against women by program administrators was not limited
to only two villages. Since female-headed households arc
often the poorest, they may not have been able to afford the
inputs or to risk tak^nj credit for them. In the cas.e of a
wheat credit, program, farmers with small acreages (often the
case with female heads of households) could not afford to put
their land ir.to wheat production. In order to include woman
in production programs, the constraints under which they
operate must be considered.

Table 2. Comparison of male and ft-male qood maize practice
scores (by region ar.u participation in the national Maize

Project)

Arusha

Participants
Nonparticipants
t

Morogoro

Part icipants
Nonpar ti-jipants
t

Male 3

9.88
4.09
9.38***

6.81
4.08
4.07***

Females

9.bS
4.17
7.39***

5.83
3.55
3.34***

t

0.0QC08
0.125

0.856
0.89C

N = -105

*** Significant at .001 level

Data from tl2) .

yith Adverse i-'ffects on Women

Come policies have adverse effects on women h>y increas-

ing th<-' hirr, ai'.eaciy ovtii tfcn hours a

- - • ) - - — • It••jfArui n,r



day. Nonaqi icultural policies can. have this •-."feet by luring

men away to wage labor, louvinq the vcraf! to run the house-

hold farms completely alono. Other policies emphasize toch-

nclO'.,I'i; which rcquir. additional labor—usually women's;

labor. It i z tho .•••omen wlio must carry tho foraqe and extra

w a f r required by c:otic otoeds of cows <mo poultry. Women

carry the water for backpack insecticide sprayers. Women do

the extra weedinq that fellows .tho use of fertilizer. Women

harvest, thr--sh, and sr.metimos carry to market the extra pro-

duce from iii'!:i-yield;..;.q varieti--:.. Sorveti-'es ujjnmaa falls

under thin category. Ln SCHV.C places villa.iO!. were forced to

ci;ltivtit.'i an u_jft!,>ui_ farm. It was nov <ar< uncommon response

fur mei? *;o send their wives to work on this farm as the token

family member... These womor\ then had U2_>iinaa_ field vork added

to tnsir regular work load, often without much return.

A second set of policies may adversely «ffect women by

drivino them out of agriculture or significantly reducing

their income-<ierier<iLing ennuci'./. In the past few years the

Tanzarian qovernmi-nt h-is indicated inc.'easing interest in

production on Icrq^. mt'chat;i.zcd ut.aiii; fa.-.-.is. These parasta-

t.als often ut_ili7.o so mui.h ' ;ind tnat they create a land

shortage in t:,eir ir.r.ic-djate v'i "iiiity* Land shortages car be

expected ^o ag.ji.avate tho problem of women's access to l,jnd.

This is not com.oen~.ited for by access to jobs. Trie high-

paying rionmnnaqorial iobs on :..uch state f arms—driver,

mechanic, foreman—aru rc^orveil for man. For son" c r o p s —

sisal, for oxamp.1.c--"Orvly 'tv.:-\ arc- employed. In othev. crops t.

the proportion of wotren v.'orkc-ra is minute. Regulation cf

markets, including the imposition of ;?ark(. t fct:<j, nay hove

the effect of prc-ludino women from rolling their ov.-n pro-

duce. Relatively fow wor..-':-n in T3nzAMi«« actually soil Ln tho

market. Those who do t-T.'A to he smaller operators v't'.o can

least at lord (hose fcos (l^)•

En--- 'sr in c: Th:-.t *;•?•: men Ben of it from

Their I.̂ 'ibor

I:r<*.s"ij.cliint !JycrcvG h-i.c said, "Women who livo in villages

vork harder than anybody olsc in Tanzania." Often they fail

to got the L-.v.-ifit cf rill this hard work.

Tho r-;irly selvloment schemes, for example, were planned

in terns of nale settlers and their families. Try some-

lichemes, ~>oU'_I«jts .Icrt their w w e s ••i.t hon-.e to tend tho family

fiel-J..-: an.-J picked up a female cc-tfoan ion along r.r.e. way. These

women did .-?.uv;t of the work but, having no lecial status, had

no j'iyht -o the fruits of their labor?; (14). Ujar-vsa policy,

w.nicli gave, women ;r:cJ.ivicual fM-.r?.berr.'nio, provided a partial

i

i
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solution to this problem. But even women with the legal
status of wife have no guarantee that their husbands will
share with them the profit from the cash crops which they (
helped to qrow. Finding a means of protecting women's j
interest:., particularly in the latter case, is highly j
problematic. }

Tanzanian agricultural policy has been shown, despite
the best intentions of the government, to ignore or run
counter to the interests of women on a fairly regular basis.
Access to land, the extension services, inputs, improved
technology, and credit are inadenuately provided them under
existing policy implementation. The production-enabling sig-
ificance of their domestic activities remains unrecognized.

O:"iu might speculate that women farmers are invisible
becauee there are no women on the planning staff to look for
and look out for them. There are no women in senior policy
positions in any of the organizations dealing with farmcrs--
the Ministry of Agriculture, the Tanzanian Rural Development
Bank, the National Milling Corporation, or the cash crop
authorities.

Solving tho problems of female farmers is no simple task.
Family power relationships and negative attitudes do not lend
themselves to simple solutions. But an agricultural policy
which ignores women is in a real sense not an agricultural
policy at all and is doomed to be ineffective. Women produ-
cers must have secure rights to land and labor; must have
access to information, inputs, and improved technology; and
must benefit from their own labor. Without these, to the
detriment of national production, their yields will remain
low and thoir potential wasted.
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BASE-I.INE STUDY FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC EVALUATION

OF

TANGAYE SOLAR .INSTALLATION

•by Grace Hcmmings-Gapihan



In 1978 I conducted a baseline socio-economic study in F
the village of Tengaye, Upper Volta. The study preceeded j
the installation of a solar unit, the cirst of its kind in
Upper Volta. Research v;as focused on :\\s three issues af-
fected by the installation of the ?ol-r unit in the village. [
Those were: 1. the need for alternative, inexpensive, i
sources of energy, ?.. the need for labour saving devices, j
particularly fo»" women; 3. trust significantly, the means of j
integrating a hichly complex technology into village society. i
In regards to the third issue, my purpose was to discover, {
and perhaps activate, the structures within the village that ;
could potentially administer the solar jnit. This is to say ;
distributing the services equitably and permanently, as well ;
as providing adequate maintenance. I

Oescript";on of the sola** .init }

The solar unit consists of two components-, a solar cell 1
array designed to transform solar enerq> into electricity, f
and a battery designed to store electricity. This photovol- j
taic system, as <t is so nan^d, supplies the electric c-neryy
necessary to power a food grinding mill and a v/ater pump.
The mill nas a maximum food grinding capacity of 92 kilo-
grins of sorgn^n per hour. Millet :;:id maire nay also t">
ground though at a reduced hourly capacity. The pump i:; ca-
pable of pumping 1.457 liters of w;»ter per hour. One of the
mo si: significant attributes of the sole'- unit is that it has ^
a bettery that stores energy. Although there are ether so- i
lar energy units in Upper Volta, this system is unique in \
the country. £
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Description of Tangaye

The village of Tangaye was chosen as the site for this
pilot project for many reasons; among thorn the village's ac-
cessibility. It is located on a major road linking Ouaga-
dougou, the capital of Upper Volta, to Fada fl'Gournia, a semi-
urban administrative Cf.-nter. Since most of the technical
monitoring of the unit originates from Ouagadougou, ease of
access was an important consideration in the selection of a
site.

Tangaye is a large village with a population of approx-
imately 2v000 inhabitants. It is located in a high popula- ,
tion density rural 2one. There are at least 40 inhabitants f
per Hlo.neter square. Residents refer to themselves as the [
Zaose and are genealogically linked to the Mossi. According i
to their accounts they are sedentarized pastoralists. Most
of the villagers combine subsistence agriculture with animal
husbandry.

The villar;^ is located in the eastern region of Upper
Volta within the sudanic zone. Roughly speaking there are
two distinct seasons characteristic of this zone. These
the dry season fjon; November to May, and the rainy season
from Jui.e to October.

During the rainy season farming is practiced to the ex- ;
elusion of fill other activities. Farmers cultivate the sta- i
pies, millet and sorghum. Small quantities of corn, rice,
and peanuts a.e grown in addition to a variety of other pro-
ducts.

Activities during the dry season vary. High poupiation
density and poor soil conditions contribute to inadequate
food supplies. Since the villagers do not produce the neces-
sary quantity of food to sustain themselves for the entire ,
year, dry season activities are crucial. Villagers must [
earn money, during this season, to supplement their meager j
food supply. They do this by engaging in all forms of small
scale business ventures. These include migrant labour, pro-
duction and sale of crafts, and marketing processed foods.
Thus food processing and water consumption are at their
height in the dry season. It became quite clear that this
wis the season in which labour saving devices of reduced en-
ergy costs, such as promised by the solar unit, would be most
useful.

• i
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j_nbour saving devices an.'! the cost of fuel

Everyone aoroes on the importance of solai energy sys- T
ttms. especially in countries such as Upper Volta, ^here r
there are few ndt.u>vii energy resources. Wood is the main [
fuel utilized by the majority of the population. Suffice it
to say that deforestation, in this drought ridden land, is
a growing problem.

When one considers the energy supplies required for
powering food grinding mills, the fuel problem in Upper Volta
aquires greater significance. Mills are powetcd Ly diesel
oil which must be imported at rising tests to the millers.
In the past the population has seen the cost of milling ser-
vices increase with the rise in fuel cost. The increase in
rate means fewer people can afford to use the mills. A vivid
example of this is provided by the case of a milling estab-
lishment in the vicinity of Tangaye. When the cost of fuel
rose 33 three y-ars dgo, the milier raised his fees 25 per-
cent. This raise was equal to two american cents. (5 francs
CfA). As a ivsult of this he lo":t so many customers that he
was obliged to open the mill twice a week, on market days,
rather than every day as he had done in the past. Few people
in the area could afford the 25 percent increase in milling
rates. Expenditures for fuel comprise 50-60 percent of the
monthly cost of running the mill.

Clearly an inexpensive source of energy is essential if
the residents of the area are to have access to labour saving
devices. The limited monetary resources of the people places
major constraints on the decree to which they may utilize lo-
cal labour saving devices, particularly in light of rising
fuel costs.

Use of commercial nil Is in the area

As forementioned, the villagers have had experience
with labour saving devices in the form of commercial mills.
Interviews and observations at these mills revealed the de-
gree to which the population in the village and elsewhere
relied on the services of the mill.

There were two such mills in the vicinity. Villagers
reported that almost all families had utilized cornercial .. . „
mills at least once. Nonetheless, use of the mill was, and .
remains, infrequent. Approximately 61 percent of the visits
were made after 1975. This was so despite the fact that •.' -4
mills had been in the vicinity sjnee 1968. The majority of
these visits (55 percent) were made during the rainy season.

i *
I
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large quantities of millet, more than eight littrs, were-
usually ground on these visits.

Most of ..he villagers did not visit the mills regularly.
Thcjp who usori "he mills regularly were generally vendors who
sold reo'ilarly in the market where the mill was housed. The
majority of tne residents of Tangaye availed themselves of
the services of t.hc- mill only on special occassion.

Daily observations at mill sites revealed that more than
9C percent of the customers utilizing the mill were women.
They were, for the most part, residents of the village in
which the mill w«s housed. They canv to grind sn.ull quanti-
ties of grain for the evening meal. This shov/s that the
services of the r,;i 11 are still in great demand even for wo-
men who do not mjrket as regularly as vendors.

Solar mill and puir.p: labour saving devices for women

The two scgrents of the population most directly af-
fected by the sc-vicos provided by the solar unit are women
and herders. Woi;en are primarily responsible for furnishing
the drinking and oookiny water used in t;,eir homes. They are
also responsible lor processing grain for the preparation of
all the food consumed in t.'.e v'11 age.

One of the questions that I set out to ascertain was the
degree to whicn the puir.p and grinder would be a lalour saving
•'evicij. Exactly how ruch labour and how much tire »'as in-
volved? To do this it was necessary to measure as accurate-
ly as possible the time consumed in food processing end wa-
ter procuring activities. This segment of the study was di-
vided in two sections: 1. vood processing activities among
women and; 2. water procuring activities amoncj men and wo-
men, in addition, an estimate of daily food and water con-
sumption was ma'ie, thus establishing the extent to which the
services of the solar unit would meet demands in the village.

Food

It was established that diet, food preparation, ar.d lev-
el of consumption varied significantly from dry to farming
season. Tiir.e constraints and available food resources showed
marked seasonal variations.

The dry season is the social season. A larger variety
of food is available in greater quantities. This is because
it is the season 'irr.edlately following the harvest. Food
preparation for feasts, and more co'TT-only for marketing,
takes on added importance. Grain is usually ground for the

• \
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purposes or brewing beer und baking cakes commonly sold on
the market. During tr.e dry se--son it was shown that women
spend at least 60 percent of their work day processing food
and fetching water.

I p. the rainy season, however, women had to devote the
greater part of their work day to farm.ng. Marketing dimin-
ishes. The frequency of consumption of food increases with
the expenditure of energy required for farm labour. During
this season food is prepared twice a day. Sometimes large
cultivation parties organized for bride serviceVequire large
scale preparation of food. The burden of labour increases
twofold for wo:r,en at this time. They must cultivate as well
as prepare meals twice as often.

Yet the women employ many labour saving devices. These,
coupled with the greater availability of water during the
rainy season, cut down on the time women devote to processing
food and obtaining water. Thus women spend only 30 percent
of tneir worki'V.) day processing food and obtaining water. It
must be stated that their working day was considerably longer
in the rainy season. In absolute terms women diminished
their cookiny time by an average of one hour, and th3 time
spent in search of water by one hour and ten minutes.

They diminished their cooking time by altering various
aspects of their customary food processing methods. This in-
cluded occasionally cocking whole grains rather than making
flour, and grinding a coarser grind rather than a finer
flour. A kilo of red sorghum may take anywhere from 20 min-
utes to one and a half hours to grind depending on the quali-
ty of flour desired. Thus women may save up to an hour of
grinding time if they are willing to eat coarsely ground
flour.

It was established, therefore, that the mill would be a
great help to women in the dry season when the volume of food
processing was at its height. Women had already found ways
to diminish the time spent in food processing during the
rainy season. Therefore, the presence of a mill might af-
fect the quality of the food consumed rather than contribute
to any great degree to the time saved in processing. Espe-
cially when one considers the time tak2n to travel to the
mill, waiting to be served, etc.

Hater

Villagers use o f wells showed dramatic seasonal varia-
tions. People depenued entirely on wells for their water
supply during the dry season. During the rainy season, how-
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ever, the wells are almost never used. The population relies
on seasonal sources of water provided by the often torrential
rains. The earth in this area is not very absorbent. Water
slides off the soil and settles in depressions in the earth,
thus forming pools. These pools are often more conveniently
located than the wells. In addition, the people prefer cer-
tain types of water laden with calcium-like soil deposits.
They label this type of water white water. It is considered
to be healt'iier and more palatable than well water. Hence,
the water pump will have added importance in the dry season
when water is scarce and people must drink, bathe, cook,
wash their clothes, and water cattle from diminishing sources
of water.

Many wells dry out at this time of the year, rendering
the population dependent on a few sources, and forcing women
to travel long distances in search of water. This is a time
of numerous conflicts over the use of watc-r sites, particu-
larly between women and herders. Herders, often the proprie-
tors of the wells, forbid women the use of the wells at cer-
tain times of the day when they must water their cattle. Wo-
men often have to wake up \iery early in the morning, before
sunrise, in order to obtain enough water to meet their daily
needs. Women averaged ten trips per day to the water sites
during the dry season. They covered a distance of approxi-
mately 14 kilometers per day. This distance was covered
while transporting heavy containers of water. He**J*rs had
to lead animals to the wells and supply them with .arge
quantities of water.

The solar unit provides or.e pump, located on one of the
major wells of the villages. As a labour saving device, it
is quite limited. The pump relieves the effort of drawing
water from the well. Clearly, the pump will be much rore i .._
attractive to herders than it will be to women. The main j ~'j
burden in this case is the necessity to draw large quantities F
of water. Women, however, must transport water over long
distances. Thus the main effort is in the transportation.
I would venture to say that, given a choice, women will uti-
lize the n.-.sr-'-st source of water rather than the pump. Her-
ders, however, will simply walk their animals a greater dis-
tance in order to utilize the pump which will save them the
effort of drawing water. This arrangement may still be ad-
vantageous to women. Wbmen may find that the wells closest
to them have been liberated, once the herders are drawn to
the pump.
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Management of the solar unit

Technical aspects of the functioning of the mill are by
no means the most important considerations. Most important
is the integration of such a system in the recipient society.
There are numerous examples of useful technology either being
abandoned by the local population or giving rise to social
abuses.

It seems to me to be out of the question to expect gov-
ernment agencies in Upper Volta, a country poor in adminis- j
trative resources, to be solely responsible for the manage-
ment of the mill and pump. Indeed, if the project is to be
extended to other areas, it is imperative that the manage-
ment of the mill be local. My purpose in designing the
management plan was threefold: 1. to stimulate personal i
interest on the part of the villagers in the management of |
the mill; 2. to make the services of the mill accessible i
and profitable to all segments of the population; 3. to
minimize the possible social abuses in the distribution of
the services. I

We are dealing with a complex and delicate issue re- j
quiring sensitive handling and striking at the \:ery founds- i
tions of common procedure at the inception of development |
projects. Since it was my opinion that the solar unit would ;
be best run by the villagers, I began by investigating tra- I
ditional means of management of public works within the vil- !
lage. The traditional political system was the first branch {
investigated. In the past, the chief of the village had the !
authority to invest certain individuals with the power to f
administer public resources. However, since the advent of j
colonialism, the village chief has been divested of the power ;
to administer. In addition he can no longer tax the villag- j
ers and use the revenue, as he once did, for managing public
works. In fact,all cf his present resources are personal.
If he were to manage the mill it would have to be managed
3$ his personal property and thus run the risk of using the
•.iill to enrich a minor segment of the population.

The other solution v/as to open the possibility of man-
agement to all segments of the village population. Villagers
show great talent as business managers. I investigated the
management of water risources and milling enterprises speci-
fically. There are also, however, numerous examples of en-
terpreneurship in the village. All :f these, whether water
resources or milling enterprises, w e e privately owned de- ' 4
spite the fact that use of the service.. open to the concur.i -
ty at large.
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If the villagers are to apply their management skills
to the solar unit, the delicate issue of prj_yjijte_majTa_g_eiuen_t
of public property is raised. I devised a~~system -;,t which
the villagers would be able to invest in t.lie mill and share
in the profits from the services provided.

The idea of not charging for the services cf the mill
was dismissed because of potential conflict and monopoliza-
tion of resources by a certain segment of the population.
In addition, if the services were free, it would be impos-
sible to equalize access to the mill without excessive po-
licing. Hence, a reasonable price for the services was
charged.

Those willing to invest in the mill by providing ser-
vices and the money for the operating costs would have a
part of the monthly profit. Part of the monthly profit has
to be put aside for future invest! ents in 'jevelopment pro-
jects wiuiin the village that the villagers themselves would
decide upon. In this way, private investors and the entire
community will benefit from the profits gained from the mil-
1 ing enterprise.

In order for this system work, it is absolutely neces-
sary to have input from the popul?.cion. This requires an
intensive information program permitting villagers to criti-
cize the system, detect possible flaws, suggest improvements,
or even propose other management plans better suited to their
needs.

Even before the mill is installed, it would be necessary
to inform the villagers of the implications of housing such
a system in the villags. They should then be asked if,
given the risks, they would want it to ba installed, The
villagers would then decide, knowing the full implications
of housing such a unit.

Although investment in the mill should be open to all
villagers, no one should be toerced to invest. Only those
who want to participate should do so. Those who have doubts
should have the option to see if the system works before
commiting themselves to an investment.

The villagers should make all the decisions relating to
the organization of labour, the repartition of profits, etc.
Last, but not least, provisions have to be made for main-
tenance and reoairs of the mill. Permanent members of the
village, particularly t'nosa most concerned by the services
offered, (women and herders), should be trained in the pro-
per maintenance and repairs of the mill and pump.
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Alienation, resulting from the inability to understand
the technology on which tney a m depending, and from the
lack of personal investment in the project, must be avoided
at all costs.

Too often development efforts of this nature fail be-
cause of insensitivity to crucial elements of societal
structures available for the integration of new technology
in village society. Project designs fail to take into con-
sideration the needs of the population, their resources, and
their often excellent suggestions. The knowledge that the
recipients are more conscious of their needs, more capable
of suggesting adequate solutions than most expatriates or
government officials generally divorced from the setting for
v/hich they are expected to design development projects, is
crucial to the success of any project design.

* * * * * * * *

The noire qiven to a young nan's obl igatory services,
pr ior to marriage, to his future father in law. This usual'
ly takes the form of periodic cu l t i va t ion of the father in
law's f i e lds .
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WOMEH IN IRAN

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

by Daniel Lerner
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When the history of the twentieth century is written,
it may turn out that the most important social revolution
in this revolutionary century was the "liberation" of three-
fourths of the human population. Throughout recorded his-
tory, virtually all societies have been dominated by elder
males. It is only in this century that all females (roughly
50°i of the total population) and younger males (roughly 25%)
have been freed from traditional constraints and allowed to
enter actively into the world of public affairs.

Few people now alive remember that, even in the Western
world, adult women did not receive the franchise until aftL1"
World War I and people of both sexes under 21 not until long
after World War II. Yet, these innovations in the more de-
veloped countries (MDC) nave produced a tidal wave cf social
change that already is transforming individual, family, com-
munity, national , and world relations. These transforma-
tions are likely to continue well into the next century, par-
ticularly in the less developed countries (LDC).

Most striking has been the effect of "liberating" women
and youth in the third quarter of this century. Consider
that the only thrte elected female prime ministers in the
world have been in LDC countries--Mrs. Golda Heir in Israel,
Mrs. Gandhi in India, and Mrs. Bandanaraike in Sri Lanka.
In this respect, LDC has already "leapfrogged" MDC in this
crucial transformation of social relations. The West has
had many illustrious queens who reigned by vox dej, the
voice of God transmitted by the "divine right" of genealogi-
cal bloodlines. But it has produced no fomales who governed
by vox populi, no presidents or prime ministers elected by
ihe~voice of the people rather than ordained by divine pre-
scription. Consider th-it in the United States, the self-
proclaimed innovator of democratic institutions in our cen-
tury, only a few women have served in the President's Cabinet
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and JTO woman has ever been named to the Supreme Court. In
this dimension of public life, MDC has much "catching up" to
do.

In many other dimensions, less grandiose than governance
but more meaningful in the daily round of life, it is LDC
that has the "catching up" to do. Note, for example, that
none of these three female prime ministers was elected in a
Muslim country. In the Islamic world, given the strictly
interpreted Koranic injunctions against women's faces in
public places, the transition has been more difficult. This
has been especially true among Shi'ite Muslims, who tradi-
tionally have been even more severe in constraining their
women than the majority Sunni of the Arab countries, where
a woman was traditionally worth less than a camel.

A Muslim woman was only a brood mare, designed to pro-
duce a child—hopefully male--each year. It was understood
that one of every three children would die at birth or be-
fore it reached the age of five. The brood mare herself died
at the average aye of 32. Since Muslim males outlived their
enslaved females by an average of four years, those who could
afford it took up to four wives (according to Koranic wisdom)
in order to keep the brood rr.ares producing enough male child-
ren for the private sustenance and the public weal.

In the face cf all this, I invite you to consider the
case of Iran, where a mighty revolution in the Koranic and
Shi'ite conception of women was initiated only 25 years ago,
when the young Shah returned from the exile imposed upon him
by then Premier Mossadegh, who gained world notoriety by
coming to weep before the U.N. in his pajamas. The Shah has
been reviled by "The Left" of Iran (mainly students in the
West) for his autocratic personal style, his reliance on the
military and secret police, his tolerance of corrupt self-
aggrandizement by his family and friends. Unfortunately,
many of these charges have been true.

What few observers have stressed, including those like
myself who have been studying Iran for e quarter-century, is
that the Shah~-in his own autocratic manner—has been revo-
lutionizing Iranian society. The Shah-Paople Revolution he
enunciated in 1965, only 14 short years ago, certified his
intention to carry through his programs of land reform, se-
cularization, and women's liberation. Ecch of these efforts
by the Shah produced an adversary among the traditional
elites of Shi'ite Iran—the landowners, the ulema (powerful
landowning clevy), and the male chauvinists (led by the
wealthy Bazaari who controlled most of Iran's traditional
import-export weelth).

•frrt-r f va«*i»m -c.
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What now becomes patently clear to all observers, in th?
wake of the coup d'etat organized in the name of Ayatolloh
Khomeini, is that the Shah was driven into his present exile
not by the ideological orators of The Left but by the en-
trenched "malefactors of great wea.th" (Teddy Roosevelt) on
The Right. The people most likel} to suffer from this re-
actionary CCUJJ) are the 75i of the population "liberated" by
the new social relations institutionalized in the 20th cen-
tury—the 2b% of younger males and the 50:^ of females. Since
it is the latter that mainly concerns this workshop, let us
now go from the larger context to the specific case of women
in Iran.

The most conspicuous effects of women's liberation in
Iran have appeared in the statistics on education and occu-
pation. A quarter-century ago under 20% of Iranian women
were literate. By 1977, this figure had risen to nearly 50*.
The past rates of increase led to the projection that female
literacy would surpass male by 1985. There is no Muslim
country in the world—probably few countries of any de-
scription—where such a reversal of traditional roles has
occurred.

Not only are women moving rapidly toward parity (or bet-
ter) with men along the full continuum of formal education,
including university and professional school, but they have
already surpassed men in their use of the informal media of
communication. There has been an enormous growth of radio
and television in Iran over the past decade or so. Data com-
piled by National Iranian Radio-Television (NIRT) show that
women consume far more of the media output th^n do men. It
is true that women prefer "soap opera" to news and educa-
tional programs. But soap opera—despite the disdain of "TV
snobs"--can be very enlightening to people with little or no
prior exposure to the world beyond their village or neighbor-
hood.

I was asked, during my Spring 1978 semester in Iran, to
write a paper summarizing the changes I had witnessed during
my quarter-century of studying the country. (Publication,
originally scheduled for 1979, will doubtless be postponed
or suppressed by the present regime.) I stressed that the
entry of women irto public life was the fundamental social
change. The transformation of women's public place trans-
formed virtually every aspect of the Iranian social order.

Let me try to convey a sense of this transformation in
a few sentences, first, the invisible Iranian woman,
shrouded for centuries in her head-to-toe chadur, had sud-
denly become visible. Second, the Iranian woman, tradition-

i i
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aily silent on matters of public concern, had suddenly be-
come .udible. In the advanced institute wha^e my wife and
I worked last Spring, much of the research was done by young
women with PhDs who had received their higher education in
Iran or abroad.

But, since these could rightly be regarded as a small
elite group, my summary paper illustrated the more general
process with a detailed account of ?.n interview with an il-
literate middle-aged woman in the city of Shiran. Sitting
on traditional Persian carpets without shoes or veil—but
surrounded by an impressive radio, tape recorder, color tele-
vision, and digital clock—she responded positively to a
variety of questions that few Iranian women dared to answer
even a decade or so ago. Her answers were clear and concise.
Evidently she had put the "communication technology" that
surrounded her to good use. Moreover, when her husband in-
terrupted at a point in the interview which mentioned the
Shah (then still in power), she vigorously disagreed with
him (she pro-Shah, he anti-Shah) and went on to show that :he
was actually the better informed of the two.

Let us come, then, to our final point about the new
place of Iranian women in the occupational ladder. Not only
are these women now visible and audible, but they are seen
and heard in places made feasible for them by new techonoio-
gy—including the new technology of administration. The oc-
cupational census shows that Iranian women hove inoved rapidly
into the upper professional levels as doctors, lawyers, and
"communicators" (NIRT). The same census shows, although less
clearly than a walking toy of any Iranian city would do,
that they have moved into the middle occupational levels as
typists, clerks, junior executives in offices, banks, snops—
and even the bureaucracy, hallowed preserve of traditional
male dominance.

The essential "structural" transformation of Iranian
society by new technologies has been at the level of the
village. I illustrate with a single case. An Iranian ac-
quaintance, about to open an electronics factory n<?ar Bandar
Abbas, went to study the methods of similar factories in th?
United States. He learned that, for many types of industri-
al operations, women are better suited than n-.en. He racked
his brains to find an application of this "new wisdom" in
the traditional world of unseen, unheard women that had nur-
tured him. With great glee he told me that his solution was
to hire girls from outlying villages. He sent buses early
each morning to br'no them to his factory and return them
each evening. "Tht girls are wonderful workers," he told me.
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"But, I have a problem," he continued. "During the
first year, the acknowledged spokesman for the girls re-
quested that I give them two pa*d hour.> of free time one
Thursday a month (our Muslim Saobath being, as you know,
on Friday) for socializing with the boys in the plant.
Since she and the other girls had become indispensable to
my operation, I could hardly refuse. Last month she re-
quested that their paid period of Thursday socializing be
made weekly instead of monthly. Again, I agreed. My pro-
blem is: what am 1 to do when these village girls start
marrying these town boys with or without their parents'
consent? The basis of our Islamic society will be taken
apart before my eyes. Whet, dear Professor, am I to do?"

I muttered an American equivalent of che sera; sera
(what v.ill be will be, Injhallah) and went on to tell him
that women's liberation in Iran was a much deeper process
than "women's "lib" in America, that this movement had
transformed Iranian society so fundamentally—from bottom
to top--that he would be foolish to try to stop it.

Ayatoilah Khomeini has tried not only to stop this
process but to reverse it--to bring Iran, and particularly
its women, back to the solitude and servitude of Mohammedan
desert origins, where a woman was traditionally worth less
than a camel. I make no predictions about the future of
Khomeini's regime except that it will be turbulent and
therefore unstable. Most observers, including myself,
think that a military takeover may come about. But few
observers have foreseen that Iranian women will not readily
give up their new liberation. I expect that, when the
Khomeini regime is compromised or toppled, the women of
Iran will have played a great part in this turning point
of Iranian--possibly world--history.

* * * * *
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PETTY TRADE AMD OTHER EMPLOYMENT OPTIONS FOR THE

UNEDUCATED URBAN WEST AFRICAN WOMEN

by Barbara C. Lewis
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West African urban women are constantly in search of
gainful employment. Regardless of marital status or educa-
tional level, they seem more anxious than women elsewhere to
earn money. This is because, besides responding to the uni-
versal rising costc of living, West African women, married
and single, occupy social roles in which total dependence on
others is neither expected nor acceptable. A woman is ex-
pected to help ner kinsmen; women with western education
state that their parents paid +or their schooling to ensure
old age support, anj that is why they mu^t work. Also, a
rural woman produces much of what her household consumes; her
urban counterpart may welcome the freedom from endless agri-
cultural labor, but she, too feels she should not leave the
material needs of her children in her husband's hands. In
addition, a woman in a polygamous marriage (or one in which
her spouse has outside mistr?sses) knows that: even if her
husband provides all the basics, her contributions will often
ensure that her children have the advantages which she wishes
them to have. Also, she must be able to buy her own clothes
and other necessities, because "It is shameful to hold one's
hand out to one's husband." Lastly, a wife's ability to con-
tribute both to her children's and her kinsmen's well-being
ensures her an improved strategic position: first, her kins-
men are then willing to defend and support her in disputes
with her spouse, and second she directly lessens her hus-
band's household costs. A woman with her own income strength-
ens ties and gains leverage with spouse and kinsmen; she
gains in economic and social status, but also increases her
sense of self and of well-being.

The importance of work to all West African urban womrn--
not just those who are single or whose spouses are poor--is
demonstrated by data from a sample of women from the capital
of the Ivory Coast.(1) Table 1 shows that the best predic-
tor of economic activity is educational level. The more
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educated women are able to find salaried employment. Because
there is. as yet. little factory work in the Ivory Coast, the
less educated and the uneducated are very unlikely to find
salaried worK in the modern sector. Those who work ore
largely self-eitployed in the informal sector, selling goods
which they either produce themselves (prepared foods, dyed
cloths, simple sewn garments) or purchase from indigenous
producer (agricultural produce} or purchase from importers
(toiletries, cloth, plastic and metal housewares). Table I,
showing clearly the positive relationship between cash
earning activity and Trench education demonstrates the mar-
ginal utility of work. Among those able to get regular sal-
aries, few are inactive. Those able to earn money only in
petty trade and homo manufacture constitute the overwhelming
majority of women. That on'y about half of these little ed-
ucated women describe themselves as economically active bears
witness to the saturation of this sector, <*nd the under em-
ployment, marginality, and low earnings of these women.

Women active in petty trade have a great variety of
activities. Among them are the very few notable women who
are wholesalers or large scale vendors, the fortunate v/ornen
with stalls in ao urban marketplace, and women who walk the
city streets selling wares from a tray on their heads or sit-
ting in front of their homes, local schools, or businesses,
selling ;>s little ci<; a half dozen peeled oranges. Capital
outlay and profits range from substantial sums (a seller of
yard goods in the Treichville marketplace banking $24 per
day) to a few cents. The majority are underemployed and earn
little because competition is too keen. The minimal entry
requirements in skill and capital and the great pressure to
earn money result in a fairly dismal economic reality beneath
the colorful scene presented by West African market women.

The syndrome of underemployment, economic marginality,
and the saturation of markets among the poor and unskilled
is a familiar finding in underdeveloped societies: too many
people for too little work. But the problem is so intract-
able and the promise of development as cure-all so seductive,
that the needs of the poor--the uneducated and unskilled, and
particularly women in this category—ere rarely addressed.
Indeed, the tendency of developers and planners is to over-
look the informal sector. Household production and vending
by independent small entrepreneurs is often omitted from of-
ficial records and statistics, and policies aimed at in-
creasing productivity or the volume of work in this sector
are rare. Rather, development tends to be conceptualized as
the shrinking of the informal sector. But as growth occurs,
the informal sector will probably shrink because its func-
tions are assumed by the modern formal sector at a greater

• V
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pace than the population it supports is integrated into the
modern sector labor force. Uneducated and unskilled women
are far from alone in bearing this burden. However, they
are disoroportionately numerous and their labor force par-
ticipation is of least concern. Indeed the tendency to
stress the homemaking functions of the moderm woman suggests
a desire to decrease women's presence in the labor force.

Work available to little educated women

The following consideration of the range of economic
activities available to these little or uneducated women
includes potential employment which can be realized at low
cost or even at savings to the national community. Also
considered are government policies or practices which limit
the e^rloyment possibilities of little educated urban women.

There are currently few factories where uneducated men
and woren can find work. Jobs in the sardine cannery and
•two textile plants offering jobs to women are much sought
after. The Ivorian planners envision increasing modern
manufacturing which will mean more jobr for the many women
now obliged to work in petty commerce.

Other available work includes making children's and wo-
men's clothes in small shops employing 15 to 30 women and
producing for local markets. The outsider may feel little
enthusiasm for salaried factory work or piece work in sewing
sweatshops which removes the worker from her home for long
hours. (When returning home for the 2-3 hour lunch break is
impossible, a woman may be away from home 11 hours a day.)
But we ."nust also remember that women welcome such work be-
cause it substitutes regular pay for the uncertain income and
the risk of bankruptcy of petty trade.

These few available salaried jobs for the unskilled are
generally sex-segregated even when the enterprise hires both
men and women. None of my respondents questioned this prac-
tice, perhaps because salaried employment is so attractive to
them. Thoir acceptance of sex segregation is also doubtless
rooted in the sex segregation of economic activities in the
rural economy and cottage industry. In commerce, this rule
is not absolute. Some women, called commodity queens in
Ghana, compose the minority of Ghanaian wholesalers,{Zj and a
woman or a man may vend cigarettes or pineapples. However,
in the marketplace, where sellers are grouped together by the
produce they sell, rrost sections are sexually homogeneous.
Reportedly in one textile enterprise,(3) the men threatened
to strike when the French management proposed to seat some
women in the {all male) sewing machine section. In this
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case, differential salary scales, work group solidarity and
the entire weight ov culture were doubtless at the roots of
the men's response.

Equal pay for equal work--and access to more remunera-
tive jobs must be a feminist goal. But we must ask in which
economic activities segregation by sex is tolerable. Also,
where can the precedent of sexual integration be set with
greatest long term impact and lea-t social resistance?
Should development schemes which prolong sexual segregation
of the labor force be shunned even if they increase jobs
available to women?

In the Ivory Coast, cottage industry is largely tradi-
tional manufacture; it does not at present include piece
work for large enterprises or for the export market. Cloth
dyeing is amon-j the most successful; many commercial dyes
have been added to the indigo blue and kola nut brown women
used traditionally. Women from the north dominate this in-
dustry, for they excel in the art of sewing pleats or tying
the clothes before dyeing to produce beautiful multi-color
designs. Patterns change rapidly in this competitive and
fashion minded business: indeed, it is often impossible to
purchase patterns that were common a few months before in
the markets.

Entrepreneurs in this business prosper largely despite
government policy. They compete with imported cloth as well
as cloth from the new Ivorian ICODI factory (a protected
industry), and have learned to work with a wide range of
fabrics. Their produce is made into a variety of goods pur-
chased by Europeans—wall hangings, lamp shades, curtains,
shirts, nightgowns, tablecloths, upholstery fabrics. But
the European demonstration effect has not had a large impact
on African buying preferences, and dyed fabrics are largely
used for women's clothing by Ivorians.

The preparation and sale of food covers a wide range--
from popsicles (for those able to buy a freezer) to the tra-
ditional plates of hot sauce and a starch staple (rice, made
from corn; to foutou, made from yams; to attieke, made from
manioc). Some are sold in the marketplaces for use in food
preparation (tomatoe paste, peanut butter, palm oil) while
others are sold indirectly to the diner--usually workers on
meal or rest break. The growing size of the city, inade-
quate roads and limited cheap transportation mean that many
workers leave hoiie very early and pat breakfast as well as
lu~ch at their place of work. The food vendors put down | .;
their wares in available space either on the side walk or in

,
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the business' courtyard, which ever is tolerated by city
police and the business' management.

Food preparation and sale by individual vendors receives
increasing competition from both the private and public sec-
tor. ' Staples, some perishables, and housewares are sold by
chain stores of both a private firm (La Chaine Avion) and a
public corporation under the direction of the Ministry of
Finance (La Chaine PAC). Most women still do food shopping
at the market (the risk of perishables make them less at-
tractive to the chain stores; thus the marketplace offers a
far greater choice. Nonetheless, the chain stores are in-
creasingly becoming the place where one buys a week's sup-
plies of nonperishables (including rice, the single greatest
expenditure of many households). Bulk purchasing gives the
chain store a price advantage over market vendors. Market
women have tried to organize wholesale purchasing and group
savings schemes, but their projects have failed. No govern-
ment assistance, neither financial organization, has facili-
tated their efforts. (4_)

The situation with prepared foods is similar. Lunch
shops and fast food shops are appearing, but they remain too
expensive for many workers. Commercial caterers providing
pre-packaged means for business and government employees in
the work place are a recent innovation, assisted by govern-
ment tax policy and hailed as progressive and modern by the
national newspaper.(b) I am aware of no cost study examining
the possibility of encouraging individual producers to con-
tract meals or to sell food at their own risk in exchange
for access to the workplace. The press made much of the ca-
tering system's uniform quality and sanitary controls which
mass production makes possible. However, although negotia-
tions with a number of small producers might prove more com-
plicated (particularly for European personnel in managerial
roles), but the result might provide a better product as well
as being labor intensive rather than capital intensive. As
long as the defining characteristics of progress are per-
ceived to be increasing scale and mass production, the infor-
mal sector will certainly suffer.

Another illustration of the belief that removing an ac-
tivity from the informal sector to the formal sector is pro-
gressive is the government's plan to build regional rice
husking factories to service local producers—largely for lo-
cal markets. Currently small entrepreneurs with simple kero-
sene operated husking machines in their hcnies fulfill this
function. It is noteworthy that the World Bank's otherwise
extremely laudatory analysis of Ivorian development policy
critizes this plan because it is a premature and unnecessary
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use of investment capital displacing fully adequate Ivorian
workers.(6) Also noteworthy is that this occupation is in
the majority male: it serves as a reminder that disinterest
in the informal sector is not solely a feminist issue. Last-
ly, in this instance, one wonders if officials are not at-
tracted by the prospect of a sure and profitable business to
counterbalance the vast number of public corporations which
operate regularly with a deficit.

In the above instance government policy impinges on per-
sons in the informal sector by oversight rather than by in-
tent. The number of ways in which this occurs is largely
where public corporations compete with subsidized industries.
Subsidization also takes other indirect forms. Investment
codes may favor big producers reportedly to attract capital.
In societies with exchange controls, official or licensed
buyers have a monopoly over goods available at the more ad-
vantageous official rate. The petty seller is more likely to
depend on the black market, w'-iere he will get a lesser amount
of foreign currency (or equivalent goods) for his money; thus
he subsidizes the official buyers or the government's chosen
buyers.

Another area to explore is the nature end extent of
adult education programs available to little or uneducated
women. In the Ivory Coast, the available courses are given
by the Social Centers, run by the Ministry of Work and Social
Affairs. These Centers, located in neighborhoods throughout
the city, dispense routine health care, including monthly
weighing and health check ups and routine innoculations for
infants. This public health component brings many, many wo-
men to t!-:S Centers, and some return for courses. These in-
clude demonstrations in nutrition, hygiene, and family health,
cook (usually European dishes: I attended a session in which
women were taught to bake flans), and sewing. The courses
appear designed to refocus women's attention away from money-
making toward homemaking, rather than providing social or
technical skills to upgrade gainful productive activities.
They teach arts which, in the Ministry's view, are "relevant
to the preparation of women and girls for their role as ma_v^
tress de maison and wife."(8) The Social Centers also offer
adult spoken French and literary courses. While this may ap-
pear the most blatant evidence of a useless imperial heritage,
French competes with Dioula (an African language) as the lin-
qua franca, and thus a French speaker is advantaged in many
commercial and bureaucratic situations.
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Table 2 shows the attendance of the various edult educa-
tion courses both for the entire sample and for women of dif-
fering educational levels. Although Few women with no French
attend these courses (because French is the language usually
spoken in the courses in multi-lingual Abidjan), many women
who have picked up some French but never attended school do
attend the Social Center courses. The most educated women
are disproDortionately grouped in the "inte-nship programs"
(called stages de formation) whirh are on t\e job training
programs run either by firms or by schools in conjunction
with firms.

Internships and sewing classes are much better attended
than the other courses. In both cases, the students are at-
tracted mainly by the prospect of gainful employment. The
better educated women attend the internship programs, which
lead to salaried jobs in the modern sector. The sewing clas-
ses, attended by the little or uneducated, attract women not
because they want to develop homemaking skills, but because
they want a skill which has market value. Although the sew-
ing courses were instituted to enhance the modern homemaker,
most women in them hope to use the skill intheir own com-
merce. About one fourth of the women interviewed who were
taking or had taken the sewing course said they were current-
ly active vendors. Forty percent were inactive (perhaps be-
cause thoy were contented by homemaking, more probably be-
cause they had not yet been able to buy a sewing machine or
because they had not completed the courses). Forty-three per-
cent were in petty trade; of these the majority sold their
own home sewn clothes. Although there are real barriers to
entry into sewing commercially, the data support what respon-
dents said about the Social Centers: that sewing is the most
attractive course offered, because it has an income-producing
application.

Implications for Policy

What conclusions can be drawn about the impact of cur-
rent government policies on the category of women we have
focused, and what kind of alternative can be invisioned?

Modern Industry. First, one may hope for increasing
jobs for the unskilled in industry to take the pressure off
the informal sector: more jobs in industry would increase
the employment available for the many women who currently
earn no income but want to work. Second, women in modern
factory jobs should be given equal pay for equal work and not
be segregated into different jobs. As urbanization and econo-
mic growth increases, the division of labor by sex will hurt
women increasingly. The total absence of earning power al-

i
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ready characterizing half of the unskilled uneducated women
points toward a pattern of greater relegation to homemaking
for women. Reversal of considerable de facto segregation in
the informal sector would be difficult, but at least the pat-
tern should not be permitted to extend into the modern sector.
Third,adult education may prepare the little educated for sa-
laried industrial jobs requiring modest vocational training.

Cottage Industry. Another use of adult education cour-
ses (given at the neighborhood Social Center or elsewhere)
would be training in skills appropriate to cottage industries.
However, this area is a troublesome one: some feel that wo-
men are most exploited in this type of employment. Nonethe-
less, one could encourage greater production of existing pro-
ducts of traditional skills. Certain technological improve-
ment might expand the market for such goods, or at least im-
prove the staying power of these cottage industries in the
face of competing cheap manufactured imports. For example,
new techniques for making colorfast dyes, for firing pots so
that the pottery is rrore enduring, etc., would require small
changes in procedure; therefore they should be easily adopted
by artisans.

The introduction of innovation procedure to produce new
goods made at home or in an artisanal setting is a more am-
bitious project. Markets for indigenous craft goods appear
initially to have been hurt by the demonstration affect: peo-
ple see imported goods as more attractive. However, obser-
vers in India have remarked that the trend favoring imported
goods has reversed itself: the success of indigenous arti-
sanal products among foreigners has produced a new wave of
consumption of these goods among the Indian middle class.(9_)
In the Ivory Coast, traditional pottery and weaving are de-
clining. Only the dyed fabrics retain a significant share
of the market. However, Africans use the cloth largely for
dresses; it is Europeans who buy the innovative products
(wall hangings from the dyed clothes; novelties >soven or pot-
ted). Put production of such goods both for export and for
local expatriate buyers could be encouraged; this might un-
cover a broader market at home. Encouragement does seem to
be needed, because currently the innovative sellers are mar-
ginals in Ivorian society such as traders from Dakar or Leb-
anese.

The entire area of cottage industry poses perplexing
problems. Not only does the crush of cheap imported goods
seem overwheln:inci--plastic buckets and dishes from Hong Kong,
plastic sandals f'rcn, Yugoslavia, tin cups, etc.--offerinq
few promising avenues for local entrepreneurs, but earniros
are also very low. Women are frequently exploited as they
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use traditional skills in sex segregated work settings. And
yet there are few alternatives. Factory work will not meet
women's demand for gainful employment in the foreseeable fu-
ture. Women swell the ranks of the distributive trades; pet-
ty trading is more than saturated, and thus for the less edu-
cated, the choice nay be accepting no employment or working
in one of a (potentially) expanded range of cottage indus-
tries or home manufacturing businesses.

Efforts must not be restricted to thinking up inventive
schemes for the production of novelties; the degree to which
the infor-al sector--both manufacture and distribution—is
disfavored by direct and indirect subsidization of the mod-
ern sector (under the guise of encouraging import-substitu-
tion) must be scrutinized. Choices must be based on relative
cost calculations, including capital investment versus the
employment of plentiful labor.

Halting the subsidization of competing businesses (for
example, restraining public corporations from moving into
competition with indigenous entrepreneurs) will produce
mixed benefits. For example, in Ghana, indigenous entrepre-
neurs and traders are often (although the majority are
men(J_0)) illiterate market women who by luck, skill, and per-
sistence, !-.3yp amassed the capital to establish wholesaling
monopolies or imported goods. These "commodity queens" have
also come to control the shipping and marketing of gootistuffs
produced in the interior for urban markets. The hierarchial
clientago structures over which these men and women preside
are common in West Africa. Men and women who have estab-
lished the right to a market place stall, who have capital
from real estate, or who have managed to acquire needed
equipment all become quickly surrounded by men, women, and
children who do the manual labor. One can debate how great
the inequality in such arrangements is and how responsive
the patrcn3 are to the needs of the clients dependent upon
them. But the reality--that increasing resources or business
opportunities for urban economically marginal women will pro-
duce new inequalities--must be confronted.

There are several possible choices. One can permit un-
constrained resojree accumulation. Or a variety of reform-
ist measures can be designed to encourage new entries into a
business and one can enforce "fair practices" to discourage
monopolies. Or cooperatives which require equal participa-
tion may be planned. The latter are common in projects among
the economically marginal, perhaps because cooperatives oro-
iaise to concentrate scdrce resources, perhaps because thei•'
egalitarian and cor.imunitarian aspects appeal to their design-
ers. Cooperatives schemes and group ownership of equipment
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may be appropriate and successful. But here too the decision
must be informed and clear-eyed, based on the actual economic
and political environment as well as the goals sought.

The hope must be Tor greater attention to the informal
sector, and the vast majority of women who work in that sec-
tor or seek entry to it. Objectives—whether the attainment
of purchasing cooperatives, lowered taxes and fees and ade-
quate settings for vending, or implementation of innovative
production ideas, easier credit terms, or new low cost tech-
nology for home manufacture—must be economically viable and
defensible. Political forces and dominant visions do not
favor using scarce resources to shore up the small scale, low
efficiency businesses of semi-literate women. Yet the goal
is worthwhile, for it concerns a wide population of willing
workers who will contribute significantly to their societies
both in their generation and, through their children, to the
next.

* * * * * *
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WOMEN WORKERS IN MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

by Linda Y.C. Lim
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Much of the current discussion on women in development
focuses on the detrimental effects of economic development
in the Third World on women's role in the economv. Many
studies have observed that traditional women's v.ork in both
agriculture and manufacturing is displaced by the introduc-
tion of n.ore capital-using methods of large-scale produc-
tion for wider markets. At the same time, discrimination
against 'women in both education and employment opportunities
systematically excludes them from participation in the growth
of wage labor in the modern capital-using sector. Instead,
women are increasingly confined to unpaid work in the home
and to marginal service jobs in the urban informal sector;
frequently, female labor force participation has even de-
clined with modern economic growth.

In this paper I discuss an important, and increasingly
widespread, exception co this general observation that wo-
men's participation in modern wage labor is often restricted,
and even reduced, in the process of economic development.
In the last ten to fifteen years, the expansion of labor-in-
tensive manufacturing for export from developing countries
has created large numbers of modern factory jobs for women
in these countries. Whereas traditional labor-intensive
manufactured exports of textiles, garments and leather goods
—industries with relatively simple technologies and stag-
nant or slowly-growing markets in the developed countries--
have until recently been confined to only a few small coun-
tries, most notably Hong Kong, the practice of "offshore
sourcing" by multinational corporations in technologically
sophisticated industries with rapidly growing markets has
spread this source of massive female employment to many more y •
countries in Asia especially, but also increasingly in Latin
America, and also, Africa. ,.
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Offshore sourcing refers to the location by multina-
tional corporations domiciled in the developed countries
of manufacturing plants in the developing countries, pro-
ducing for export. Semi-finished goods and intermediate
components incorporating inputs from the home country are
assembled in the offshore location and then returned to
the parent corporation for finishing and sale in its home
or third country markets. Finished goods may also be re-
turned to the home country, or exported directly from the
offshore location to third country markets. Offshore
sourcing is concentrated in labor-intensive industries, or
in high technology industries with some labor-intensive
processes, all of which have traditionally employed women
in the home countries of the multinationals, and do the
same overseas.

The offshore sourcing industry par excellence is
electronics—which makes radios, televisions, digital
watches and clocks, cassette recorders, calculators,
TV games, C8 radios, telecommunications equipment, and
sophisticated intermediate products such as integrated
circuits and micro-processors which are vital parts of
satellites, aircraft and computers. In the late-1960's,
the dominant U.S. electronics industry, faced with labor
shortage and labor control problems in home production
and increasing home and world market competition, espe-
cially from Japanese imports, began to move nearly 90%
of its labor-intensive arsembly operations offshore--a
move which v/as rapidly followed by competing European
and Japanese firms. By the mid-1970's there were per-
haps a million workers employed in the offshore elec-
tronics assembly industry in Asia, about 90% of them
women. Developing countries which now host electronics
assembly plants include Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, Indonesia,
Mauritus, Mexico, Brazil, Barbados, Haiti, El Salvador
and the Dominican Republic. The People's Republic of
China has just entered the field, and a number of African
countries, most notably Tunisia, are attemting to at-
tract similar investment by multination corporations.

To the multinationals, the chief attraction of off-
shore manufacturing in developing countries is the abun-
dant supply of extremely cheap, industrious and docile
labor in these countries, with wage rates as low as less
than 5% of that of U.S. workers doing exactly the same
job. and productivity in many countries as high as or
better than that of equivalent workers in the developed
countries. In addition, host governments anxious to
attract foreign investment for employment creation and

I
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foreign exchange earnings through labor-intensive manufac-
turing for export have offered the multinationals a wide
range of very attractive investment incentives, typically
including the establishment of Free Trade or Export Pro-
cessing Zones. These are fully equipped industrie.1 es-
tates, with all the necessary infrastructural and factory
building facilities provided by the government, and with
exemption from all import and export taxes granted to es-
tablishing f-'HTis, which are allowed 100% foreign ownership,
free movement :-f capital out of the country, and corporate
profit tax holidays of up to twenty years. In addition,
to guarantee low wages and labor stability, restrictive
labor legislation has been introduced, in many cases pro-
hibiting labor organization, unionization, strikes and
other labor action in multinational subsidiaries. To per-
mit the employment of women on night shifts, "protective"
labor legislation has been removed. The "political stabi-
lity and labor docility" required by multinational inves-
tors has been provided by a variety of politically repres-
sive measures enforced by, in many of these countries,
political dictatorships and martial lav; regimes.

The electronics industry, like the traditional labor-
intensive export manufacturing industries such as textiles,
garments and footwear, overwhelmingly employs women in its
labor-intensive assembly processes, in both home and host
countries of the multinationals. In this paper I will
examine this phenomenon of preferred femala employment,
and its effects on women, in the two most important off-
shore locations of the multinational electronics industry—
Malaysia and Singapore, where currently about 50,000 women
are employed in the industry in each country. The results
of my study(l_) corroborate those of similar studies of fe-
male employment in labor-intensive manufacturing in other
industries and other countries, and may therefore be ta-
ken to be broadly applicable to other cases of this most
common form of female wage labor in modern manufacturing
industry in developing countries.

Why are women almost exclusively employed in the
multinational electronics industry? The following quote
from an investment brochure issued by the Malaysian gov-
ernment in the U.S. indicates some o f the reasons:

The manual dexterity of the oriental female is
famous the world over. Her hands are small and
she works fast with extreme care. Who, there-
fore, could be better qualified by nature and
inheritance, to contribute to the efficiency of
a bench-assembly production line than the ori-
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ental girl? No need for a Zero Defects pro-
gram here! By nature, they "quality control"
themselves.

Manual dexterity and good eyesight are important requisites
for electronics assembly work, and it is often asserted, in-
cluding in United Nations documents, that women have a "na-
tural advantage" in such work because they have smaller hands
and are used to the experience of needlework. My research
indicates that a far more important reason for the supposedly
higher productivity of women than men in this industry is
their greater docility and willingness to subject themselves
to the rigid discipline and tedious monotony of the assembly
line. The rare firm which has experimented with male workers
in the same jobs finds them to be insubordinate and restless,
"unable to sit still for eight hours a day doing one boring
repetitive task." Men tend to be "troublemakers" while wo-
men are "obedient," no doubt due to their differential so-
cialization and acculturation in patriarchal societies. To
further ensure such "obedience," firms hire only inexperi-
enced young women, frcm sixteen to twenty-two years of age,
who have about nine years of formal schooling on average, so
that they have been habituated to the rigid discipline and
conscientious work habits inculcated in schools and required
on the factory floor. Personal interviews screen job appli-
cants to select those with "the right personality"--co-op-
erative and quiet, and to weed out potential "troublemakers."

Productivity aside, women workers are cheaper than men,
and Third World women are the cheapest labor available in
the world. Prevailing labor market wage rates for women in
Malaysia and Singapore are one third less than men's wages,
and start at about U.S. $2 a day. Multinationals located in
the same industrial estate further collude to keep wages down
by discouraging free labor mobility (job-hopping or factory-
hopping) through the common practice of blacklisting (re-
fusing to hire) workers who leave one company in search of a
better job in another, or hiring them without regard to se-
niority and experience, at the starting wage rate. Single
women are preferred because of reluctance to pay required
maternity benefits, and because it is expected that most of
them will leave on getting married, to be replaced by newer
and therefore cheaper workers. Since firms try not to com-
pete with each other for labor by bidding up wages, they at-
tract workers by offering fringe benefits tailored to the
sex and assumed feminine interests of workers, such as
cooking classes, denciriu lessons, fashion ond dake-up clas-
ses, and beauty contests, in addition to occasional picnics,
outings, dinners, Christmas parties, Western movies and En-
glish lessons. The prevention of unionization by both the
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host government and the multi-national employers in Malaysia,
and the effective control of unions by the host government
in Singapore, also ensure continued labor docility and low
wages.

All export-oriented industries in developing countries
tend to have unstable employment patterns because of their
subjection to business cycle fluctuations in export markets
in the developed countries. In addition, electronics,
though a rapid-growth and high-employment industry, suffers
from an industry cycle which turns down about every two^years.
These frequent recessions are viewed by employers as a "Dies-
sing in disguise" providing a "good excuse" to lay off older
and more expensive workers (who have accumulated more wage
increases and benefits), since there is only a short learning
curve-with each worker reaching maximum productivity within
six to nine months. This periodic shedding of labor serves
several useful functions to employers. It keeps labor costs
low, with average wages remaining low because of the short
job tenure of workers; it depresses the general wage level
by increasing unemployment and discioiining workors--there
have been instances of workers accepting lower wages for the
same work in order to avoid being laid off; and the high la-
bor turnover inhibits worker cohesion and organization and
helps to forestall the formation of unions. In addition,
employers are provided with the opportunity to introduce
labor-saving equipment if wages have risen during the pre-
ceding boom.

The instability of employment in electronics and other
labor-intensive export industries seems to be more readily
acceptable in host countries because it is women, rather than
men, who experience the layoffs. One of the industry's rea-
sons for preferring to hire single young women 1s because
there is a "natural" high turnover rate with them leaving to
get married and have children. There is a prevailing assump-
tion that women's employment in the wage-labor force is ne-
cessarily temporary, and that women's income is only second-
ary income, optional to the survival of themselves and their
families, providing only "pocket-money." This is clearly
not true where a second income is required because of the
high cost of living in an urban setting (Singapore), or
where a high proportion of males are unemployed and women are
often important breadwinners (Malaysia). Despite this, there
is a tendency to regard women as only a reserve army of la-
bor, which can easily be absorbed into the home when laid
off, and need not even be counted in unemployment figures.

In summary, it. is partriarchal attitudes tc women's
work in both host societies and among multinational employers
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which justify both the payment of relatively low wag^s for
women and lack of compunction in offering them unstable jobs
with short tenure. At the same time, it is these easily
"exploitable" characteristics of women workers which have led
to a massive increase in their employment in labor-intensive
factories. In both Malaysia and Singapore, female labor-
force participation has risen to well ever 40%, with 77% of
women in the eighteen to twenty-six age group being employed
in Singapore. The great demand for the labor of young women
has led to considerable internal as well as international
(from Malaysia and Thailand to Singapore) migration of these
women to the Free Trade Zones and industrial estates where
the factories are located. During the period of employment,
the women benefit from the money incomes which they are able
to earn for the first time in their lives, and many of then
enjoy their new-found independence from home and family. The
vast majority of those who work do so out of economic need—
their own, and that of their families, to whom they contri-
bute a sizeable proportion of their earnings.

However, for the individual worker, her chances of be-
coming laid off permanently or temporarily are very high.
Horizontal mubility among firms in the same industry is se-
verely restricted, and she does not learn any transferable
skills which enhance her mobility to other sectors of the
economy. Often the only alternative forms of wage employ-
ment available to young women are domestic service and pros-
titution. For the worker who retains her job in the factory,
there is no vertical mobility within the offshore plant.
Since it is only an assembly facility, 87* of the jobs are
for op natives, and there is no internal job-ladder or pro-
motion opportunities. Again, it is assumed that women ae
not mind such "dead-end" jobs because they have limited ca-
reer aspirations and financial obligations. It is often
stated that "the girls like this routine work because it is
not mentally demanding," whereas men are "too impatienf'and
"too ambitions" for this type of work which has "no future."

Thus the gains from this kind of employment for women
are limited and temporary, and not obtained without a con-
siderable welfare cost to the workers. In multinational
electronics factories, the work is intense and meticulous,
involving looking through a highly-magnified microscope for
eight hours a day, in a rigidly regulated environment. Out-
put goals are constantly raised, and productivity incentive
schemes designed by the companies often exact more work from
all workers without co-Tionsurate ir.o rotary reward--for example,
in the ubiquitous "competitions" among girls on a line, among
different lines, and among different plants, for "prizes"
such as a gift of cheap cosmetics for the best girs of the
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Week, or a free dinner for the best production line of the
month. The noture and pace of work lead to many widespread
health problems—of which eye strain and eyesight deterio-
ration» persistent headaches, stomach ailments, fatigue and
nervousness are the most commonly reported, Shifts which
rotate every one or two weeks have been shown to be hazard-
ous to employees' physical and psychological health in the
U.S., but the companies claim that rotating shifts are good
because they "give the workers opportunity for day and
evening social life." A few factories which employ married
women permanently on the night-time or "graveyard" shift say
this is a good practice because it "does not interfere with
domestic life," permitting the woman to work at night and
still do housework and look after her family during the day.
Mass hysteria is a frequent occurence on the night shifts,
especially in Malaysia, where they have forced several fac-
tories to close down for a few days.

Outside the factory, living conditions are often poor,
especially where most of the workers are migrants and have
to rent "deplorable" housing facilities at exorbitant prices
around the industrial estates, where housing shortages are
acute. The women are often crowded into dormitory-like fa-
cilities, and rotation of bedspace among women who work dif-
ferent shifts is soinetinies practiced. Others may live as
far as thirty miles away, and transportation is both scarce
and expensive. Given their low wages, heavy family contri-
butions, and monopoly pricing of basic necessities around
the Zones, many workers can barely survive. At the same
time, relations between the women v/orkers and the host com-
munities where the factories are located are often strained,
and even hostile. A major source of friction between the
women and conservative local communities in Malaysia, for
example, is the change in social and cultural mores, in dress
and 1ife-style which develops as the women work for multi-
nationals which, as part of their fringe benefits, initiate
them into the world of modern Western fashions, musici dan-
cing, parties, movies, and even swimsuit beauty contests
sponsored by the companies. The "modern" social and sexual
behavior of some factory women gives all of them a reputa-
tion for "loose" morality, which can sometimes damage their
long-run matrimonial prospects.

In general, it seems that modern factory employment in
multinational corporations frees young women from some of
the conservative strictures of their essentially patriarchal
traditional societies, granting them a modicum of financial
and social independence. However, it also leads to new forms
of exploitation of female labor in the workplace., where low-
paid, dead-end, unstable jobs provide only small and tempo-
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rary income gains. New mores seen to be disruptive of tradi-
tional society create divisions between the women and their
local communities, sometimes fuelling religious fundamental-
ist objections to women's wage employment. At the same
time as the development of a class consciousness among the
female proletariat is hindered by repressive labor controls,
the short duration of employment, and ethnic and linquistic
differences v/ithin the labor force, there are signs of an
emerging individualist feminine consciousness which would
be considered "traditional" in the Western home countries of
the multinational employers, and is encouraged by their labor
practices.

My research and that of several others suggest that the
successful creation of massive job opportunities for women
in the modern manufacturing sector of developing economies
does not necessarily mean an improvement in women's welfare,
and social and economic position *n these countries. Rather,
it may merely introduce further exploitation of women and,
in some cases, reinforce their inequality in the labor force
by confining them to marginal, low-wage, sex-segregated in-
dustrial employment. The lot of female workers in labor-in-
tensive multinational factories can only be improved if host
governments intervene to ensure better wages and working con-
ditions, health and living conditions, and job security. To
do so requires the concerted action of all governments of
developing host countries engaged in or interested in engag-
ing in labor-intensive export manufacturing by multinational
corporations. Otherwise, since all these countries are com-
petitive suppliers of cheap female labor, the attempts of
any individual government to legislate improvements in the
conditions of female employment will only raise the relative
cost of female labor in that country and prompt the foot-
loose multinational to shift its offshore production to
another, cheaper, location. More importantly, national de-
velopment plans must pay attention to developing more at-
tractive alternative employment opportunities for women in
stable, higher-productivity and higher-income industries
and occupations. The provision of equal education and
training, the removal of discriminatory wage differentials
based on sex, and the elimination of sex segregation in in-
dustries and occupations are necessary steps toward this end.

Internationally, it should be noted that the "new in-
dustrial protectionism" of developed countries, aimed at
restricting the export of manufactures to their home markets
from developing countries, directly threatens the employ-
ment of mi 11 ions of women factory workers in th2 latter
countries. The freeing of trade in manufactures between
developed and developing countries, and increased co-oper-
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ation instead of competition among developing host countries,
are necessary, though partial and limited, steps towards en-
larging and securing the participation of women in the econo-
mic development of their nations.

* * * * * *

Women Workers in Multinational Corporations: the
Electronics Industry in Malaysia and Singapore, Michigan Oc-
casional Papers No. 9, Women's Studies Program, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Fall 1978.
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THE DIFFERENTIAL IMPACT OF PROGRAMS AND POLICIES

ON WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

by Hanna Papanek
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The goal of "integrating women in the development pro-
cess as equal partners with men" has been accepted by member
government?, of the United Nations since 1975 and has affected
the national policies of some of them. But the diagnosis of
women's special needs and the design of policies to meet
these needs have continued to face many obstacles.

In this paper, I argue that serious commitments to diag-
nosis and policy design have not yet been made in interna-
tional agencies and national governments to the extent re-
quired by the goal that has been accepted. Eoth diagnosis
and policy design require a differentiated view of the women
i<i a particular country, one that takes account of distinc-
tions of income and class in the context of economic, poli-
tical, and social factors. The present jjnmXfexeDiia.te.d
view, underlying much development planning, often takes a
curious "as if" stance--as if women were like men, as if all
women were alike, or as if women did not exist at all.

I argue further that problems of diagnosis and remedy
exist at many levels, from local community programs to na-
tional development policies and the policies of aid-giving
agencies. Lack of effective linkage between local and na-
tional levels, or between specific programs and macro poli-
cies, usually prevents the achievement of women's integra-
tion in development. The most significant problem remains
the failure to recognize that women—like men—are affected
by a_lj_ development policies. The gains achieved by a local
project can be wiped out by a policy change at the national
level. Women are not an isolated group in the population of
any country but are integrated into every institution, from
the family to the state, even if that integration takes dif-
ferent forms for women arid-Men. Because women are already
integrated into their societies, already participating in
economic and political activites, albeit usually with iess
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power than men, the integration of women in development re-
quires specific measures appropriate to their particular
situation. The idea that the benefits of development will
automatically "trickle down" to the poor has already been
challenged in many quarters. Why should we then assume that
the benefits of development, once they reach men, will auto-
matically "trickle over" to women?

Diagnosis and policy design also depend on accurate re-
search, even if policy decisions are ultimately made within
the fairly narrow constraints of resource availability and
national or international political considerations. With re-
gard to the importance of research, it has already become
clear that the large investments made in development-oriented
economic recearch have paid off in terms of effective policy
design. For this reason, I arguo that some investments must
be made in research on women in the context of the same broad
frameworks of analysis also used other types of development
research on economic, social, and political issues. Until
now, research on women and development has largely been the
province of individual committed scholars in many countries.{]_)
Occasionally, this research has been supported by public or
private resources but the scholars themselves tend to remain
in isolated positions in universities or national and inter-
national agencies that do not recognize the value of their
work. In other words, little has been done to date to cre-
ate the scientific competence to carry out broadly based po-
licy-oriented research on specific problems of women and de-
velopment, so that understanding gained in one region or aca-
demic discipline can be applied to the solution of problems
encountered elsewhere. Without this body of scientific com-
petence, it remains difficult to plan and evaluate programs,
projects and policies affecting development and women. Yet
attempts to create this broader understanding often run into
persistent obstacles.

These obstacles to research also stand in the way of
effective policy regarding women; both sets of problems de-
serve more detailed discussion. The most significant obsta-
cle to both research and policy design is the existing em-
phasis on isolated "women's projects" or programs or "women's
components" in development projects. Many of these under-
takings are excellent in themselves and may meet the pres-
sing needs of women in many communities. But they are not
enough. An analogy may make this point clearer. !n South
Asia, regional development programs to benefit less developed
regions of undivided Pakistan were common before Bangladesh
became independent but the benefits of these remedial pro-
grams were usually wiped out by the effects of national pol-
icies, such as an exchange rate that favored import-substi-
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tuting industries (mainly located in West Pakistan) over ex-
port-oriented activities (mainly located in East Pakistan,
now Bangladesh). In other words, excellent local programs
may benefit women in the short run but the effects of such
programs can be wiped out by policies at the national level
that appear to be unrelated to women but actually affect
their interests in many ways.

In the second place, an emphasis on isolated "projects"
or "components" reflects an approach to women that hampers
their integration in the development process rather than ad-
vancing it. Of course, it is well known that the "project
approach" is. characteristic of many national and internation-
al agencies concerned with development. In the United States,
for example, the Percy Amendment (no. 574 to the Foreign As-
sistance Bill of 1973, S.2335) states that the major provi-
sions of the Foreign Assistance Act "shall be administered
so as to give attention to those programs, projects and ac-
tivi.es which tend to integrate women into the national
economies of foreign countries, thus improving their status
and assisting the total development effort."(<?) Other exam-
ples of the project approach can be seen in the procedures
and criteria used by many international and national bodies
in the field of development.

While the project approach way be the most feasible for
the implementation of certain kinds of solutions to problems
of development, it should be kept in mind that—in the case
of women—this approach perpetuates certain conceptual and
institutional barriers to women's integration in the develop-
ment process. For example, in the case of India it has been
pointed out that "the national consensus to keep the women's
question out of the sphere of political controversy has re-
sulted in "projecting it as a purely social issue of long-
term changes in attitudes, through education and develop-
ment. "(3_) Under such circumstances, it is not surprising
that development planners and researchers tend to focus on
remedial programs for women and on education, rather than on
possible direct change^ in economic, political, and legal
structures as They affect women.

An institutional consequence of this view of women's
needs—which is widely shared by other nations besides In-
dia—is the location of most women's programs and projects
in ed_uca_tional._and social _welfare agencies. But remedial
agencies are not at the center of power in any nation. Major
policy decisions about economic and political development are
made elsev.r.ere. Of course, there have been many irportar.t
positive outcomes from programs undertaken by social welfare
and educational institutions that have greatly benefited
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women. This makes it even more difficult to contemplate
changes in the structure and location of agencies concerned
with women's needs and interests. In many countries, social
welfare ministries may be tne strongest advocates for women;
they are often staffed by the most committed supporters of
development programs for women. P > i s as a rasult, there
may be few supporters in other part ; f the government in
many nations. Women's interests have not yet been accurately
perceived to matter politically or being important to the
effective functioning of other public and private agencies.
For example, while women may often be effectively mobilized
around issues such as legal reform, their support is often
dissipated in struggles between other interest groups in-
stead of being organized around specific issues that may
unite women's economic or social interests. For another
example, it should be recognized that, in many instances,
the effective integration of women into specific aspects of
dt-^velofment may spell the difference between the success and
failure of a development program, such ?.s the introduction
of new agricultural techniques.

The mistaken idea that women are always the dependents
of men usually accounts for the notion that public agencies
can only intervene when the family has failed and that po-
licies directed toward men will automatically benefit women.
In actual fact, of course, women contribute as much. as.men
to family earnings, particularly among the poor, whether
this contribution is reflected in national income statistics
or not. Furthermore, many families are supported entirely
by women, as when men have died or disappeared, or when they
are ill, disabled, or incompetent. There are significant
distinctions between cultures with regard to women's partici-
pation in the paid labor force, ^ut these differences are
oftpn overshadowed by the imporc^M".e of class and income.
Research on these distinctions will be of great significance
for development policies, since many stereotypes and preccn-
ceptions obscure the true facts and lead to false prescrip-
tions.

The conception of women as "backward" group v/hose needs
can be met by scattered programs and projects not only under-
mines the formulations of adequate development policies but
also affects the building of an accurate data base and rele-
vant frameworks of analysis in research. There is often a
divergence between the kinds of research produced by scholars
and those that policy-makers consider important. This diver-
gence is particularly severe in the case of research on women
and enpl-iasizes the importance of building scientific capacity
for v;ork in this area. Many kinds of research management are,
of course, employed to bridge the gap between the research
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pn'orities of policy-makers and those who actually carry out
research, particularly if they are independent scholars.
These methods range from the selection procedures of private
and public agencies in awarding research grants to the pro-
cesses by which national and international agencies select
research consultants and sub-contractors. Women are not well
represented en most of these bodies. Research on women,
moreover, is often not taken seriously by those who set re-
search priorities, either because the field is relatively
new or because of generalized prejudice.

Furthermore, the requirements of institutions for cer-
tain kinds of information are more likely to set the terms of
reference for research than the perceived needs of the group
to be studied or the interest of individual scholars. The
problem-solving needs of a concrete enterprise usually de-
termine the framework within which research is formulated and
the "language" or approach to be used. While some perception
of the needs of a particular group may contribute to the for-
mulation of the problem to be solved, members of that group
rarely influence the ways in which research is carried out
and used in arriving at solutions. Individual scholars are
often closer to the population to be studied and may be more
aware of the terms of reference the "target group" would like
to see applied to them. The possible divergence between
these two sets of interests .nust be resolved between the re-
searcher and the institution interested in her results. The
possibility of this divergence, sometimes anticipated in the
selection processes of development agencies, may lead many
such agencies to prefe.* conwissioned research or the collec-
tion of information by their own staff. This problem is par-
ticularly acute in research on women and development, for
several reasons, and has a bearing on the development of the
field as a whole.

First, the new scholarship on women does not yet have
the great variety of clearcut theoretical frameworks typical
of established intellectual traditions, even though important
beginnings have been made. As a result, it is often diffi-
cult to integrate the findings of other relevant research
into the framework used for a new study. Second, many sho-
lars interested in women and development tend to conceptual-
ize their concerns for women in more generalized terms than
development ?' ncies may find acceptable, especially since
they are often coupled with advocacy for women. Although
intervention programs with profound consequences for local
populations are often supported by development agencies,
there seems to bo wide-spread tendency to be much more cau-
tious with respect to women's programs.
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Tn this situation, two kinds of responses seem to be
very common. One is the practice of den.inding particularly
strong documentation tlv.t a program for women is really
needed.(4^) Simultaneously, the claim may be made that "no-
thing is known" about women. This is usually not the case,
even though it may be quite true that nothing is known to
the individual making the claim. The proliferation of publi-
cations about women in several countries has been accompanied
by a tendency to relegate them to a special "women"s corner"
or as irrelevant to the development of knowledge, even where
these publications are demonstrably relevant to broad econom-
ic, social, political concerns. The argument that little is
known about women must also be taken with another grain of
salt—development planners must often make many of their
decisions on the basis of inadequate information because of
a poor data base or underdeveloped data-collecting institu-
tions. The same considerations should be applied to data on
women as are used for other types of needed information that
may be hard to obtain. On occasion, there have also been
attempts to condense data on women into a single index fig-
ure, such as "the status of women in country X," possibly as
a result of the Percy Amendment's reference to the goal of
improving women's status. A single status indicator, however,
is not a good substitute for more complex data on women.
Aside from the analytical problems of developing a single
index for a highly differentiated population, status is a
construct involving comparisons. Should a status index re-
flect the position of women relative to the men of their so-
ciety, or'relative to women in other societies? What about
class differences? Almost inevitably, such an index is both
invidious and inaccurate. Whenever a single status indicator
is demanded, in lieu of more complex information en women,
this should be seen as an immediate warning signal that the
need for accurate information on women is not taken seriously.
It may reflect the same vision that relegates women, regard-
less of education or class, to a single category of the dis-
advantaged--a view of women as a backward tribe, living far
up in the hills.

A more fundamental problem for researchers is the gen-
eral inadequacy of social science theories end methods for
the study of women. Social science might be seen as reflec-
ting the life experience of its makers—and it is obvious
that the theories and methods based largely on the life ex-
periences of middle class men fror highly industrialized so-
cieties are not adequate to understand the problems of other
kinds of people. This is particularly serious for categories
of persons, such -as women, whos<? interests are noi. well re-
presented among social scientists themselves but who figure
large in their personal lives. As a result of personal
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fami'Marity and scientific ignorance, research on womer. is
often considered both superfluous and unnecessary by individ-
uals and institutions.

Integrating research on women's work in development analyses

The key issue in most women's projects are the micro
level has become "income generation" or, more simply, paid
work. Particularly in the poor countries of South Asia, lo-
cal projects to improve women's capacities to earn have pro-
liferated in recent years under both private and public aus-
pices. In Bangladesh, for example, women's credit coopeat-
tives have been developed as part of the Integrated Rural
Development Programme.(5) Women have also been trained as
para-medics in rural health delivery programs, where young
unmarried village women provide health and family planning
services for other villagers.(6J Earning opportunities are
emphasized in all these programs, even where non-formal edu-
cation is trie stated major goal. In both India and Bangla-
desh, several very ingenious projects have been developed to
provide earnings for pnor women in rural and urban areas.(7^)
A s^ecia'1 project for self-employed women has been develped
by the Textile Labour Association founded by Mahatma Ghandi.(B)
In all ihese efforts, special stress has been placed on pro- ~"
viJing paid work fo~ poor women.

The development of these work programs for women in
jouth Asia -;s closely related to major social trends, demon-
strated by research on women but still not widely appreciated
by analysts and planners. These trends are of crucial impor-
tance to the integration of women in development and indicate
the complexity of the problems to be faced by planners. In
India, the long term trend in recorded economic participation
of women in the paid labor force shows an overall decline.
Since 1921, the proportion of women in the total Tabor force
has dropped steadily, as has the percentage of gainfully em-
ployed women in the total population.(9) At the same time,
education has expanded in the post-independence period, al-
though more slowly for women than for men, especially at the
primary and secondary levels. By comparison, higher educa-
tion for women has expanded more rapidly than at other lev-
els, although this expansion is practically confined to the
urban middle and upper classes. (l_0) The educational expan- '
sion has been coupled with a slight increase in women's par-
ticipation in white collar and professional occupations;
higher employment rates for women with technical degrees than
in non-technical fields have also been recorded.{Y\j The
women's programs already mentioned have found that the illi-
teracy of poor women presented barriers to their employment,
particularly in non-agricultural work and in new occupations
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for women. But, as these research findings also show,
"While illiteracy drives many out of.employment, education
does not necessarily lead to their employment."(12) ""

Findings of this sort require explanation in terms of
large-scale systen-atic factors at the macro level most rele-
vant to national policy formulation. Local projects to in-
crease the employability of women may remedy immediate local
problems; such projects can be set up and evaluated without
large-scale research on the causes of the decline in women's
labor force participation. However, these local programs
will not affect the general trend. National, macro level
policies to deal with a general trend of this sort must be
based on an analysis of the systemic causes of the special
relationship that appears to obtain among women between edu-
cation, employment, and socio-economic class. Yet such a
general analysis of this sort is unlikely to be undertaken as
long as women's needs are defined purely as a "social issue"
in terms of traditions, attitudes, and social norms. To be
sure, generalized attitudes about the individual's place in
society are bound to affect the position of women but tney
provide only the framework for the more highly differentiated
factors that affect women of specific classes, regions, eth-
nic or language groups in any particular society. The causes
of the decline in labor force participation of Indian women,
for example, must be sought not only in terms of these high-
ly differentiated factors but also in larger aspects of the
Indian economy and the relationships between India and other
nations, through trade, aid, and politics.

The phenomena described above for India are not unique;
other nations have experienced similar relationships between
women's education and their participation in the paid labor
force. Since these relationships appear to differ from those
obtaining for men, seme explanations must be found in terms
of a women-specific model. What needs to be explored is the
variation between women's responses to education and employ-
ment opportunities at different levels of income and socio-
economic class. How and why these patterns differ for women
and for ,nen also needs to be explained for specific times
and places. An overly general explanation, referring only to
stereotyped notions of men's and women's work or to "the sta-
tus of women" will not serve t j purpose. The most useful
kinds of explanations are probably those linking both educa-
tion and n̂iployrcent to the class position of the women's
families--both those in which they were born and into which
they have married. Attitudes toward women's proper social
roles held by fr.milie: at different class levels are likely
to be very important in. explaining patterns of education and
paid work. In other words, research that differentiates

..1^-w.y-.•..!«»•. •
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among women according to class and income, at a level of an-
alysis that takes account of economic, political, and social
structural factors over a period of time, is needed to ex-
plain the observed facts. This must be couDled with a cri-
tical examination of the methods used to collect data and the
categories used in data collection (as they vary over time)
since serious problems in these areas are characteristic of
research on women.

A similar type of analysis i*; also needed to explain
another set of findings that again stresses class distinc-
tions. These paradoxical findings, contradicting the con-
ventional wisdom, are noted here not only for their intrinsic
interest, however. They are also intended to support the >.
point that an integrated approach to research on women and '•
development is as necessary as an integrated approach to wo-
men's programs at the local level. In Indonesia, data from
the 1971 Census indicate an unexpected relationship between
schooling and wean number of children ever born. Fertility
increases with schooling in both rural and urban areas, fal-
ling off only for the very small number of women with the
highest levels of schooling. This inverted U-shaped relation-
ship between schooling and mean number of children ever born
exists in every age group in both rural and urban areas.(13)
The same study also found support for this relationship in
micro studies. For example, in a single rural community in
central Java, researchers found that upper income women over
thirty h?d from one-fifth to one-fourth more births than
poorer women, even if only currently married fertile women
without marital disruption were considered.(14)

While these findings are undoubtedly interesting in
themselves, they can, however, be distinguished from the para-
doxical findings on women's education 3nd employment in that
an analytical framework is available to understand their
broader significance. Studies of fertility and family plan-
ning have now reached a point of development where a further
integration can be attempted, in terms of an "analytical
framework sufficiently flexible to accomodate explanation of
the wide variety of historical and ongoing trends, fluctua-
tions, and differentials in the shift from premodern to mo-
dern fertility levels."(15) This has been made possible, in
part, by the huge investments that have been made over the
past three decades to understand a recognized world-wide pro-
blem with social economic, and political implications. An
enormous researcn infra-structure has been developed to which
both policy-relevant and project-related studies can be
linked.
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Such a framework of analysis is not now available to
understand some even broader issues involved in women's
changing relationships to the processes of economic develop-
ment. There is no comparable research infra-structure, con-
sisting of a body of data, interpretations, institutions,
publications, conferences, and funding agencies. It remains
an open question whether the need for developing analytical
frameworks and research infra-structures on the subject of
women has even begun to be under .̂ood by the consumers or
research in national and international agencies concerned
with development. It goes without saying that such efforts
cannot be developed in isolation. Indeed, the primary re-
quirement for the development of a scientific capacity for
dealing with questions of women and economic changes is that
it must be integrated into existing systems and structures of
development-related research and planning.

For example, in the single most important area—women's
work—existing tools of data collection and analysis may tell
us something about who is in the paid labor force, but rarely
what women do and when they do it, in che course of a day,
a month, or a lifetime. We may know something about women
workers but very little about women's work. The difficulties
of diagnosing the problems of women's integration in develop-
ment become most apparent in this gray area of what consti-
tutes women's work and its rewards. In the absence of a.
clear understanding of the problems, it Becomes almost impos-
sible to develop suitable remedies at the macro and micro
levels except in the cases of most pressing and obvious need.

The conventional assumptions of economics and sociology
do not suffice, for a good historical reason. The methods
of data collection and analysis developed in western coun-
tries at a time when industrialization was relatively new
and the separation between home and workplace was very sali-
ent in people's lives. As economic analysis became more
sophisticated, it was applied to cases where information was
most readily available, namely in firms large enough to need
precise data as part of their mode of operation. Very pre-
cise data have never been necessary to subsistence farming ^
or to small retail operations. It is only under the condi-
tions of resource scarcity that development planners in poor
countries and aid-giving agencies in rich countries have
found it necessary to develop more precise data on agricul-
tural production, human fertility, and the composition of
the labor market. Since housework in all its complexity has
never depended on precise information either, and since the
separation between home and workplace precluded the inclusion
of domestic work in conventional analyses (except insofar as
it involved paid labor or production for sale), there has
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been even less concern with developing measurement techniques
and analytical concepts for the work done by most of the
world's worsen for riost of their lives. Indeed, much of this
work has been overlooked or mistakenly classified as "lei-
sure" or "non-work." Nothing could be farther from the truth,
as can easily be shown by the paradox that while the work of
"non-working women" is considered to be without much economic
significance, all substitutes for it are very expensive.

The recent upsurge of interest in women's relationship
to the development process has resulted only in the most su-
perficial sense from changes in the "consciousness" of plan-
ners, scholars, and politicians. Instead, I am convinced,
it has resulted from the more general pressures generated in
resource-poor countries by the need to utilize all available
human resources in order to survive. Since these pressures
have been generated, in the first instance, by political in-
stitutions concerned with economic development, I also be-
lieve that the agencies most closely concerned with develop-
ment planning at the macro level must be convinced to imple-
ment the commitments of International Women's Year where it
really counts. Women must be integrated into the develop-
ment process not only symbolically? and through concrete
local projects, but in the most central processes of resource
allocation in development planning. This is a key issue. It
must be made clear that this is not only in the interests of
women themselves but i3, in fact, indispensable to the pro-
cess of development. In resource-poor nations, agricultural
growth cannot occur without a more precise and rational allo-
cation of existing resources. Although "everyone knows" that
women have always worked hard on the land, whether their work
was publicly visible or not, knowledge about the nature of
women's work has now become important to the complexities of
allocating resources for development.

Attention must be paid to the work of women not only be-
cause that is good for women. Those who plan development
policies must also realize that it is good for development.

* * * * *
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Ir.ternational Women's Ye?r paved the way for many Afri-
can women to participate in a world wide program focused on
the needs and aspirations of women. Women from a majority
of the African nations present were full participants at the
historic IWY conference in Mexico City. Since 1975, they
have been responsible for creating new or st-engthening al-
ready existing national organizations in their various coun-
tries. Women's groups identified as federations, unions or
councils are tackling the social problems of women in a
number of geographic areas. Because a majority of African
women live in rural areas and engage in agriculture, one of
the basic problems facing these women's organizations is how
to devise methods and strategies to alleviate the heavy work
loads of those who are rc-sponsible for the production of
subsistence food crops, in addition to the care of the child
ren and the home.

National women's organizations concern for the problems
of rural and urban poor has gone far in changing the image
of elitist organizations as defined by Lloyd.(1) Despite J
the rapid rate of change in Africa, the majority of rural '
and urban women continue to play the roles of mother, wife,
homemaker, producer and protector as delineated by tradition
In addition, they also assume the major responsibility for j
maintaining and passing on traditions and customs to suc-
ceeding generations.

In tha traditional work places the African women are
witnessing the development and transfer of new technologies
which often replace them as laborers or force them to even
lover levels in the- social and occupational hierachy. With
little or no education, they are generally not able to under
stand or utilize the newly developed technologies. More
often than not, they are excluded from the teaching of new
methods and techniques in the time-honored fashion of re-
serving educational n'-ivil•-:•.;c-s •'•?•* ir̂ n only. Worxn's i.'(for-
mal and formal groups play an important part in assisting

-MJi
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and explaining the complexities of new technology to those
citizens who have not been exposed to them.

This paper will briefly explain the role that tradi-
tional organizations performed in societies and how nonkin-
ship voluntary organizations performed additional roles not
included in the social structure of society. It will fur-
ther explain how modern organizations have taken over duties
formally performed by these organizations. Specific examples
will be cited from Senegal, the Ivory Coast and Togo in West
Africa. These examples are based on activities presently
being explored with these countries and the National Council
of Negro Women. They are working closely with local women's
groups in rural areas. Technical innovations are geared
towards the use of local resources to enable the population
to continue the projects after the departure of the donors.

The Traditional Role of Community Voluntary Organizations

Historically, voluntary community voluntary organiza-
tions have been among those groups in society that helped
maintain stability during periods of rapid change. A society
depends for its existence on the presence, in the minds of
its members, of a certain system of sentiments by which the
conduct of the individual is regulated in conformity with
the needs of the society.(2) Ethnic and village associations
or groups help maintain this system of sentiment and trans-
mit them from one generation to another. Traditionally,
associations have served to preserve songs, history, lan-
guage and moral beliefs. These organizations were concerned
with the general well being of the entire village or village
group and the socialization of its members. Although many
institutions exist for governing life, kinship was the domi-
nant force. However, nonkinship groups vere organized to
provide functions not handled by other units of the tradi-
tional society. These nonkinship groups transcended the
kinship groups anJ nad the effect of creating strong bonds
between non-relatives.(3J

Although most African populations still live in rural
areas, the changes in their society are so dynamic that the
majority of them are nevertheless effected and therefore, no
longer isolated. Transportation and communications brings
its goods and services to their doorsteps. Urban teachers,
development planners, agricultural experts and political or-
ganizers all seek to integrate the peripheral citizen into
the main economic stream. Significant, also, is the in-
creasing population movements from the rural villages to the
cities. While many of these movements are temporary or sea-
sonal, the results are that participants inevitably bring
new technology and iaeas back to the village. The netd to
pay school fees and buy food items not locally grown neces-
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sitates cash flow and encourages family members to seek jobs
outside the rural community. As the able people leave the
villages, an undue hardship is placed on the women left be-
hind. Lacking formal training, they consequently cannot
take advantage of the new technologies which were developed
to alleviate their burdensome work.

Modern Women's Voluntary Organizations

Women's organizations conjure up in the minds of the
uninformed westerner a vision of tea parties and fashion
shows. Presently this perception is less valid as women's
organizations in Africa are increasingly becoming more in-
volved in developing strategies to improve their status. For
both urban and rural African women, one of their major con-
cerns is economic__independence. Increasingly, organizations
are assuming "the roles and functions formerly held by kin-
ship, age groups and others. In many instances, they hold
the key both to individual adaption to new circumstances,
and to natural propensities towards group survival. Whereas
in traditional societies, groups were organized to preserve
ethnic ways and structures against the intrusion of the mod-
ern world, current new urban women's associations accept the
reality of this intrusion and help their members cope with
it both socially and economically. Members may now turn to
such associations for support, employment, education, soci-
alization and sympathy. Economic survival is on most pri-
ority agenda, and these women community organizations strive
towards goals such as helping to raise capital, regulate
prices* discouraging business competition and organizing co-
operative activities.(4J

Many of these npw voluntary organizations have sections
or chapters in rural areas and therefore have access to a
broad spectrum of the society. This simplifies the process
of introducing new ideas and of examining the problems as ex-
pressed by members less articulate than themselves. Moreover,
an awareness of the parent women's organizations access to
government and international organizations, encourages the
rural counterparts to make their needs known. The umbrella
organizations are aware that the government cannot satisfy
all the needs of its citizens; therefore, they seek to find
alternative approaches and intermediate, innovative ways to
assist their members. Although they are often operating un-
der strenous conditions without sufficient financial support
and technical assistance, they do have an impact. These
groups are "action oriented" and they provide immense re-
sources to the development process. A few examples of several
West African women's organizations activities will illustrate
the potential role of such groups. These groups in Senegal,
the Ivory Coast and Togo are collaborating with the National
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Council of Negro Women in planning projects to improve the
farrilv life in their respective countries through the use
of improved technologies.

The Federation of Senegalese Women's Organizations

The Federation of Senegalese Women's Organizations com-
bines twenty-two local private organizations who are involved
in volunteer activities. Membership averages about fifty for
each organization and includes all nationalities, ethnic and
religious groups representing a wide vatiety of individual
interests. To avoid becoming too large and unwieldy a group,
and to facilitate the actual work of :he Federation, a
working committee was formed composed of five members from
each of the organizations. While maintaining their separate
identities, they joined forces and collaborated to develop
strategies for solving some of the common and most urgent
social problems of the country. They are presently addres-
sing themselves to the problem of unemployment and migration
of youth.

Although the organizations of the Federation are urban-
based, they organize contacts in many other parts of the
country for obtaining information concerning the needs of
thejocal population. Needs identified include access to
water either by dinging wells or extending water pipes to
rural areas and simple wheelbarrows which would facilitate
the transportation of firewood and garden produce to nearby
markets. Organizations along with other groups raise funds
for orphans, the '.andicapped, vaccines, small farm imple-
ments; organize nonformal adult education classes and plan
and participate in various activities as requesteJ by the
community.

A particular concern of the Federation is the steady
increase of young people migrating to the cities seeking
work but lacking marketable skills. A major goal is to'con-
sult w'th these young people, and help them adapt to their
new environs and circumstances. There is also some effort
to encourage them to return to their villages. For others,
occupational training is preceived as the best alternative
to prevent youth from turning to illegal activities.

The Notional Union of Togolese Women

The National Union of Togolese Women "(UNFJ.) has twenty
regional sections plus the main branch in thlfcapital city
of Lome. Membership is open to all Togolese women. The
overall goal of this group is to improve the life of the
rural women. To accomplish its goal, UNFT concentrates on
adult education, self-help projects, community development
and cooperatives, hygiene nutrition and child care. The
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Kinister of Women's Affairs works very closely with the
Union in fulfilling the joint objectives which are closely
tied tc national development priorities. Through constant
touch with the regional sections, a dialogue is maintained
to ascertain what women perceive as their' needs. The or-
ganization, UNFT, serves as a channel to bring these issues
to the attention of policy makers. Paved roads, access to
water and experiments with solar en?rgy are examples of how
these issues and needs are being met. UNFT also maintains
contacts with international organizations and agencies as
well as skilled technicians to whom they can articulate the
needs of the corstituents. Togolese men and women work
closely together in meeting overall national goals.

At the present time, there is a concentrated effort to
move new projects out of the cities and into rural areas
where the need is greater. Several major projects have been
identified by UNFT. These include methods to decrease pot-
tery breakage, techniques for making soap more saleable and
competitive with imported soaps, and acquisition of hand
tools and rice huskers to reduce time spent in farm activi-
ties. UNFT assists in developing marketing potential and in
finding financial assistance for locally produced items.

The Association of Ivoriar. Women

The Association of Ivorian Women (AFI) was organized
in 1963 and has 122 chapters throughout the country. The
wife of the chief of state is the honorary president. The
active president of AFI is the Minister of Women's Affairs.
Women from every strata of the -society participate in the
association. AFI members are kept abreast of what is hap-
pening throughout the country by internal travel or through
information transmitted via the medi3 and family network. A
major objective is to help rural women solve problems at the
village level and to aid them to control their own future.
They seek <jnd welcome assistance from international oraani-
:',>.i ion', and .ire prepared to collaborate in mutually benefi-
cial efforts. Members attend international conferences and
therefore can share with colleagues new information on solu-
tions to similar questions posed elsewhere in the world.
They, as women everywhere, work full time, care for the
home and participate in the coi.inunity work of AFI. Func-
tioning as a part of the dominant party, they are involved
in its major decisions. Unlike similar western organiza-
tions, this tie makes them more effective and involved in
national policy. For example, AFI was the major force re-
sponsible for changing legislation for unwed mothers and
other aspects cf the civil family code.

The research ceparciiient of the Ministry of Women's Af-
fairs has conducted surveys throughout the country to deter-
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mine what the local needs are as perceived by the people
themselves. Needs have been identified related to water,
food production, fuel, literacy, hygiene and nutrition,
child care and income-generating activities. AFI and
the National Council of Negro Women are working on a project i
to improve the method of preserving and storing fish. This
is a major activity of wemen in the fishing villages. In-
come derived from this activity contribute? to the well
being of the entire family. If this project is successful,
it will be replicated in other visages which have the same
problem. Since its inception, this project has been a joint
endeavor between the villagers, AFI, NCNW and the U.S. aid
agency.

AFI established a large urban training center in the
nearby community of Adjame within the city of Abidjan. Li-
teracy training is offered as well as instruction in practi-
cal skills. Admission is on a first-come, first-serve basis
and enrollment numbers about 1,000. The program is divided
into half-day shifts with a daily average attendance of 100.

These examples illustrate how women's organizations
functions as communicators and facilitators in improving the
life of poor urban and rural women. Science and technology
are being utilized to eliminate some of the drudgery of
women's work.

SUMMARY

African women's organizations represent c ;:rc:>' r.ection
of the population and should be recognized as J ric na-
tional resource. Great effort is expended in idem, /ing
citizen's needs and methods of finding solutions to then.
In spite qf heavy family and social responsibilities, tho
women are actively involved in community projects on a
broad scale. They provide a model and inspiration to women
in less fortunate circumstances and to those of future gen-
erations. They encourage their fellow women to realize
their potential anu value *s individuals and as citizens.
They raise the consciousness of policy makers and are in-
volved in decision making. They also play a major role in
the implementation of projects geared to the needs of the
most needy. The visible confidence and poise of these wo-
men create an atmosphere among urban and poor women that is
conducive to the introduction of new ideas and technology.
It is relatively easier for these group members than for out-
siders to explain ideas and offer suggestions to rural Peo-
ple.

In spite of this new determination on the part of many
women, there i~ little indication that they want to reject
their traditional role as ascribed and accepted by the ma-
jority. Their efforts tend to compliment national efforts
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as they become more actively involved in decision making.
It would be advisable for foreign donors and benefactors to
examine and become more receptive to ideas and projects de-
signed by women's groups. They must realize that these
groups are representative spokespersons for the many who will
never have the opportunity to stand before national and in-
ternational bodies and verbalize their needs.

When American teams are sent abroad on technical mis-
sions it would be appropriate and perhaps essential, to in-
clude women on the teams in order to set a good example of
mutual cooperation. American women's organizations could
supply the expertise for many of these teams.

African women will continue to organize for common
causes and pressure national policy makers and international
planners to include them as partners in progress. Further
research is needed in order to fully understand the real
contribution women's organizations are making. Research
should be conducted by teams consisting of members of local
organizations, international bodies and foreign counterparts.
Information is needed on how these organizations function
and how information is disseminated to its members. Teams
of both men and women would be effective in the countries
where there is already a tradition for communal work by
both sexes. The majority of the preplanning should be done
in the host country in order to avoid taking in pre-packaged
plans bas^d solely on foreign ideas. Traditional and clas-
sical research methods and techniques should be adapted to
the circumstances in the country in question. There should
be continuous dialogue between participants after research
is completed. It cannot be emphasized too often the great
importance Africans attach to outside researchers sending
copies of their findings back to the country where it was
conducted. Failure to do so has been a very serious breach
of scholarly protocol, not to mention common courtesy, in
many countries.

If nation building is to progress, all human resources
must be involved in the development process. With recogni-
tion, involvement, financial and moral support, the women's
organizations of Africa can play an even greater and signi-
ficant role in development.

* * * * * *
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FROSPERITY AND POVERTY IN RURAL AFRICAN AREAS:

CAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TAKE PLACE WITHOUT

SOCIAL STRATIFICATION OR INEQUALITY?

by Prisci11 a Reining
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As Henry Steele Cormager reminds us, De Tocquevilie per-
ceived that in America the goals of social and political
equality had great implications for the future but were
awkwardly caught up with economic individualism anc inequal-
ity in ways which would always be difficult to reco file.
(Moyers). In this short paper, I would like to suggest that
the benefits and liabilities which De Tocqueville saw here
not only continue to be difficult to reconcile in this coun-
try but the assumoticns we make about economic individualism,
and its effect on "tn3quality, complicate our donor roles.
We fail to see that these inconsistencies may be passed on
to developing countries along with the specific results
of development projects. The presence of newly prosperous
farmers and newly poor farmers in rural areas in developing
countries is now being documented. The relevance of these
observations to the status and role of women in developing
countries is also quite clear: women of the prosperous
families arc- almost surely better off than were their mothers
and grandmothers; women as individuals and as members of the
poor families are almost surely worse off than their immedi-
ate forebear.

The processes which lead to the observable and felt
inequalities will probably be investigated by cooperating
social scientists, men and women, in both developed and i, , ^
developing countries. In the interim it is probably easier *' *
to see the processes by which earlier inequalities--political,
social, and economic--are reinforced and accentuated locally .
than to demonstrate the creation of inequalities persisting
is an inadvertent result of policy decisions.

As western social scientists we are all familiar with
the history and some of the major analytical theories which
account for the formation of classes in .estern society.
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For at least two decades we have also become well
acquainted with the urban elite/rural dichotomy in developing
countries. less familiar in the rural areas of developing
countries is the elite/rural poor dichotomy. I wish to em-
phasize that the changes are not simply matters of income nor
of amount of iand, h-.it in the examples from my own work and
others, of important emerging differences in lifestyles.
Those differences ere grounded variation in the amount of
land, education, income, and they include other social,
economic and personal attributes which refine and support
those inequalities. In short, class formation is beginning
to take place in rural areaSt patterned and tied to analogous
formation in the towns and city. Whether one uses "inequal-
ity" or "social stratification" is a matter of theoretical
bent. (Fallers).

Can we realistically expect that "development" catering
to the poorest of the poor can eve%~ be possible without fur-
thering the creation of the poor we are hoping to aid?

It ray very well be that some inequality is commonplace
in rural resource allocation systems and perhaps inevitable.
Therefore, one needs to distinguish between a normal, pre-
developnent ringe in resource distribution--land or cattle
or allocation cf other goods or ?-^r.ices--and comparatively
recent conges which are clearly associated with moderniza-
tion and whicn are tending toward increasing differentiation
in ways which = re likely to become not only permanent but
distinctively class-like. To put labels on these new distinc-
tions is probably premature. However,for descriptive pur-
poses we are talking about cultivators whe are becoming mid-
dle class farrers and other cultivators who are ^o resource
poor that they are for practical purposes landless s-.d be-
come laborers.

In those parts of the world where women have tradition-
ally played a significant role in agriculture, the immediate
circumstances of their families and their own personal attri-
butes were both of considerable importance in determining
the amplitude of their life styles. But in modern circun-
stances radical changes in eccr-is to land alter that situa-
tion. Worsen ray be using their agri.•;••;"'i.'ral skills in grow-
ing subsistence crops for their families, their familiarity
with skills may enable th^m to t:-.ke managerial roles in new
farms or they nay need co practice their skills as day
laborers. In this paper I do not deal with societies in
which have not, traditionally or at present, had an active
role in agriculture.

,,vS
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The developing country differences are very modc-st in
relation to the vsry substantial differences in the distribu-
tion of wealth in the United State's. (Brittain).

A concept, familiar to people in the United States,
namely individual ownership of arable land is part of the
conceptual transfer taking place in the modernization process.
I want to recount the effect of Land Reform in Kenya, of
the rather unsuccessful attempt to discourage the implementa-
tion of these concepts in Tanzania, and the sum of the con-
sequences of agrarian reform.

The well watered, fertile and high potential land in the
south central part of Keny* becaire the subject of the world
famuus dispute in the fifties between African smallholders
and Europeans. After the end of the Emergency a major plan
of land consolidation-individuai land title and credit,
corMned with farming plans, and the promotion of coffee as
a smallholder was instilled ur,Her t:.e naine of the Swynnerton
Plan. In the space of some four years, mud. if the \and
inhabited by Kikuyu wa" consolidated, ;arm boundaries defined
and titles issued. Farm plans, however, were prepared only
for th-j farms largt" than five hectares. (Herz, 89-92).
Size of farm was related to prior holdings end also the rela-
tive stat-s of the individui.1, and of his 1 ineage. It was
understood by Swynnerton and ethers at the time that only
the larger farms would b- sufficient ir size to attempt
coffee farming in addition to suDsistenc crop farming.
Cattle were included, for milk and manure. It was also un-
derstood that some cultivators would of necessity become
laborers on the farms of their neighbors.

Twenty five years later, we studied one of the very
first villages to undergo the land consolidation process.
(Reining, et. al.) Ue found that status differences are
emirging between the Iah3owner-cultivator-erolryer (muremi)
and cash laborer-employee (muremia). The f;..:ier term has
been in the Kikuyu lexicon for a long time and his meant
cultivator. The latter term is new and when paired identi-
fies :he employer-emplnyee relationship. Some of the employ-
ees are women, though most are nien; most o f the employers
are w-.ien, though some are men.

The land base of these farmers and the empirically
derived estimate of l:eir socioeconomic status follows as a
quote from that study.

1
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Kikuyu: Size of farm and socioeconomic status of
farmers. Total acreage is 51 f> hectares.
Total number of farms is 196.

Range in No. of
Farm Size Farms

0.1-2.5 hectares 119

2.6-5.0 hectares 4^

5.1-7.5 hectares 19

7.6-10.0 hectares 9

10.0 plus hectares 5

Totals: 196

Total
Hectares

127

146

105

77

60

515

Percentage

25

28

20

15

12

100 1 =
2-
3=

Socioeconomic
Status

of Farmers

1,2

1,2,3

3

3

3

cash laborer
nei ther
commercial
farmer

The principal point of this paper is to raise the ques-
tion of what are our expectations as development takes hold.
What is the model? Cancian in a short but interesting
article states two basic social principles. They appear to
apply very well to the example just cited from Kenya and
the one to follow, also from Kenya.

However much the effects of development on income dis-
tribution are unanticipated in other places, land consolida-
tion and the introduction of cash cropping in Kenya were
expected to produce a prosperous group, as we have seen.
In this vein the two basic social principles noted by Cancian
are borne out in Kenya.

The first is simply that: Individuals and classes of
people will struggle to improve their lot relative to
all other individuals and classes of people. This is
not a surprising social principle. It is basic to
dossier! economic theory, to Marxist theory, and to the
every tijy American competitive spirit. The second
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principle is that: All other things being equal, indi-
/ viciuals and classes of people who have more resources
at the beginning of an isolatable period of struggle
will have the advantage in the struggle and in the end
••>ir>rove their position relative to others (Cancian).

Land consolidation is taking place in other parts of
Kenya. In one of them, Embu District on the lower slopes of
Mount Kenya, land consolidation procedures were started ten
years ago and are being completed now. A recent study of
the distribution of land, now held by individuals, oy
Brokensha, Riley and Hunt (1979) shows a pattern of distri-
bution similar to that found 'amongst the Kikuyu. As we shall
see some of the other concomitants are also similar.
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In Embu District, land has now acquired commercial value
and is worth K. shs. 6,000/= an acre, approximately S850.00
an dcre. Unlike Kikuku country, this land on the lower
slopes of Mount Kenya is much more fertile on the upper
readies than it becomes at lower altitudes where it is also
drier. It is medium potential land in a semi-arid environ-
ment and development of these lands was the goa1 of a project
--the Special Rural Development Programme (SRDP). Among the
results: the_ri_cher farmers can adept the innovations of new
crops or varieties and technology while the poorer farmers —
with less land cannot.

..-, ...... ^...^..^ IL..'-.;^-;^.'^..,—M
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I go en
the Mbere.

to quote the emerging division of labor among

3- Labor skills and requirements. The old sexual
division of labor has been much modified, with men and
women doing the same work, when necessary. A few tasks
remain almost exclusively male (thatching a roof;
erecting a fence; plowing with oxen), and some are
still done only by women (collecting thatching grass;
washing babies; grinding millet and pounding maize).
But in between are all the other domestic and agricul-
tural tasks that are done by either men or women --
looking after cattle; clearning new land; brewing beer;
weeding; harvesting, storing, selling crops; even
collecting water and firewood.

Further comment on the chancing roles of men and
women is appropriate at this point. Traditionally,
an Mbere woman was expected to be obedient (to parents,
and husband, and in-laws); polite; ha^d-working; gener-
ous; a careful household manager; patient; even-tempered;
faithful. A man was expected to be kind, considerate,
brave, hard-working, have adequate gardens ^nd cattle;
respectful to ciders; modest; supportive of family and
clan. In addition he should avoid gossip, and excessive
drinking.

In contemporary Mbere society, other qualities are
admired -- especially education and wealth. Yet even
today, women play an important part in decisions not.
only about the domestic affairs of the homestead, but

'• about a_lj_ agricultural decisions. Here, as elsewhere,
there is a wide range of actual behavior. We know a few
old men who like to appear as autocratic heads of house-
holds, but we are told that even they listen to their
wives "when the children are asleep and the outsidr.1 fire
has been extinguished." Men may have more influenre
over cash-crop decisions, out they must have the will-
ing and active cooperation from their wives, if they are
to be efficient farmers. In fact, many women are
successful farm managers while their husbands are work-
ing elsewnere. (Brokensha).

Before agrarian reform started, access to land was based
on the principle of communal tenure and rights were acquired
through lineage membership. Now t^tle is held individually.
(Brokensha, p.4). The lowest decile in the population holds
one tenth of one per cent of the wealth; the highest decile
holds 44" of the wealth. In conclusion, the authors state:
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There have always been differences in wealth in
Mbere households, but until fairly recently (a)
this was measured in number of livestock, and
(b) it was a more flexible system that allowed
for some degree of personal mobility, through hard
work or a good marriage. There was also a more
egalitarian style of life, whereas today the way
of life of the rich is vastly different, in all
ways, from that of the poor, as are the expecta-
tions of their children, (p. 14).

In Kenya the policy of land consolidation and reform
is avowedly based on the principles of individual ownership
and an assertion of the rights of individuals to own property,
"develop" it and raise credit on the basis of their owner-
ship. In Tanzania, land policy and settlement policy has
been directed in recent years toward villagization and
implementation of ujaniaa —the creation of more compact vil-
lages and the introduction of some communal farming. Under
villagization some eleven million people have been resettled
and much effort has gone into the promotion of communal farm-
ing. It is notable that the villagization program has direc-
ted to the medium and low potential land, where for environ-
mental and cultural reasons the adaptive strategies of land
use had taken the form of dispersed settlement and field
rotation. In such areas, before "vi Hagization" there were
neighborhoods or residential areas which were called "vil-
lages." However, they were less compact or well defined
than the neighborhoods or villages in the high potential
land where land values have always been high and boundaries
inportant.

In these areas, women have and do play an active role
in agricultural cycle, undertaking or aiding the preparation
planting, weeding, harvesting of food crops.

The hich potential areas villages—occurring in places
of high rainfall or high altitude or both—have not been
subject to villagization for two reasons. They already have
villages of high population density; their inhabitants resist
attempts at resettlement. Compared with the two examples
from Kenya there are high potential areas in Tanzania where
individual tenure applies. In northwestern Tanzania, indi-
vidual tenure of small holdings antedates the colonial period
CReining). However, that tenure was part of a feudaj-like
system in a centralized state, not a common state of affairs
elsewhere in Tanzania though found in Uganda, Ruanda and
Burundi. The v:Hayes are very old in Bukoba and the tenure/
state system undoubtedly developed over a long period of
time (Schmidt, 1977 and 1978). Power in the indigenous
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stnte system was held by a ruling dynasty whose members also
had "big" coffee and banana farms. In the fifties the power
to create "big" farms had been abrogated, land was trans-
mitted through inheritance to ruling dynastymer.bers and cul-
tivators and some land was being bought and sold. It still
is. Coffee had been converted into a cash crop. The
average farm consisted of two very intensively cultivated
acres. Accurate measurement of these small holdings is
extremely difficult. The land distribution history in Bukoba
is incorporated in the following table which places it in
context with some of the other distributions in high poten-
tial land in Tanzania. (See Table on following peqe).

The several ethnic groups in the high potential areas
are relatively prosperous compared with the recently reset-
tled groups in the medium and low potential areas. There is
a trend in Usarr.bara toward increasing disparity and some
consistent, differences can be observed in life styles in
Moshi and "in Bukoba. We do not have any Moshi (Chagga) data
at hand. In the high potential areas there is an emerging
group of comparatively prosperous farmers, a prosperity based
on a combination of good land, valuable cash crops (coffee
and tea), early realization of the uses of western education,
and conversion to Christianity along with adoption of western
technology. Semetimes all three were transferred at the
same time and through the same ouspices. One sees the
Protestant (Ithir.. There is a kind of re-enactment of the
processes described by Tawney and We&er for western Europe's
industrialization and modernization. Like Europe there
are also households and groups who do not participate in
the prosperity for a number of reasons: they lack adequate
land, they have little education, they are of low status
within their villages or districts or they are disadvantaged
in other ways.

One way of testing relative inequalities in distribution
of land is through using the Lorenze curve of concentration.
In Niger, among the Songhai who have lived for many centuries
along the great bend of the Niger river, the distribution
of land within the dominant lineage and between lineages was
tested. The inequality of distribution is much greater
within the dominate lineage (or those tributary to it) than
among the five lineages in the village from which these
data were obtained (Reining). There are a number of land-
less men within the dominate lineage and there are also
persons who are called slaves. They are,by definition,
landless.

rvir, fiiV'^i



Place

Isrcam

Kuncwe

3ukoba

Liukcba

Gukoba

Usambara5g

This '• of the
population

9<;
.01:;

6V10:.:

3̂ -
50S
475

25'.
30S

10",
60S

33.3%

Hold th is r:
of a l l land

53;,
21:;

0".

0;
33;;
65'.
10'-
40:.:

19-27',
36-33';

66.6:;

% of the pop.
with less than
2 acres

37::-7tv;

60:;.

about 60',

nore than
SO', ( f )

9O.'h

Z of the pop.
with less than
5 acres

75r;-96:.

99-.

about 90";

99.5. :h

Usambara

Usambara

Mbeya

J'
Weal th ies t 25% hold mean of 6.8 acres ; poorest 75" hold mean o f 2.5 acres.

12.8% ' 0:;

a. Awiti 1973; b. Van Hekken and Van Velzen 1972; c. Reining 1963. 1967; d. Friedrich 1858;
e. Boesen 1973; f. Raid and Raid 1975; g. Atte~s 1967; h. 1975-1980 Tanga Regional Develop-
ment Plan; i. Sender 1974; j. Fleuret 1978; k. Pipping i976.
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Table 14. Distribution of Land within Village 1, by Quartier/lineage.
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Tflble 15. D i s t r i b u t i o n o f Lr.nd w i t h i n Quar f j c r /L ineoye
in Vi 11 cif|e 1 , oy Compound
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In this quick review of some work in East and West
A f r i ca , the evidence is strong that modernization does not
occur in a vacuum and that.planned or unplanned i t is accom-
panied by increasing social d i f f e ren t i a t i on or inequal i ty.
Whore classes did not ex i s t , they are forming. Where ear l i e r
systems of s t r a t i f i c a t i o n had arisen they are important in
modernization. We need to ask, however, what is "normal"
d i s t r i b u t i o n , what kind of inequi t ies in resource d i s t r i bu -
t ion are always present? We have some 1east:most rat ios
' 1 : 8 for the Shambaa, land only, 1:16 for the Haya, land
only in sample v i l lage 1953, 1:333 for Mbere, weighted 1979,
1:400 for the Kikuyu, lant1 only in one v i l l age 1976,
1:5,000,000 for the US weighted, 1969).

Summary

Consider(jole changes are ir. evidence in inany parts of
the developing world as modernization, the great transfor-
mation, takes hold. The fate of women, their changing
status, loss of old and acquisition of new roles are linked
to these changes, inevitably. In this paper I have sketched
some of the recent studies which point to important shifts
ir. the nature of rural African societies. Some women thrive
in the new circumstance, others fare much less well.
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WOMCN WITH BANKING, riN,"NCE
AND ENTRtPP.r.ritURIAL ABILITY

by Michoel a Walsh
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"Women with banking, finance and entrepreneurial
ability," specifically as it relates to the UN Conference
on Science and Technology for Development, is too ambitious
a topic for anyone to try to undertake in one sitting. In
fact, to address this particular weave of issues with any
degree of self-confidence, we would need far more information
and experience than women generally have access to. However,
if we all agree that we know very little about how the sys-
tem really works--then we free ourselves to start to address
issues related to the economy from our own experiences and
perceptions with greater confidence. That's a good place
tc start.

! believe stronoly in the existence and motivational
power of profits and in encouraging a better understanding
of the elements which create a profit. Those characteristics
which are generally attributable to a successful business,
are also the basic elements of a flexible and healthy
economy. One of our major problems today is, I believe,
a fundamental misunderstanding or lack of understanding
about profits. The issue is not "whether" profits, but
what creates profits? How? For whom?

The world has changed radically during the past five
years, and in another five, it will be difficult to recog-
nize today's systems, traditions, and economies. The dia-
logue about how a global society can best organize and
sustain itself has undergone major changes as well. We
have hardly begun to struggle with the new concepts, reali-
ties, and turfs which are fast becoming the realities of
the 80's. At the sarr.e time, most of the women I know who
are working in development programs for low income women
are still working within the classical mode of development--
one that i :> wc-1 fore-oriented and characteristically trendy,
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wi in the '.-ends •>•:*. by iii«lo \'nir<?r. '.-.el fare i';. easy, and
so is the snort- term reactionary .•ir-r-oach of many "ve l fare" -
orient"-l (>roijr..---i. It. is i.crt.<i ir: iy less risky than is the
commit.-nt to '••ork wi th in the economic system to he 1 p df i ve
that- system. The : •: Lev i;. non-reactionary by nature; and
to puL that coiTi'i ti:iont into action requires a longer term,
mo>-e narrowly-defined : ;K.JS than is usually the case; with
pro ject : v;her<--- bottom-line accountabi l i ty \i- not a p r i o r i t y .
Certain ly, whjii wor ' ing as n producer of and wi th in the
economy, ;.ii..! not a1' a consumer, we have VJ think d i f f e ren t l y ;
i:iotive(. ••.:'•.! time frames are d i f f e ren t , :ccountabi1ity must
be a ;:.o-way dialogue. And most importantly, when producing
in .'. changing economy, demands "<re placed on our capacities
to t rust our own jVJcjnents about unfamil iar types of advice
and expert ise.

One concern I iv.ve vn r.h today's dialogue relates to
•••edit. How often have you heard, "Credit in the key to
wonie- • success;"? To use torms and •, Lrateqies such as
"crcOit" t.l.at have -iuch HM ior implications on people's l ivt iC ;

wi th , apparently, so l i t i i l e understandinq and or.ly c neneral
sense of expectation is a scar^ phemi-'enoii. I t ' s that
we l i j re a l t i tude again. "Just get che money and evrrythinq
w i l l work out ." What is ot issue is to understand tnat
:ii'iny wur.en who have been social ized to plast ic " instant-
sa t is fac t ion" c red i t cards are wr i t ing programs and credi t
schemes tor v/ni:-on in other economies quite unl ike our own.
We f i r s t have to understand that our own posit ion and
si tuat ion as c red i t consumers is in a centra l ized, consumer-
oriented economy which has provided the jobs and salaries
to cover the indebtedness and in f la t ionary in terest rates of
such an economy. We have to begin to understand the impacts
of c red i t in our own economy before we can begin to enter
a dialogue with women in a d i f ferent ly -s t ructured economy,
and in which the impacts of credi t w i l l necessarily be
d i f f e ren t . Further, we have yet to f u l l y real ize that
there i\re many d i f f e ren t kinds of c red i t arrangements.
Each kind w i l l have d i f f e r i ng impacts and only some a e
fa i r and equitable for the borrower.

The cred i t myth is c;reat for us (and please don't
misunderstand me, c red i t and banking are crucial to anyone
who "is a part of the modern economy), but what about a
government cred i t system that provides seed, f e r t i l i z e r s ,
and pesticides to s'nall subsistence farmers who must repay
with interest at the rate of 1/3 of the i r harvested crop.
Does local government bureaucrat provide the c red i t to the
male fanner for new cash crops; and, i f so, does that
displace the women from their t rad i t iona l roles in family

:•
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fciniiinci? What happens to those fanners when crops fa i l ?
What happens to a family 's d iet when cash crops are subst i -
tuted for family fa P.1.'no? Each of us has experienced the
effects of i n f l a t i on as a major by-product of credi t oppor-
t u n i t i e s , but what do we know about the effects on the health
of women and chi ldren in subsistence economies when they
can no longer af ford the cost: of sugar, milk or other staples
because of in f la t ionary prices?

The second point at issue regarding "cred i t " i s : How
many of us understand that "c red i t " is not the s tar t ing
point to f inancial success and that when taken to be
Lhe_key to success, i t more than l i ke ly w i l l lead to the
fa i l u re of an enterprise or the f inancial enslavement
of an ind iv idual . The components which do form the basis
of a viable enterprise are a sound operating plan with
star t -up and expansion closely attunded to the f luctuat ions
of the market and courage and commitment to develop and
sel l an idea or product. Only then w i l l a f a i r and decent
cred i t scheme be put to i t s best advantage.

I 'd l i ke to share three examples of well-run and econom-
i c a l l y prof i tab le enterprises. They are successful because
the individuals involved do know more about thei r own
projects, their market po ten t ia l , and the i r economies than
anyone else. Credit is used judic iously only after commit-
ment and operation are in place. I t is important to under-
stand that a bank's primary role is to reinvest other
people's money and not to give i t away. With this in mind,
you ' l l better understand why these projects are regarded
as cjnod credi t r isks by thei r bankers.

The Self-Employed Women's Association in Ahmedabdd,
India: In 1972, Ella Bhatt organized S.E.W.A. as a means by
which to further the economic independence of women who
were engaged in earning thei r own l ivel ihoods as street
vendors, cart pu l l e rs , junk-smiths, e tc . Most of these
women were i l l i t e r a t e . There were no cred i t programs exten-
ded to them by the banks to enable them to break the
vicious c i r c le of borrowing at high rates from money
lenders—because they were i l l i t e r a t e and could not read
the banking forms. Furthermore, the amounts of the loans
they requested were too small to cover the bank's adminis- •
t ra t i ve expenses for processing them. S.E.W.A. began with
a penny savings program for i t s members and a t ra in ing
program about the use of savings. Eventually these monies
and Ella Bhatt 's unique energy created a guarantee fund,
v.hich now helps provide low-interest loans for these women.
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The resul t has been that many of the women now own their
moans of production, and their income is not eaten up by
huih /interest rates and by rental payment on thei r equip-
ment. Other by-products of S.l ' .K.A.'s p ro f i t s include a
health care center for i t s members, t ra in ing program,
and a day care center.

Deidre Bonifoz beuan her e f f o r t f ive years ago.
Art isan's Cooperative/Cooperative Craft Marketing Center
at Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania has provided several
hundred women artisans in economically depressed areas
of our country with marketing and technical
assistance. Through her e f f o r t s , women from over 50 coopera-
t ives are insured of monthly orders for their craf ts at
prices considerably higher than they could obtain loca l l y .
Sales, which now have exceeded $1/2 mi l l i on annually, nave
enabled them to buy the i r materials in bulk at discount
prices and to finance the opening of six r e ta i l stores
in af f luent areas. The Cooperative is now expanding to
include exchanges with women artisans from other countries
and an international coirmercial nai l -order catalogue.
Most importantly, for a majority of these women thei r new
earning power represents a s ign i f i can t , and stable, share
of their fami l ies ' to ta l income.

Gerard Pantin's Trinidad and Tobago Development Founda-
t ion is another example of a long-term e f f o r t to encourage
the greater par t ic ipat ion of women and men previously
excluded from the banking and f inancial systems of their
economies. The Foundation asks only three questions in
thei r consideration of whether or not to help an undertaking:
1) Is i t rea l l y a project that has come from the community?
2) Is the community able and w i l l i n g to pay for the project?
3) Is the only problem that the community cannot obtain a
loan from the commercial banks? Another crucial element is
the wil l ingness of the coinmunity members to sign personal
guarantees. I f the answer to a l l these questions is "yes,"
the foundation proceeds to guarantee the loan. This i s ,
to my way of thinking, an excellent example of appropriate
technology at work. When such a philosophy and or ientat ion
is put into act ion, i t is easy to understand why a program
can be considered successful--twenty-one projects have been
funded to date for a to ta l of $150,000 at a repayment rate
of ninety-four percent!
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Cach of the three ind iv idua ls , El la--Diedra--Gerard--
is f i r s t and foremost committed to making a small project /
business work; and in producjng resources or p ro f i t s in
the economy rather than" "in consuming thei:i. To that: end, they
are f i r s t concerned with understanding and control ing thei r
markets, the cost-effectiveness of the i r operations and
the interest and p r o f i t a b i l i t y of their products. Their
success is mpe.sured in the improved economies and well-being
of the individual women (and men) they serve. Each year,
the members of each of those groups have had more money to
spend than they did the year before- and they have more
choices about how to l i ve their l i ves . To me, that is
pro_nt. As a side note of comparison—Do you know that the
paper requirements of the Geneva o f f i ce of the U.M. alone
u t i l i zes 6,000 acres of timberland annually? I ask you, is
that the most e f f i c i e n t way to help create and maintain
a f lex ib le world economy? I'm beginning to wonder.

While I know many of my colleagues who disagree, I
am increasingly convinced that the small-scale entrepreneur
--and especially the woman entrepreneur-- is the key to
establishing a healthy and stable economy. For s ta r te rs ,
think ;.bout e f f i c i e n t household managers. They represent
the best examples I know of real entrepreneurs and appropri-
ate technologists. They are labor- in tensive, small-scale,
local ly-maintained, use l imi ted resources (both natural
and capi ta l ) e f f i c i e n t l y . S im i l a r i t y , a successful
entrepreneur or appropriate technologist cannot be replicated
or mass-produced by others. One day I escorted Marqaret
Mead from flew York to Washington. During our f l i g h t , we
talked about the new appropriate technologists in this
country; and she said, "You know, the real potent ial for new
innovation in technology w i l l come because during the next
decade we w i l l see the f i r s t wave of women into the f i e l d of

technology design." N'f:w ideas and new technologies are
emerging at a faster rate than we are capable of comprehen-
ding. We know that during the next decade we w i l l see an
explosion o f new information and educative technologies.
How many wonen are involved in the foref ront of understanding
and developing those .•!&;/ areas arid markets which are expected
to have major -mpacts on our lives—and economies. to
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As I suggested at the U.N. last spring, until we,
as women, have enough courage to risk new development think-
ing designed to change the dialogue so that all individuals
have a greater stake in and potential benefit from a
"New International Economic Order; we will never succeed
in having an equitable share in the decisions about how
our economies are run and in the choices about the tech-
nologies we will be using. This will occur only when women
have the courage to create new dialogues, new partnerships
and programs designed around new markets in which women
control their fair share.

Ĵ ., greater attention is needed to better
unccstand what is going on among women all over the world,
and the:i co help design new ways to support those efforts
with''it controlling or diverting them from afar. A serious
analysis and closer monitoring of the charter of the World
Bank tne UNDP, and other "assistance" programs should
pro'. l:s us witn new insight about how decisions within
thost. : rograms are nvde and how greater accountability can
be rec .red. More importantly, an effort should be made
to cor ty that information to women in recipient countries
to enc^vrage an understanding cf the importance of those
progn' on their lives.

Jlr. ° specifically--(to those women who help design and
support women's programs)--

Read E. F. Schumacher's Buddhist Economics and
Susan Griffin's Women and Nature and Jean Baker
Miller's Toward a New Psychology of Women.

0 Begin to think in terms of the "marketplace,"
of financial viability, or profit -- when
designing a program. This will involve a
great deal of research and analysis of the
local-national economic environment. But no
enterprise can succeed without that knowledge.

° Redefine concepts about experts. This is the
most difficult task to thinking differently.
The organic process nf searching for and
identifying new sources of expertise is
comparable to the complex process of learning.
It simply cannot be packaged. Appropriate
Technology is already encouraging u*s to
redefine our terms, and to identify "experts"
at all levels of a community. At a recent
Workshop of "AT" practitioners a new strategy

[.•••:[>
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l o r d e v e l o p m e n t , was c l c \ i q n r d ! c p l . u . e new
emphas i s . H H I p r i o r i t i e s (>n i.iic e x p r r i i M i u ' s " !
i t i < l i v i d i i . > l coi i i i i iun i t y m r i i i h c c . in<. l u d iu<< women,
t h e . n i i t i ' l <inrt ( h e l i . i t t i l i c< i | ) | ) i ' ( l , (•?.<:. (•>•''•
Append i x I ).

(re.ito ruiidiiui at t i tudes which allow lor <|rcdt.er
f l e x i b i l i t y and 1 r»ri«UM- term l inancinq as detor-
nilnod by speci f ic i ircumstanro.

Ist.ablish your presence. A pro f i tab le enter-
prise cannot be mainmed from <iiar. Work
together <is ei|iia 1 partners on the ni t t .y-f i r i t . ty
of every day operations of the project, or
enterprise.

Once a p r o f i t has been rea l ized, work harder
to keep i t .

idel ino for how we miqht begin to redefine and
redesign our development proqiaius for women, I have attached
hereto a strategy for development su'i'iosted by a yroup of
appropriate technolcuiy p rac t i t ioners .

I'd also l i ke to b r i e f l y share with you some of O'jr
planned programs for Women's World Banking. As many of
you may know. Women's World Banking is designed as a
mccluuiism to encourage a sharing of money-i.iaHni) and entre-
preneurial expertise among women from around the world.
There is a tremendous resource.of experience and knowledge
among women already--wor.ien who understand the i r national
and local economies; who know how to use and influence
their banking i ns t i t u t i ons ; who can help iden t i f y arid
control their marketplace; and who know how to survive in
the world of p ro f i t s . These s k i l l s and knowledge for
the most part are not jus t words. They have been acquired
from lonq, hard experience. What Women's World Banking
intends to do is to oegin to tap that expertise and encour-
age the l ink-up of women in t rad i t iona l banking and
finance organizations with women entrepreneurs--many of
whom have survived without benef i t of t rad i t iona l banking
services. To that end, we are planning an internat ional
workshop of women leaders in banking and finance to be
held la te r this year. While experiences from wi th in any
specif ic economy cannot be imported or super-imposed
one to another, we do believe that s k i l l s and opportunities
for women within a speci f ic economy can be strengthened
by a greater cata ly t ic e f f o r t on the part cf a l l women.
Our international workshop is a f i r s t step to encouraging
womens' growing par t ic ipa t ion in the marketplace, in thei r
economies, and in the banking and f inancia l ins t i tu t ions
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of their countries. What is now required is a i»w look at
how we as women work together; how do we trust e-ich other's
experience and perspectives; and how do we make a new
commitment to individual candor and integrity about what
we know and do not know..

^
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STRATEGY FACTORS IN APPROPRIATE TUHNOLOGY

As a strategy for development, AT is relevant in a l l
primary sectors of human a c t i v i t y , including f-ood and
agr icu l tu re , health and human services, industry, commerce
and economic a c t i v i t y , t ransportat ion and communication.
In each of these sectors, th is AT strategy has four cruc ia l
components: 1) People, 2) Financing, 3) Train ing, Education
and S k i l l s , 4) Organization.

1) PEOPLE

People, end-users, are at the center of the AT strategy.
Several key factors define the strategy of working
with people:

a) Need must be defined by ena-users. This d e f i n i t i o n
of need is s i tua t ion -spec i f i c and builds from where
people are.

b) Proper diagnosis of problems should be made and
presented by the local people as a prerequisi te
for acceptance of the pro ject .

c) Interest and par t i c ipa t ion are se l f -def ined; out-
side resources are at the d isposi t ion of the end-
users.

d) Risk is accepted and taken by people, end-users.
This implies d i rec t venture pa r t i c i pa t i on , and
excludes welfare or ientat ions and hand-outs.

e) People's d i rec t pa r t i c ipa t ion begins with program
choice, planning and design, and continues through
program implementation and evaluation.

f) Special emphasis should be given to encouraging
participation by women arid others tradit ionally
excluded from program planning and implementation.

FROM: Workshop of Appropriate Technology Practitioners
Winrock International Conference Center, VoTi 1 ton, AK
December 1 - 5, 1978.
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2) FUNDING

Funding mechanisms have a direct beariny upon the
implementation of AT and thus become a key factor in
overall strategy of AT. The following factors define
this strategy:

a) Financing of AT can be multi-source, tapping
private, government and international resources.
Emphasis is on a mix of funds which will ensure
the independence of end-users.

b) Financing of AT can be multi-faceted, i.e., grants,
loans, services, aides. Start-up development costs
must be built into all programs; the important
factor is that these funds provide subsidies only
as long as necessary to ensure project viability.

c) Financing must be as direct as possible to project
participants.

d) Since financing is not administered or distributed
in a vacuum, there must be at least so>ne minimal
government awareness to ensure legitimacy.

e) Financing levels should meet the needs of the end-
users; small- or large-scale funding i; situation-
specific; over-funding should be avoided.

f) It is important that the participants in a project
contribute either finance or labor or both--to
ensure thei>- close identification with the project.

g) Financing must be flexible, requiring as little
paperwork and bureaucracy a* possible. Emphasis
should be given to more small-scale financing.

3) TRAINING, EDUCATION AND SKILLS

AT's strategy of working directly from people's
interests, needs and risks requires a complementary
factor: the build-up of specific skills, talents and
human resources. This factor is further refined:

a) Skills are program-specific, though they tend to
divide into technical, managerial, organizational
and leadership.

>t0;[ :.:„<:W?^>::^:.l*hvr>"•
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b) Skill models may be imported, from other regions
or nations, if controlled locally, but the
essential goal and product is the development of
idigenous models.

c) The social, cultural, educational, and skill-
learning level of people involved must be the
starting point for program development.

d) Emphasis should be placed on "hands-on" training
and educational-training exchanges between
existing AT groups.

4) ORGANIZATION

AT can work through institutions and structures, either
private or public, to ensure continuity and replica-
b i l i t y ; but i t can also operate on a people-to-people
basis.

a) Institutions must be as close to working directly
with people as possible. This ensures that they
wi l l be responsive to, and representative of, the
local community. These institutions include
cooperatives, not-for-profit agencies, small
businesses, local village and municipal govern-
ments, decentralized government agencies.

b) AT organizations can, and should, through boards
of directors, advisory committees, local councils,
bring together representatives of a cross-section
of the community, including government, end-users,
service organizations and the private sector.
Sectors with specific resources, such as funding
and sk i l l s , should be incorporated and effectively
ut i l ized.


